CABARRUS COUNTY
BOARD OF
COMMISSIONERS
WORK SESSION
March 9, 2020
4:00 PM
1.

CALL TO ORDER - CHAIRMAN

2.

APPROVAL OF WORK SESSION AGENDA - CHAIRMAN

2.1. BOC - Changes to the Agenda
3.

DISCUSSION ITEMS - NO ACTION

3.1.
3.2.
3.3.
3.4.

2019 Child Protection and Fatality Team Report
Presentation by Early Childhood Task Force Advisory Board
Infrastructure and Asset Management - Courthouse Expansion Project Update
Innovation and Technology - Innovation Report

4.

DISCUSSION ITEMS FOR ACTION

4.1. County Manager - Required Road Improvements West Cabarrus High School
4.2. Appointments - Transportation Advisory Committee (TAC)
4.3. BOC - Appointments to Boards and Committees
4.4. BOC - Resolution Amending the Board of Commissioners' 2020 Meeting Schedule
4.5. County Manager - County/CVB Interlocal Agreement
4.6. County Manager - Phase 2 Synthetic Turf Project
4.7. Finance - Audit Contract for Fiscal Years Ending June 30, 2020, 2021 and 2022
4.8. Finance - North Carolina Education Lottery Payment Applications for School Debt Service
4.9. Human Resources - Changes to Drug Free Workplace Policy
4.10. Human Resources - Health Insurance Renewal for FY21
5.

APPROVAL OF REGULAR MEETING AGENDA

5.1. BOC - Approval of Regular Meeting Agenda
6.

CLOSED SESSION

6.1. Closed Session - Pending Litigation and Economic Development
7.

ADJOURN
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In accordance with ADA regulations, anyone in need of an accommodation to participate in
the meeting should notify the ADA coordinator at 704-920-2100 at least 48 hours prior to the
meeting.
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2.-2.1.

CABARRUS COUNTY
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
WORK SESSION
March 9, 2020
4:00 PM
AGENDA CATEGORY:
Approval of Work Session Agenda - Chairman
SUBJECT:
BOC - Changes to the Agenda
BRIEF SUMMARY:
A list of changes to the agenda is attached.
REQUESTED ACTION:
Motion to approve the agenda as amended.
EXPECTED LENGTH OF PRESENTATION:
1 Minute
SUBMITTED BY:
Lauren Linker, Clerk to the Board
BUDGET AMENDMENT REQUIRED:
No
COUNTY MANAGER'S RECOMMENDATIONS/COMMENTS:

ATTACHMENTS:
Changes to the Agenda
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CABARRUS COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
CHANGES TO THE AGENDA
MARCH 9, 2020
ADDITIONS:
Discussion Items for Discussion
4.9
Human Resources – Changes to Drug Free Workplace Policy

UPDATED:
Discussion Items for Discussion
4.1
County Manager – Required Road Improvements West Cabarrus High School
 Construction Package
4.10

Human Resources – Health Insurance Renewal for FY21
 Proposed Changes
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3.-3.1.

CABARRUS COUNTY
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
WORK SESSION
March 9, 2020
4:00 PM
AGENDA CATEGORY:
Discussion Items - No Action
SUBJECT:
2019 Child Protection and Fatality Team Report
BRIEF SUMMARY:
A representative from the Cabarrus County Child Protection and Fatality Team will present
the annual review of our child fatalities and current issues impacting our children's welfare.
REQUESTED ACTION:
Receive input.
EXPECTED LENGTH OF PRESENTATION:
30 Minutes
SUBMITTED BY:
Paula Yost, JD, LPCA Chair, Cabarrus County Child Protection and Fatality Team
BUDGET AMENDMENT REQUIRED:
No
COUNTY MANAGER'S RECOMMENDATIONS/COMMENTS:

ATTACHMENTS:
Report
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The State of our Children:
A 2019 Report
Paula J. Yost, JD, LCMHC, Chair
Cabarrus County, Child Protection & Fatality Team
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• CPFT = Child Protection & Fatality Team
• In Cabarrus County, it has made sense to combine
both teams. Thus, we combined with the goal of
becoming one of the top CPFTs in the state.

• A focus is on examining the deaths of children in the
county during the previous calendar year.

What is
CPFT?

• We discuss each case and ponder ways that the deaths
could have been prevented and look at issues county
wide that lead to better protection of our children.

• We are mandated by G.S. 7B 1407
• An interdisciplinary group of community

representatives who meet regularly to promote a
community-wide approach to the problem of child
abuse and neglect.
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Illness-8: 1-Portal Hypertension, 1-Epilepsy, 1-Pulmonary Valve
Atresia, 1-Scoliosis/Cardiac Arrest, 1-Stenosis of Pulmonary Artery, 1Krabbe Disease, 1-Neoplasm of Brain, 1-Hyperglycemia

Prematurity-9

2018
Child
Deaths

Accidental-4: 1-Unsafe Sleep (2 months), 1-Undetermined (16 days),
1-Car Accident, 1-Unsafe Sleep (5 months)

Abuse-1: 1-Assault/Head Trauma

DA’s review/pending-2 (1 Mecklenburg, 1 Cabarrus)

TOTAL = 24 (2013-25; 2014-18, 2015-23; 2016-22; 2017-21)
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We have done two in the last six
months.

Intensive
State
Fatality
Reviews

What they are
Who participates

Findings
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Child
Abuse –
DHS
Numbers

•
•
•

CPS reports received: 3099

Reports accepted: 2447
Average number of cases open in In Home
Services for a month: 62

•

Average number of children in foster care
for a month: 115

•
•

Number of petitions filed for custody: 91
Foster children moved to permanence: 46
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Obesity
nearly one in three
children in the
community classified
as overweight or
obese

32% is the number of
Children Identified as
Overweight or Obese
in Cabarrus County
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Number of Individuals Seen
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Atrium Health Cabarrus ED: Behavioral
Health
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Total Geriatric Psych (66+)

Prior to your 18th birthday:

Did a parent or other adult in the household often or very often… Swear at you, insult you, put
you down, or humiliate you? or Act in a way that made you afraid that you might be physically
hurt?
No___If Yes, enter 1 __

ACE
Scores

Did a parent or other adult in the household often or very often… Push, grab, slap, or throw
something at you? or Ever hit you so hard that you had marks or were injured?
No___If Yes, enter 1 __
Did an adult or person at least 5 years older than you ever… Touch or fondle you or have you
touch their body in a sexual way? or Attempt or actually have oral, anal, or vaginal intercourse
with you?
No___If Yes, enter 1 __
Did you often or very often feel that … No one in your family loved you or thought you were
important or special? or Your family didn’t look out for each other, feel close to each other, or
support each other?
No___If Yes, enter 1 __
Did you often or very often feel that … You didn’t have enough to eat, had to wear dirty clothes,
and had no one to protect you? or Your parents were too drunk or high to take care of you or
take you to the doctor if you needed it? No___If Yes, enter 1 __
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Were your parents ever separated or divorced?
No___If Yes, enter 1 __

Was your mother or stepmother:
Often or very often pushed, grabbed, slapped, or had something thrown at her? or Sometimes, often, or very often
kicked, bitten, hit with a fist, or hit with something hard? or Ever repeatedly hit over at least a few minutes or
threatened with a gun or knife?
No___If Yes, enter 1 __

ACE
Scores – 2

Did you live with anyone who was a problem drinker or alcoholic, or who used street drugs?
No___If Yes, enter 1 __

Was a household member depressed or mentally ill, or did a household member attempt suicide?

No___If Yes, enter 1 __

Did a household member go to prison?
No___If Yes, enter 1 __
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• The first research results were published in 1998,

followed by more than 70 other publications through
2015. They showed that:

• childhood trauma was very common, even in employed
middle-class, college-educated people with great health
insurance;

• there was a direct link between childhood trauma and

What does
that mean?

adult onset of chronic disease, as well as depression,
suicide, being violent and a victim of violence;

• more types of trauma increased the risk of health,
social and emotional problems.

• people usually experience more than one type of

trauma – rarely is it only sex abuse or only verbal abuse.

• Would anyone like to guess what kind of study birthed
ACE research?
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• 1985 - Dr. Vincent Felitti couldn’t figure out why, each year for the last

five years, more than half of the people in his obesity clinic dropped out.

• Why would people who were 300 pounds overweight lose 100 pounds,
and then drop out when they were on a roll?

• The turning point in Felitti’s quest came by accident. The physician was

ACES
RESULTS

running through yet another series of questions with yet another obesity
program patient: How much did you weigh when you were born? How
much did you weigh when you started first grade? How much did you
weigh when you entered high school? How old were you when you
became sexually active? How old were you when you married?

• “I misspoke,” he recalls, probably out of discomfort in asking about when
she became sexually active – although physicians are given plenty of
training in examining body parts without hesitation, they’re given little
support in talking about what patients do with some of those body parts.
“Instead of asking, “How old were you when you were first sexually
active,” I asked, “How much did you weigh when you were first sexually
active?’ The patient, a woman, answered, ‘Forty pounds.’”

• He didn’t understand what he was hearing. He misspoke the question

again. She gave the same answer, burst into tears and added, “It was when
I was four years old, with my father.”

• Of the 286 people whom Felitti and his colleagues interviewed, most had
been sexually abused as children.
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It means that every single issue we are facing
in our community needs assessment (obesity,
homelessness, mental health and substance
use issues) is NOT the problem. It is the
symptom of the problem.

What does
this mean?

The problem is trauma and our world’s
uniformed response to how to manage
trauma.

Trauma leads to personality disorders which
we are completely ill equipped to manage.
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• When we talk about human psychology and

human behavior, especially as it relates to trauma,
you must look at it through the lens of a life span.
You should also look at it in terms of generational
impact.

Life Span
Development

• Why? Because unprocessed trauma gets stored in

our body. Trauma is not just in your head. It leaves
a real, physical imprint on your body, changing
your brain.

• Untreated trauma can have huge impacts on
future health.
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Substance
Abuse

Personality
Disorders

Obesity

Trauma
HT
Homelessness
DV
Abuse/Neglect

Health
Concerns
including heart
attack, stroke,
and diabetes
Truancy
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• Trauma causes our memory processing system to

Things
caused by
trauma

malfunction. Thus, the trauma isn’t stored correctly.
Our brain subverts to a simpler method of recording
signals and encodes traumatic memories as pictures of
physical sensations. This is called dissociation.
Remembering things like shrapnel. The language of
survival is sensation.

• These fragments manifest as symptoms commonly

associated with post-traumatic stress and increase our
risk of becoming seriously ill. This all also physically
changes our brain.

• This is the population we are facing. They are often
misunderstood by everyone.
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• Are highly likely to develop a personality
disorder because the house is so

Children
who grow
up with
trauma . . .

dysfunctional that they have no frame of
reference for what is normal.

• Very young children do not have words to
apply to the trauma happening around them.
They wind up analyzing them with an
immature, trauma exposed brain which creates
false narratives, which are self-critical and
destructive, shaming or guilting, and
inaccurate and untrue.
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• Experience a deficit in nourishing affection and

attention from a parent, presumes it is their fault, and
that they must be unworthy of these vital supplies.

Children who
grow up in
that
environment
...

• They then interpret love as a painful yearning and
longing which is never returned.

• The painful sensations associated with loving an
unresponsive parent influences our existence.

• This sets us up for poor relationship choices, prepares
us for lives driven by wishful thinking, and intense
cravings for things we cannot have, and a personality
disorder is born. (Personality disorders are a whole
separate class.) This is also how many people wind up
in a violent relationship.

• This sensation of “not being good enough” also

spawns and perpetuates addictions and compulsions.
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• Grandparents generation has domestic violence
and a host of other ACE score producing
elements.

• Their child (let’s say parent) has a personality
disorder.

Back to
lifespan
development
...

• Grandchildren will either also develop a

personality disorder (a worst case scenario) or will
have major issues with attachment such as
avoidant attachment or anxious attachment.
(Attachment issues are also very painful. Books
exist on this topic alone.)

• Hence, getting Mom to leave a violent relationship

is critical for a child and grandchildren and so on.
New research also shows that trauma imprints and
changes our actual DNA. It really does impact us
for generations.
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Cabarrus County Needs
•
•
•
•
•

More behavioral health specialists in primary care offices
IPS Supportive Employment
Spanish-speaking therapists
Psychiatrist for children, adolescents, and adults
Specialized service providers for individuals with Autism,
Behavior Disorders, and Attachment Disorders
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Community Needs
According to Community Agencies,
Cardinal Comes in Too Late and Supplies Too Little

In Home Services/Support
Therapeutic Foster Care
Psychiatric Residential
Treatment Facility
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• A lack of services
• Defaulting to the clinical home for a traumatized child
• Increasing trauma for children by not responding

Cardinal

•
•
•
•
•

•

appropriately to trauma
Unsuccessful grievance procedures
A lack of qualified professionals making decisions.
No hierarchy of folks to call upon for help.
Cardinal wanting to have educational meetings. A
failure to agree or a failure to have a meeting of the
minds is not something that requires education.
Until our State understands this, takes a real look at
trauma and forces our LME/MCOs to do the same, I
see very little that any of us can for our Medicaid
population.
Our community needs to make some tough decisions
about what to do with regards to Cardinal.
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ACEs Don’t have to last a lifetime.
• Get children basic needs met (safe, stable home life, food, clothing, shelter)
• Let kids play with others and share their feelings
• Encourage parental resilience with education on ACEs, acknowledging our own ACE scores, and identify
ways to deal with the ACEs we have experienced

•
•
•
•
•

Connect with healthy support systems
Use positive discipline
Praise children
Provide structure and routine for children
Give children plenty of opportunity for outdoor play (our community parks and library programs are so
important.)
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Resilience: Creating a Trauma Informed
Community
• Resilience is the ability to thrive, adapt and cope despite tough and stressful times.
• Resilience is a natural counter-weight to Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE’s).
• The more resilience a child has, the more likely they are to deal with negative situations in a healthy way that won’t have
prolonged and unfavorable outcomes.

•
•
•
•

Resilience is not an innate characteristic, but rather a skill that can be taught, learned and practiced.

•

The Two-Generation Approach builds family well-being by intentionally and simultaneously working with children and
the adults in their lives together. The approach recognizes that families come in all different shapes and sizes and that
families define themselves.

Everybody has the ability to become resilient when surrounded by the right environments and supportive nurturing people.

For children, the presence of compassionate teachers, caring coaches, or other adult mentors can help build resilience.
The body remembers what the mind forgets. Remember to ask troubled children, what happened to you, instead of what
is wrong with you.
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The best thing we have right now . . .
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Questions?
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3.-3.2.

CABARRUS COUNTY
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
WORK SESSION
March 9, 2020
4:00 PM
AGENDA CATEGORY:
Discussion Items - No Action
SUBJECT:
Presentation by Early Childhood Task Force Advisory Board
BRIEF SUMMARY:
The Early Childhood Task Force Advisory Board (ECTFAB) was established to advise the
board on matters related to the primary development of Cabarrus County children. Members
of the ECTFAB will provide a report on their findings and propose an action plan for
improving early childhood education in Cabarrus County.
REQUESTED ACTION:
Receive report.
EXPECTED LENGTH OF PRESENTATION:
15 Minutes
SUBMITTED BY:
Rodney Harris, Deputy County Manager
Members of the ECTFAB
BUDGET AMENDMENT REQUIRED:
No
COUNTY MANAGER'S RECOMMENDATIONS/COMMENTS:

ATTACHMENTS:
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PowerPoint Presentation
ECTFAB Report
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Early Education Taskforce Report
Prepared for County Commissioners’ Work
Session
March 9, 2020
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Cabarrus County:
Economic Strength via Early Childhood Programs
• Enhance the attractiveness of our County as a place to work and
live and invest in the economics of a thriving community
• Enhance the effectiveness and availability of our educational
systems; birth-degree programming
• Increase opportunities for attractive degree programs in the field of
early education and related fields like business, nutrition, finance,
etc.
• Provide consistent, high level support for working adults—worry
free childcare to provide a more stable and engaged workforce.
• Provide new and increased employment opportunities within the
"early childcare industry” - teachers and support positions
• Provide a county model for state initiatives re: the growth and
enhancement of the early education arena—thereby opening doors
for state and federal funding for our county; as well as private
foundation dollars.
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A Snapshot of some current realities
• In 2017 Cabarrus County: only 48% of first graders were
proficient in reading—less than half. And only 15% of 11th
graders met all the ACT College and career readiness
benchmarks.
• A study led by Professor Heckman and colleagues, indicate a
13% ROI for comprehensive, high-quality, birth-to-five early
education.
• Research shows that workforce parent absenteeism and
productivity reductions due to child-care breakdowns cost
U.S. businesses more than $3 billion annually.
• Another 2018 study found that rising childcare costs resulted
in a 13 percent decrease in employment of mothers of young
children.
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Defining the Need:
Cabarrus County has a serious lack of
affordable, accessible, high quality childcare
options (B-5yrs)
Across the County several “Child Care deserts” exist
Childcare Facilities currently serve approx. 4046
children, or 1/3 of the County’s young children
Less than 50% of eligible 4 year olds are enrolled in
the NC Pre-K program in Cabarrus County
63% of children (B-5) live in households in which all
parents present in the home are working.
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Defining the Need, cont’d.
• Current Cabarrus County identified Childcare
Deserts:
o Area along the northern Rte 85 corridor
o Mt. Pleasant
o Midland
o Downtown Kannapolis
o Along NC Highways 3 and 73, towards Mooresville
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Defining the Need, cont’d.
Current compensation for Child Care staff is
extremely low, with little or no “benefits”
 Average wages: $23, 710 annually/$11.40 hourly
Early childhood staff are severely lacking in training
and education
 Few incentives exist for professional development
Many childcare facilities have closed or have vacant
classrooms due to lack of qualified staff and
associated early education costs.
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Meeting the Need:
• Action #1: Cabarrus will collaborate with the
State of NC and utilize the recently adopted
NC Early Childhood Action Plan as a resource
and guide
• Action #2: Cabarrus County will intentionally
invest in increased quality and capacity of
early learning opportunities
• Action #3: Cabarrus County will identify and
maintain resource leadership to achieve the
specified outcomes
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Meeting the Need, cont’d
Action #1: The Taskforce recommends initial focus
on Two Goals of the NC Early Childhood Action
Plan:
Goal 8: High-Quality Early Learning
Babies, toddlers and young children across North
Carolina will have access to high-quality
opportunities to engage in early learning.

 Goal 9: On Track for School Success
Young children across North Carolina will enter
kindergarten on track for reaching their
developmental goals.
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Meeting the Need, cont’d.
• Action #2: The Taskforce recommends a
focused investment on quality and increased
capacity
– Research links School Success to High Quality
Early Learning
• Low child:teacher ratios
• A well educated and informed work force
• Compensation and benefits to support additional
education and training
• Safe, pleasant and well-equipped facilities
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Meeting the Need, cont’d.
Action #3: The Taskforce recommends hiring a
full-time employee to develop and lead a
Collaborative Group initiative:
 Research and document the state of early ed. in
Cabarrus County, potential capacity building
locations, and enhanced program quality designs
 Seek potential funding that blends public and
private dollars
 Develop and implement a Plan of Action
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Conclusion: Achievable Outcomes
Support working families more effectively
Support a more worry free and engaged
workforce
Enhance the early learning and successful
development of our youngest citizens
Provide increased opportunities for attractive
early education career development
Enhance the quality of the Cabarrus
Community
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Early Education Taskforce Report – March 9, 2020
Supporting Cabarrus County’s Economic growth and prosperity: Early Childhood Education as a vehicle for
Community strength:

 Enhance the attractiveness of our County as a place to work and live and invest in the economics
of a thriving community
 Enhance the effectiveness and availability of our educational systems; birth-degree programming
 Increase opportunities for attractive degree programs in the field of early education and related
fields like business, nutrition, finance, etc.
 Provide consistent, high level support for working adults—worry free childcare to provide a
more stable and engaged workforce.
 Provide new and increased employment opportunities within the "early childcare industry” teachers and support positions
 Provide a county model for state initiatives re: the growth and enhancement of the early
education arena—thereby opening doors for state and federal funding for our county; as well as
private foundation dollars.
A snapshot of the current outlook:
 In 2017 Cabarrus County: only 48% of first graders were proficient in reading—less than
half. And only 15% of 11th graders met all the ACT College and career readiness benchmarks.
 An important study led by Professor Heckman and colleagues, indicate a 13% ROI for
comprehensive, high-quality, birth-to-five early education.
 Additional Research shows that workforce parent absenteeism and productivity reductions due to
child-care breakdowns cost U.S. businesses more than $3 billion annually.
 Another 2018 study found that rising childcare costs resulted in a 13 percent decrease in
employment of mothers of young children.
Defining the Need:
Cabarrus County is in great need of affordable, accessible high quality
childcare opportunities for working families with children birth to 5 years old.
 Within our borders, several “childcare deserts” (housing NO childcare facilities) currently
exist. These include the area along the northern 85 corridor, Mt. Pleasant, Midland,
downtown Kannapolis, and along Highways 3 & 73 area towards Mooresville. Our current
childcare capacity stands at 4046 children, or about a 1/3 of our youngest children. Less than
50% of eligible 4 year olds are enrolled in the NC Pre-K program. 63% of children (B-%)
live in households in which all parents present in the home are working.
 Additionally, we have an urgent need for teachers, especially those with
appropriate/advanced education and training. The current compensation for child care staff
is extremely low, averaging about $11.40/hour. Few, if any benefits are offered to those
choosing the Child Care industry. Incentives for continuing education/professional
development are dramatically lacking. Many of our childcare facilities have closed, or have
vacant classrooms—due to the lack of qualified staff and the associated costs. Many children
remain on waiting lists for months.
Meeting the Need: The Task Force proposes a Solution driven 3-Step Action Plan.
Action #1: Cabarrus County will collaborate effectively with the State Plans recently presented. The
Cabarrus County Early Education Taskforce has researched the NC Early Childhood Action Plan, along
with available county early childhood data. Our findings-- based on a desire to effectively partner with
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NC State goals while meeting specific county needs—indicate a county focus on TWO State Action
Plan Goals: #’s 8 and 9.
 Goal 8: High Quality Early Learning – (Babies, toddlers, and young children across
North Carolina will have access to high quality opportunities to engage in early
learning.)
 Goal 9: On Track for School Success – (Young Children across North Carolina will
enter kindergarten on track for reaching their developmental goals.)
Research directly links School Success to High Quality Early Learning.
Action #2: the Early Education Taskforce recommends intentional work to expand accessible,
affordable, quality early learning environments throughout our County.
Action #3 brings it all into focus! The Early Education Taskforce proposes recruitment and hiring
of a full-time employee to:
 Develop and lead a Collaborative Group Initiative (government, education, faith, business, and
community organizations and lead
 Work to implement all the Early Childhood Action Plan Goals in Cabarrus County with
workgroups focused on the same objectives.
 Effectively research and document the needs for increased county child capacity.
 Research and identify potential location opportunities to support the proposed expansion concept
(i.e. Early Childhood Lab School at RCCC, Public Private Partnership with Cabarrus County
Partnership for Children, Faith Community locations, etc.)
 Lead the Early Childhood Taskforce
 Explore grant opportunities for blending of public and private funds.
 Work with the Cabarrus Economic Development staff to educate employers and the greater
business community on the needs and benefits of affordable, accessible, quality childcare in our
county.
 Develop a Cabarrus County Early Childhood Action Plan that outlines specific and realistic
solutions.
This Initiative will have moving parts and will take focus, effort, partnerships, and determination. As
Cabarrus County builds momentum around this vision, however, we end this presentation where we
began, with positive and broad achievable outcomes
 More effective support for working families
 Support for a larger, more worry-free, productive and engaged workforce
 Enhanced early development for our youngest citizen
 Increased opportunities for attractive and effective early education careers, and
 Increased and identifiable quality of community life in Cabarrus County
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3.-3.3.

CABARRUS COUNTY
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
WORK SESSION
March 9, 2020
4:00 PM
AGENDA CATEGORY:
Discussion Items - No Action
SUBJECT:
Infrastructure and Asset Management - Courthouse Expansion Project Update
BRIEF SUMMARY:
Staff to provide update on Cabarrus County Courthouse Expansion project including interior
and exterior materials and color palette.
REQUESTED ACTION:
Receive input.
EXPECTED LENGTH OF PRESENTATION:
15 Minutes
SUBMITTED BY:
Kyle Bilafer, Area Manager of Operations
Alan Eudy, Construction Manager
BUDGET AMENDMENT REQUIRED:
No
COUNTY MANAGER'S RECOMMENDATIONS/COMMENTS:

ATTACHMENTS:
Interior Design Selections
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Exterior Design Selections
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CABARRUS COUNTY COURTHOUSE
CONCORD, NORTH CAROLINA

INTERIOR FINISHES
FEBRUARY 05, 2020
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TERRAZZO - (3) COLORS
TERRAZCO
TM 19-1301
COLORS TBD

PORCELAIN WALL TILE - PRIMARY
FLORIDA TILE AVENTIS
AT1RF / AT15 ASK

WOOD VENEER
GRAHAM ROTARY NATURAL BIRCH #275 RUSSET

SOLID SURFACE
CORIAN
CARBON CONCRETE

2
CABARRUS COUNTY COURTHOUSE
INTERIOR FINISHES

PUBLICPage
CORRIDORS
51

PORCELAIN WALL TILE - ACCENT
FLORIDA TILE AVENTIS
AT3RF / AT35 TITANIUM

PORCELAIN WALL TILE - ACCENT
FLORIDA TILE AVENTIS
AT0RF / AT05 ECLIPSE

PAINT
SHERWIN WILLIAMS
SW7015 REPOSE GRAY

FLOOR TILE
TERRAZCO
TM 19-1301
COLOR TBD

TOILET PARTITIONS
STAINLESS STEEL
TEXTURED

PORCELAIN WALL TILE - PRIMARY
STONEPEAK
SIMPLY MODERN 12 X 24
SIMPLY CREME

CASEWORK - CABINETS
WILSONART
PEWTER MESH 4878.38

SOLID SURFACE COUNTERTOPS
FORMICA SIGNATURES
MIRAGE 733

3
CABARRUS COUNTY COURTHOUSE
INTERIOR FINISHES

PUBLICPage
RESTROOMS
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CERAMIC WALL TILE - ACCENT
AMERICAN OLEAN
PERSPECTA 8 X 24
PACIFIC BLUE PE11

PAINT
SHERWIN WILLIAMS
SW7015 REPOSE GRAY

CARPET TILE
J+J FLOORING
7949 CAMEO II MODULAR
2001 KATNISS

4

ACOUSTIC WALL PANELS
DESIGNTEX
BIRDSEYE 4142
LIGHT MOCHA 142-101

CABARRUS COUNTY COURTHOUSE
INTERIOR FINISHES

PORCELAIN WALL TILE
FLORIDA TILE
AVENTIS AT3RF / AT35 TITANIUM
12 / 24 X 24

SOLID SURFACE COUNTERTOPS
FORMICA SIGNATURES
MIRAGE 733

WOOD VENEER
GRAHAM ROTARY NATURAL BIRCH #275 RUSSET

COURTROOMS
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PAINT
SHERWIN WILLIAMS
SW7015 REPOSE GRAY

CARPET TILE - PRIMARY
SHAW EXPOSE 5T151
NATURAL 50103

CARPET TILE - ACCENT
PSHAW COLOR FORM 5T112
HYPER BLUE 81436

VINYL ENHANCED TILE
TARKETT AZTERRA
AT104 GRAY ROCK

ACCENT PAINT
SHERWIN WILLIAMS
SW7047 PORPOISE

ACCENT PAINT
SHERWIN WILLIAMS
SW6958 DYNAMIC BLUE
OR CUSTOM TINT TO MATCH

PANTONE 294

VINYL BASE
JOHNSONITE MILLWORK
REVEAL 4” MW-29-F MOON ROCK

CASEWORK - COUNTERTOPS
FORMICA
NEUTRAL TWILL 8826

CASEWORK - CABINETS
WILSONART
PEWTER MESH 4878.38

5
CABARRUS COUNTY COURTHOUSE
INTERIOR FINISHES

JUDGES’ SUITE + DISTRICT
ATTORNEY’S SUITE
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PAINT
SHERWIN WILLIAMS
SW7015 REPOSE GRAY

CARPET TILE - PRIMARY
SHAW SEA 5T172
VILLAGE 72760

CARPET TILE - ACCENT
SHAW SEA EDGE 5T713
VILLAGE AZURE 72759

VINYL ENHANCED TILE
TARKETT ACOLOR ESSENCE
CE127 PRETTY PUTTY

ACCENT PAINT
SHERWIN WILLIAMS
SW7047 PORPOISE

ACCENT PAINT
SHERWIN WILLIAMS
SW6958 DYNAMIC BLUE
OR CUSTOM TINT TO MATCH

PANTONE 294

VINYL BASE
JOHNSONITE MILLWORK
REVEAL 4” MW-29-F MOON ROCK
6
CABARRUS COUNTY COURTHOUSE
INTERIOR FINISHES

CASEWORK - CABINET
FORMICA
CITADEL 1097-MC
MICRODOT FINISH

CASEWORK - COUNTERTOPS
FORMICA
NEUTRAL TWILL 8826

REMAININGPage
BACK
OF HOUSE
55

SOLID SURFACE - COUNTERTOPS
CORIAN
CARBON CONCRETE

PAINT
SHERWIN WILLIAMS
SW7015 REPOSE GRAY

CABARRUS COUNTY COURTHOUSE
CONCORD, NORTH CAROLINA

EXTERIOR MATERIALS
FEBRUARY 12, 2020
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EXTERIOR MULLIONS + METAL PANELS
FINISH WILL BE EITHER

KAWNEER
CHAMPAGNE
ANODIZED

OR

KAWNEER
CLEAR
ANODIZED

CUSTOM SUNSHADE
SIMILAR DESIGN SHOWN
WHITE POWDERCOATED METAL

FRITTED GLASS
BENDHEIM
LINEAR PATTERN FRITTED RAINSCREEN GLASS
WHITE PATTERN

HIGH DENSITY LAMINATE TIMBER PANEL
PARKLEX
COPPER

2
CABARRUS COUNTY COURTHOUSE
EXTERIOR MATERIALS

EXTERIOR
PageMATERIALS
57

ARCHITECTURAL ULTRA HIGH PERFORMANCE
CONCRETE CLADDING PANELS
TAKTL
TEXTURE: SMOOTH COLOR: BONE 78 FINISH: MEDIABLAST

FACE BRICK
BELDEN
CONCORD CLEAR

3.-3.4.

CABARRUS COUNTY
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
WORK SESSION
March 9, 2020
4:00 PM
AGENDA CATEGORY:
Discussion Items - No Action
SUBJECT:
Innovation and Technology - Innovation Report
BRIEF SUMMARY:
Demonstration of Cabarrus County's property analysis application that provides the general
public quick access to sales, property tax and assessment information.
Real Estate Sales Analysis - Value Analysis Dashboard

REQUESTED ACTION:
Receive report.
EXPECTED LENGTH OF PRESENTATION:
Page 58

15 Minutes

SUBMITTED BY:
Debbie Brannan, Area Manager of Innovation and Technology
BUDGET AMENDMENT REQUIRED:
No
COUNTY MANAGER'S RECOMMENDATIONS/COMMENTS:
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4.-4.1.

CABARRUS COUNTY
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
WORK SESSION
March 9, 2020
4:00 PM
AGENDA CATEGORY:
Discussion Items for Action
SUBJECT:
County Manager - Required Road Improvements West Cabarrus High School
BRIEF SUMMARY:
Cabarrus County Schools have put the required road improvements for West Cabarrus High
School out to bid. There were only two initial bid submissions, so CCS has re-advertised.
The Board of Education will consider the bids and make a recommendation to award the
project at their first meeting in March. That recommendation will be presented at the
Commissioners work session with all the background information. The schedule for
completing the improvements is critical to meet the August opening so CCS is requesting that
the Commissioners act on this item at the work session. In addition, the current budget for
this work is $1,082,500. If the cost of the work exceeds that budget after bidding, a budget
amendment will be necessary.
REQUESTED ACTION:
Motion to suspend the Rules of Procedure.
Motion to award the bid to the low bidder and authorize the Finance Director to prepare the
associated budget amendment and project ordinance(s) if needed.

EXPECTED LENGTH OF PRESENTATION:
10 Minutes
SUBMITTED BY:
Jonathan B. Marshall, Deputy County Manager
G. Tim Lowder, Director of Operations Cabarrus County Schools
Kelly Kluttz, Chief Financial Officer Cabarrus County Schools
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BUDGET AMENDMENT REQUIRED:
No
COUNTY MANAGER'S RECOMMENDATIONS/COMMENTS:

ATTACHMENTS:
Request
Construction Package
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March 2, 2020
The Honorable
Mr. Steve Morris, Chair
Ms. Diane Honeycutt, Vice Chair
Ms. Liz Poole
Mr. Lynn Shue
Mr. Blake Kiger
Cabarrus County Board of Commissioners
65 Church Street, SE
Concord, NC 28026
Re:

Requested Use of Remaining Contingency & Additional Funding
Weddington Road Construction Improvements

Dear Board of Commissioners:
Cabarrus County Schools Department of Construction received competitive bids for the Weddington
Road improvements that are a part of the West Cabarrus High School Project on Monday, March 2,
2020.
The low bid received was in the amount of $1,368,814.00. The road work allowance included within the
construction contract was $1,082,500.00. In order to supplement the additional cost, we are requesting
approval to use $221,500.00 of the remaining budgeted contingency. To supplement the increased
costs, we would like to request an additional $64,814.00 as well. This request will deplete the remaining
available contingency money within the project.
Thank you for the support and commitment that Cabarrus County and its leadership continues to provide
Cabarrus County Schools.
Sincerely,

Rob Walter, Chair
Cabarrus County Board of Education
Cc: Cindy Fertenbaugh, Carolyn Carpenter, David Harrison, Barry Shoemaker, Laura Blackwell, Holly
Grimsley
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New Cabarrus High School
Weddington Road Construction Package
Roadway Bid Set
Concord, North Carolina
Owner:

Cabarrus County Schools
4100 Weddington Road
Concord. North Carolina
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GENERAL NOTES:
WEDDINGTON ROADWAY IMPROVEMENTS

CABARRUS
COUNTY
SCHOOLS

P~P. E~5T.

PROPOSED elMS ELEVATIONS:
AS INDICATeD ON PLANS THE CONtRACTOR SHAll 5(1 AND ADJUST PROPOSEO
CURB Elt\lAIiONS AS NECESSARY 10 [NSURE PAQPER LONGITUDINAl. GRADE

r-__________~'"~O~~~E~O~.~~r~~~-~'~.,O~"~'~M~·____________1

~

rOA ORAINAGe. ltiE CONTRACTOR SHAll R[lAiN [XISIING PAV(~ [N T. UNLESS
Or~ERWlS[ NOIEO

...

,.<Co

DRIVEWAYS AltD SIDEWA1J(I:
PROPOSED DRM;M Y ENTRANCE 01l0l [N510N$ ARE fRO t,! EXPANSION JOINT 10
[)(PANSION JOINT. WI TCH REPlACEMENT WA1[AIAlS 10 IUE [ XISIINC SURFACE

ACCORDINGLY
CQNCAOE -

SIX INCIlES PQRTlNIIO C[MENT CONCREtE J600 PSI AND 6

IIIICtl(SCOI.IPACTDBA5E,
I'NO l<leH TYPE 59 ~B AND 6 iNCH ABC TYPE 8 CO MPACTED 10

ASPHALT -

95 P[ReOtl PROCTOA.
CRAVEL -

Slit INCH INCIO[NI.t.l STONE

SIDEWAI,K SHALL BI: fOUR INCHES THICK. AND Slll INOI(S UIICK A' DFtIV(W"r
CROSSINCS. PC'" IoICOOI STANDAAO 11411.01

DRAINAGE STRUCTURES:
CRADES. ElCV"II()rlS AND LOCAIION$ AR( SHOWN
AS OIR(CTEO BY TH(
(NCIN((R. TH£Y """''I' B( AOJUST[O TO ACCOW IoI Oo.-.TE UNfORESEEN
CONDITIONS
WEe:> HOlES AR( TO B( CONSTRUCTED IN All DRAINAG(
STRUCTURES. WEEP !iOlES SHOULD at ON II" CENTER WITH A UINI IoIUW or 1
WEEP HOlE PER WAlL. W[(P !lOLES ARE 10 a ( CO'I(RED ON THE OUISIO(
or TH( SIRUCruRt BY A SAC MAD( OS' flUER fAORIC AND FlLL(D w/l 18
STONE
STAnoNS OS'fS(lS AND (L(VAlIDNS RUER 10 THE C(NTER Of DROP
INl(TS. WANHDL[S AND JUNCTION BO xeS. AND THE IoIIDPOINT
TIlE LIP fOR
CAICtl BASINS . IU PIPES SHAlL 9( RCP ClASS I". UNL.£SS OTHERWlS(
NOIED

Mfll ANO (M!ltlAY fIIllOUGH EXl&flNG
CfNTEitLINE .....1IEMEH1 I,WII:.JNG

or

UTlunES:
UTILITIES AR[ ILLUSTRATED fOR INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY . CAlIARRuS
SCHOOL srSTEW "'U NOT BE HELD R(SPONSUIU: fOR THE ACCURACY or
UTiUN LOCATIONS. SIZ[S. DEPTHS. OR rOR CO WPl(T(NESS or uTILITY
INfORMAT ION,

(.,,"Clk_ ... , /· IUG

EX

t-='::;'-'-=:7'-+~-+'=::t-'-'~:-=~."-" _"- -t-J
:

AS NEEDED, TH( CONTRACIOR SHALl. ADJUST/RELOCATE TH( SANITARY S[w[fI
AND w"" TER UNES ONLY
AlL OTH[R AOJUST W[ NIS/R[LOCATlONS WI LL a[
PERfOR M[O BY II-( VARIOUS uTILITIES OWNeRS
THE CONTRACTOR SHAll
COORDINAT[ WORI( WilH UTILITY OWN ERS so AS NOT TO ADVERSELY AFf(CT
TH[ PROJECT SCt£DULE, CABARRUS SCHOOL S'l'STEI,I Will Nor BE HElD
RESPONSIBLE fOR ANY DELAI'S OR DISRI.IP1l0NS TO TII[ WORI( SCHEDULE or
OTHER UTlUI't' OWN[RS
fOR UTiUN lOCA!!S CAll NOflTH CAROliNA ONE-CALL .

"_1",'17_1"

NOTE.

PfllOR TO CONSTRUCTION, TH( CONTRACTOR SHALl. NOTIn" All UTIlITY OWN ERS
WHOSE fACIUn[s WI LL Bt N"f(CT[D TO O[T[R WINE UIIUT"l' LOCATIONS
TIlE
CONTRACTOR SHAL. PROT(CT AlL UTILlTI[S fROI,I OAMACE CAUSED BY HIS
OPERATIONS OR THOSE Of THIS Aeons
THt CONTRACTOR SHAll HOLD
CABARRUS SCHOOLS SYSI( W HARWlESS fOR AX'!' fHIRD-PAAN INCONV[NI(NCE
CREATED BY WOR.. Of 1115 OWN fORC(S Of! lHAT Of HIS AC[NTS

&l!E PROI'ILI! (&llEm 8O'2 - e02 . t) AND CRO&& ~.c"""" (&llEflll l!J09 · eoo.T'2) FOil euPEIlEU:V"'1lON JtATE6
BEl! CRO!I6 efCTlON (8tlEfT5 009 - 1!J09 12) FOIl WJII".&LE BIDE BLDPee

_~=

~)p
....Ir

- . . ...

_crnI.~~_
_~'_

I - tlOO - 6.S2 - 494 9

---',

CAS lIN[S WILL Bt AO..IUST(O/RtlOCAIED AS NEEDED BY PSNC ENEReY ""
REPRES[NTATIV[ 0'" PSNC ENERCY .IoI VST lIt PRESENT JUST PRIOR TO AND
DURINe CONSTRUCflON NEAR [JUSTINC CAS LINES . THE CONTRACTOR SHALL
CONTACT PI[O.lolON - NATURAL CAS AT leAS! TWO W([)( S PRIOR TO
CONSTRUCTION

'u._,_

-//////

,,..-.-

---------_::"':....................... _-"',.- ~ llL ANO CT\IERLAY HtItOlJGtI EX.~TING
CENlEftllNE""'IIEMENl M"JQtf<;

EXlSTlNG SANITARY SEWER AND WATER UNE:

!HE CONTRACTOR SHAll ADJUST AlL WAIER VAlIIES, WATER METER IIOXES
AND WAI [R llAULTS TO flNISHCO clWle
WAI ER M(T[IIS LOCATED IN
SIDEWAlICS OR CO",CRET[ DRIVEWAYS SHALL BE INSTAll(O WI THIN CONCflnE
acXES
litE CONTRACTOII SHAll USE CARE WttEN WORK INC AROUND SANIIARY SEWERS
AN D WATER UN[S
SIIOULO TH[ CONTRACTOR OAIoIACE EXISTINC SEweR OR
WAT ER UNES. H[ SI-W.l Iww(DIATELY REPlAC[ THE UN[ AT HIS opeNse
WIT H DUCIIL( 1'fO" Pipe
THE CON TRACTOR SI-W.l REPLACE SANITARY SEWER
AND/OR WATER LINE. WHEN A .IoIINIWUM T[N root S[CTION Of OiJCTll[ IRON
PIPE WHEN DRAItulCE PIP[ CO WES WITHIN !'WO fEn or S1JD U N(S.
VCRTICALLY OR HCAIZONTAllY

"

1'·E)(l8rI..lll'lE

SUBaURFACE PLANS:
NO suaSURf~e FlANS ARE AIIAllA8L[ ON lHIS PROJECT.
TH[ CONTRACTOR
WAY WAA E HIS OW'll 1~ICAnON TO O[T[R WIN[ SU BSURrACE CONDmONS

BttLO

t

MAlL BOXES:
THE CONTRAC10ll SI-W.L RtlOCATE AlL WAIL BOxe s AS R[OUIRED BY SECTION
101- 12 or TH[ .-.cOOT ST ""NOAAD SPEClnC.A110NS rOR ROADS ""NO
STRUCTURES
COORDINATE THIS WORK WI1H THE US POSTAl S[RVlCE THERE
SHALL BE NO INTERRUPIlON or SERVlC( DURINC CONSTRUCTION .

~_IIUC1'
__
_ D
_ , .........
__

FENCES:

~

nI( CONTRACTOf! SI\All. REMOV£ AN D R(Sn fENC ES AS NOTED ON IH(
PLANS AN D/OR AS DIRECTED BY TH( ENCINEU

.Nh'
__
_""~ ...'Nllr._

....

EXI6flNG GROUNO

"'..- ..... -

-----~:::'-"""-~,,/"-'_/'/

TREES, SHAUBS. AND HEDGES:
rile CONTRACTOf! SIiALl PROTECT All TREES AND SHRUBS OUISIDe Dr
CUI/H.l LINES. I/" ADOI1IOtW. TO IltOS[ TIIAT RECEIY[ TRE[/SHRUB
PROTECllON 8AARI ~RS.
THE CONT RACTOR IS AlSO REOUESTED TO SAVE
OIH[R [lIISlI NC TI ([S AND StlRUBS AS QIR[CTCD BY !HE ENCINEER. WilEN
ROOT PRUNINe IS N[CESSARY. CUI HOOTS CLEANLY USI NC A DISC TRENCHER
usc PLYWOOD fOF IoiS WII[N IR[E flOOTS ARE ADJACENT 10 PROPOSEO CURB
AND Curr£R OR 9DtwAlIC

~_

. _ .... _

... uv.

NOTE
Mll LI\HI) MilLAY fllROUGH EltlSnNG
CEN1l!I!UN~ PAVEMENT r.¥Jl':'1NG

SIDE SLOPES:
LlIol ITS OF PROPOX:O SLOPES AR[ IN~CAT[O IN TH[ PlANS. D[lAilS AND
STANDAAD DRAWINCS
TH[ t,WUW UIoI StOPE SHAll NOT DICEeo "" J'
1I0RIZON1Al 10 $TlCAI. Flu UNLess DESICNATEO BY THE ENCI NE[R AND ""
CUT SLOPE or 2,' MAlIIIdUI,I,

EROSION CONtROL:
TilE CONTRA,CTOf! S>W.l WAI,.,AlN (ROSION CO,.,ROl DEVICES IN ACCORDANCE
YI'II H THE ""PROP.tAIE CIN AND STAI[ EROSION AND SEDI~N T CONT ROL
ORDINANCES . THE: CONTRACTOR SHALL PREVENT STAN OI Ne WAT ER DUE TO
CONSTRUCTION . ClSIURBEO ARCA SHALL BE S[COED AND Id U\.CHEO AT THE
DIR[CTION Of TH[ [NCINEER. ItI( CONTRACTOR SHAll fOllOW IHE EROSION
CONTIIOL MEASURES St+OWH ON THE EROSION CONTIIOL StIEETS .

WEDDINGTON RQ<D
PlIVEMENT 6CHEDULE

ACCESSIBLE RAMPS AND DEPRESSED CURB:

litE CONIRACTOR SHAlL CONSlRucr 6 - INCll[S THICK CONCR ClE ACCESSIBLE
RAIoI PS AI INT[RSECTION AS SHOWN ON PLANS IN ACCORDANC[ WITH !tIE
LATEST REVISIONS rOR ACC[SSIBLE /WoIP D(TAilS. CONSTRUCTION PlANS AND
NCOOT STANDARD JRAWINCS. STO '84a,o~.

~~~NlfTJcTOR

SHAll SAW CUI (XISllNC ASPHAl..T AN D/OR CONCR(1E
SURfACes PRIOR - 0 RE MOVAl UNLESS OTHERWISE DIR[CTED BY TH[
( NCINE[R. SAW CUT WIDIH SHALL at I fOOT WINI WUW fROW THE [JUSTINC
EOCE or PAV(V[Nl. SAW CUT PAv( ~ ENT SHAll B[ REPlAC[O AS WC~l AS
ADDITIONAl PA\lEMeNT REOUIR[D TO TIE - IN TO [JUSTINe EOP OR r.-.cE or
PROPOS[D CURB /IoN0 CUn[H .

:a1tO~, ~ILlN-lNlfV(~LA~T~!>~I'~~Lf86~1! ~lIf~Jo~e:E ~~It

®

..RO"

~ ®

~.,
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TRAFFIC CONTROL:
TRAf'f1C CONTROL SIIALL Be IN ACCORDANCE WI TH THE 20" EO(IION or THE
"WORK AREA !lv.rnc CONTROl HANDBOOK" WA lCH. NCOOT RQAOW""Y
STANDARD DRAWINCS. MUTCD, AND THE Tmfle CONIROL PLANS

o

sr.....

7~;)O.M

TO 5T..... let50.91 (WEDOINGTON 1i!:()N)}

NOTE'
MIl l ANO OVEIfLAY THfo!OUGt1 ElII6TING
CfNI EItLINE 1'''''lEMENT t.MJU:.ING

I.~'

A~

fI!I .. tW.T CONe eLI1lfACE COUIfM', TYPE ee~. At AN
IlAre 01' 160 L~. PEl( 60 VA.I1 0. IN ONE LA'Tt1l

PI!OP 2 i!I' fI!I"I1o'LT GONG INIERMEOIATE COIJI!&E. TYPE n9OC. ...1 AN
...~ JtATI! 01' 260 L&& PER 60 VAlID .... ()Nf LA'I1!1l
PROP lIPPI/OX 6 ' /l6PWIlT CONe 8II&e COUR&E. TYPE 62~.OC.
AT f.N "'VfIlJlGf RAJ1! 01' 8M L8~ PEri: i!IQ YA.I10 IN TWO liFTS OF ,,',
WITH filE FIII'8T LIFT OP l ' 8EING I)" 6EHkN[) THE CUR& MO CiI.,mElt

®
®

,1' - 8' CUI(8 MO Glmn • NCOOT 8TO M60t

@

,.'

CONtIlHE 5IOfW,o,u::. • NCOOT SIO 0-46 01

Weddington Rd . (S.R. 1431)
Posted Speed limit 45 - Design Speed 50mph
CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS
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CABARRUS
COUNTY
SCHOOLS

4100 Weddington
Road

Concord, North
Carolina
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WORK ZONE TRAF IC CONTROL NOTES
A er~EET fW,o,cr 1& AT A MINl.WJM eo NO ~~E &PACE 6t1OUlD liE useD !'Oll CQN5IIlUCIION
01( w.lNTV<WIGE WORK Tl'WI 1& I\690LUIELY NECE66o\RY
ThllOU(il1 CN(1t1CAJ)lNG mo
CtwlNfUZAfION, THE I!a.wNI~ STREET SPACE t5 TO lie U5EO TO CARIr!' THE TIW'FlC
.-.ROUND nrE WOIh<. AREA. IN ntE IIEST WAY PQ961I1LE UNDCI/ P/l(VAlUNG
CONOITIONS
II . TAAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES 6H11.i.L liE 6fT UP PftlOrt 10 THE

er....ler

OF CON5Tln}cnON Oft

M\lNfENoVoICE OPEitIITlON5. AND SWIlL liE II:EMOVEO all: IlEl.()CI.TEO t\9 1111: WOIl..:. IS FINISHED
Oil WOIl", CONDITIONS Ct-WolGE . TIlE AGENCY DOING THE WOIlK et1N..l PMIlOL THE WOIl':' ~TE
AS JolEQUI/i!EO fO EN&JIlE IK-\T IILl TrtAfFIC CONrROL DEVICES ARE IN PI.JIC[ NOD OPEIlAIING
A' ALL TIMES.

C ALL TI(AFFIC CONl'Ii'OL SIGNS FOil THE WOIlIC. !>REA SHALL lie IlEFLfCTOIlIZEO THE

IlEFLECT~

M'\TE llIAlS USED 8t1N..L liE Eo.JAl TO Oil eeTTEIl Il-WI THE I'YPE 1, LEVEL II REflECllVt:
&HEfTING IlEO\JIREMENfe IN 5ECTION ~ 01' 1l1E erAN~p &f'"ECIFIC\TION5 roR CON91Ji'UCTION
or- 1l0t\0S ANO bICI06E5 ON FEDEAAl HICiHW"V PIlOA:CT5 (1'1" - 104).

E WHEN NOT IN USE DU~ING WOR" HOUIlS OR CONSTll:UCTlON IN ACllYIlY, EOUIP'-4ENT SHIIlL
&E PAJl"ED A MoNlt.!UM Of' 10' AWAY F"OM Tt1E TRAVEL !.ANE IN 5UCI1 A M'HIIER Nj TO NOT
CREAT! II 51GHT Dl5TANeE PRO&LEM FOil MOTORISTS mD PIlOPER DRU..e USED

P THIS DESIGN STmc:w;:o CII/IooNOT 8E U&EO fOil ALL 1l0000PN"'Y CONSTRUCTION SllVAlI0N5
IT
15 INTENDEO ONLY TO 5E USED AS A GUIDEUNE
SPECIFIC 51T\JAnON5 w.y REQUIRE
ENGINEERING "IJO(M[NT IN THE I"VCEMENT OF IIlN'FIC CONTROL OEVICE9 &ECAl/SE OF LIMITED
VEIUICIIL. mD/OIl HQJlIZONTAL SIGHT DISTANCE

THE M!NIWM WIDTH FOR lEMf'OJWrf rRA'I[L \.IIN1:9 19 10 FEET,
LllNE 15 IICNI~&LE mD SHOULD ~E PICCNiDl:D WHENEVE)( POOOI&LE

HOWEVER, II 12 ' ffiQT

G WHENEVEit TIW'FIC /NtlT &E itOUT~D ACR056 THE CENTERLINE, Tl1E TWO ()jRECTJONe OF
TIUlfFIC JoUST &E PI1Y&ICIIL.LY eEPAAATED
TIUlfFIC CONE6 CAN &E EffECTIVELY UeEo Felt
TI115 f'URPOSE DUlliNG OI''1t.lGHT HOUIlS, itEFLECTORIZEo DlWMS t.!Usr BE USED liT NIGHT
H TIlAFFlC StVILl NOT &E ROUTED ACROSS CENTERUNE WITH CONE5 OR DRUMS DUR~
NON - WOR"ING hOURS CONTRACTOR MUST &E ON SITE OR ctwa PIlVEMENT M'R"ING6
!lPPltOPitlllTELY

L~)P

OpElCll1101'W. SICiN5 AAE GENEJW.LY MOUNTED ON f'OR1A&LE 5UPPOIOl'l. ThESE AIlE
U5Ut\llY USED FOil 5HOllT TERM OPERA1'IONS 10 WARN mo rulDE TRAFFIC
ACNANCEO
WAIlNkNG SIGNS (CONSTRUCTION MEAD) SHALL SE MOUNTED ON 5TA~JlY SUPPORT5 S£\IEN
oo.Y5 pilIOR TO THE SEGINN~ Of CONSTJlUCnON OF fHE 1l()A(;>H"'Y

_IUQ,..
_

5. ALL DR'UMS SHM.L liE M.LA5TED IN SUCH II tHINNER lW.1 lHE'!' WILL tiE STI'\IIL£ UNDEI(
WIND mo 'll:HICLE 1\CT10N MLLA5TkNG SI-1IIlL &E DONE WITH SANotMGS Oil OTHER YIELDING
W.TERIIIL Sl1\.I"ftD IN THE M9E OF THE orwJ.4&

J. fHE IICiENCY DOING THE WOIl.:. 6tW.L PI(CNiDE ft.AGGEIlS mOIOI( POUCE CONTROL Wl1EN
IlEQUIIlED. CONTJ/lCTOIl w,y ALSO &E I(ECUIICED TO f'IlCMOI! A UNIFO!i!MEO OFFICER TO
CONfitOL TIW'FIC WftEN WOlliClNG IN mD IIII'OJND A SlGNIIUZED INTERSECTION

U AT THE END OF fIlCH WOIl" (lO,Y THE CONTIVGTOIol'S 5t1IILL e.o.c;"fiLL UP 10 Tl1E EDGe mD
ELEVAnON Of THE 1i)llSTING PIlVEMENT AIlEAS WITHIN 2 FEET OF m OPEN TRAVEL lANE TW.T
INCLUDE ... DROP orF Of r.IORE TH...N 2 INCHES IN ,<GC(lRCio".NCE WITI1 1HI: WA T.C H (SEE
DETAIL· ...·)
\I

I" IIIO

"tlKl n~I '4

I(

T CONSTIlUCTION WOIi/K 6Ho\LL NOT elE AUOWED ON &OTH SloeS OF IHE ROAD
SIWLIMlEOU61Y WITHIN fHE 6i'ME AREA. UNLESS THE IlC/NJWAY 15 MEDIIIN OrvIDl;D

L IN SlT\JAnoNS NOT CCNEREO IN THI5 DESIGN HIE pROTEcnON OF ThE TRAVEUNG pU&llC
mD THE PROTECTION OF !'HE WORKERS ON SHE WILL DlCMl'E Tl1E MEASUIlES TO &E TMEN
CON5!tITENT WI TH TI1E N.C.OO 1. AIl£/l TIUlfFIC CONTROL srmo.o.KD5

[e~ . NtUt." .. '

C. WHEN pEIl60NNfL m%~ eOUIPMENT IIII'E WITHIN S' OF Tl1E EDGE OF m OPEN TAAVEl
\.lINE. fHE CONTJ/lCTOR St1lll.L IlEfER TO THE NCoor STmOf.R05 MID WTCO FOR PROPER
\.lINE CLOSUJlE

I. CiENEliCIIllY, THE PEM FLON Of' TlUlfflC OCCUIC6 &E1WEEN THE HOUR5 Of' 6 - 9 11.1,4 mD
":00-6:00 PM, MONo.o.y THROIJGH FRlo.o.y
OURING THESE HOURS, CON5TINCTlON ACTlIr'If"(
WHICH !/'o\'OLVE II \.lINE CLOSUIlE WILL NOT liE IIl.LONED ON THOROUGHFAIlE STREETS fl(CEPT
IN [MI;JlaNCY SJlUIITIONe Oil WITH I'I'PRCNIIl. fROM 'HI: NCDOT

K EVEJN AnEMPT 5H11lL elE M"DE TO SCHEDULE mo E)lPEDrTE THE WOKK 10 CllUSE ThE
LEAST INCONVENIENCE TO THE TRAVEUNG PU5LIC.

benesch

N WllE1lE COMPLETE StREET ClDSUllE IS NECE~. THE CONTIlAC10R WILL ~E JlESP0N5I5LE
FOil' COOIl~TION WITH HeOOl TO G\tN THEIR APP!i!O'IAL Of THE CL05UIlE, mo IF
NECE5&>RY. FULLY ~GN II OETOUR ROJrE
o fHE TOWN ENGINEER Oil DIRECTOR 01' ENGINEERING mD PU5UC WOR"S OR Tl1EIR
itEPRtSENTATNES IIII'E AUfl101lIZEO TO STOP IWf CON!TJlUCTION Oil ~NTOW"'E ACTNlTY
WHIC H 15 NOT plI'OpEilLY SIGNED mo IM./tICICADEO /'>!) IlEQUIIlEO elY THIS srmo.o.~D. THE
W.II.rCH mO/OR THE t.!UTCD, UNTIL SUCH REQUIREMENTS ARE MeT

""""'OIl
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Road
Concord, North
Carolina

M Tn( CONTRACTOIl. Oil C~ INVOlvtD IN THE WOR" 6Ho\LL NOTlfY THE NOlllt1 CAROl!"""
OEP/oRTMENT or TJl.IIN6POl(lAnON or CON5TRUClION STAAT Qll.Tf mD IWf w...oll WOIlK WHIiRE
THE MJM6ER OF TAAVEL IANE9 ARE IlEOUCEO FR0/.4 NORIoW. CONDrnON!l OR fHE smEET IS
RECUIII'ED TO &E ClO5ED E)lCEPT IN EMeRGENCIES, THI: FOLtONlNG NOTIFlCllnON IS ReQUlllEO
CONSTl<UcnON STAIlT 0.0.1£ - !J WOIl"INCi Do'IY& IN ....wANeI'
' CL05ING 1 OR t.()~E TRAVEL lANES DUI(ING PI'.JII{ TAAVEl TiMES · 5 WO~iClNG o.o.ys plllOI(
TO THE SCHECl!JLED WOR"
' CLOSING II STRE ET
10 WOI(KJNG 0.0.Y5 PRIOII' 10 ThE 8CHEClULEo WORK
IHI5 LEAI) ~ tIME 1& NECEe&\J(Y FOR NOTIfYING ThE rU&LIC Of E)lPECrEO CHANGES IN THE
NORw..l. TIlN'F~ CONOITION5

o II.f NIGI1f, ADeOUME &'\IlIlICl\OES WITH IlEFLECTOIlIZED W,TEIi!V\l AND LIGHTS .oRE II:EOUI~ED
TD CllLL ATTENTION TO mD TO INDICATE THE ACT\JII.L LOCAnON OF O&St~UCTICN5 mD
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4.-4.2.

CABARRUS COUNTY
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
WORK SESSION
March 9, 2020
4:00 PM
AGENDA CATEGORY:
Discussion Items for Action
SUBJECT:
Appointments - Transportation Advisory Committee (TAC)
BRIEF SUMMARY:
Each year, the Board of Commissioners has to appoint representatives to the Transportation
Advisory Committee (TAC). Commissioner Poole currently serves as the representative for
Cabarrus County. Commissioner Kiger has been serving as the alternate and has agreed to
continue to serve.
REQUESTED ACTION:
Motion to suspend the Rules of Procedure.
Motion to appoint Commissioner Kiger as the alternate member to the TAC for one-year
term ending December 31, 2020.

EXPECTED LENGTH OF PRESENTATION:
1 Minute
SUBMITTED BY:
Kelly Sifford, Planning and Development Director
BUDGET AMENDMENT REQUIRED:
No
COUNTY MANAGER'S RECOMMENDATIONS/COMMENTS:
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ATTACHMENTS:
Request Letter
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November 18, 2019
Mr. Mike Downs, Manager
Cabarrus County
P. O. Box 707
Concord, North Carolina 28026
SUBJECT: 2020 appointments to the Transportation Advisory Committee (TAC) and the Technical
Coordinating Committee (TCC) of the Cabarrus-Rowan Urban Area Metropolitan Planning Organization
(CRMPO)
Dear Mr. Downs,
As you are aware, each year the North Carolina Department of Transportation (NCDOT) requires the MPO to
supply a list of current TAC and TCC representatives along with their alternates. Currently, Commissioner
Elizabeth Poole is the appointed member and Commissioner Blake Kiger is the representative serving as the
alternate to represent Cabarrus County on the TAC. Mrs. Susie Morris is currently the TCC representative with
Mr. Phil Collins serving as the alternate. Please notify the MPO as to who will serve in 2020 as your designated
appointees to the TAC, as well as the TCC (staff) appointee and alternate. The TAC and TCC appointees must
be available to attend regular monthly meetings and also participate on regional transportation planning
committees. Attendance at the meetings is critical to the success of our planning efforts and to bring information
back to their respective communities. A schedule of the meetings will be sent to your designated representative.
As all of the current TAC members are aware, there is a requirement from the Ethics Act, Chapter 138A of the NC
General Statutes. There are two specific requirements: 1) State of Economic Interest (SEI) application, and 2) Real
Estate Disclosure Form. Current MPO TAC members and their alternate must electronically file their SEI and Real
Estate Disclosure Form
annually by April
15th.
This information can be found at
http://www.ethicscommission.nc.gov/sei. Go to Statement of Economic Interest and click on MPO/RPO filers.
Please provide current contact information for your selected individuals to include mailing address, telephone number,
fax number and e-mail address to Connie Cunningham at the CRMPO office by January 8, 2020. You may email your
Information to ccunningham@mblsolution.com or mail to Connie Cunningham, Cabarrus Rowan MPO, 713
Sternbridge Drive, Concord, NC 28025.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,
Phil Conrad
Phil Conrad
Cabarrus Rowan MPO Executive Director

Connie Cunningham
Cabarrus Rowan Metropolitan Planning Organization
713 Sternbridge Drive
Concord, North Carolina 28025
704-795-7528
704-795-7529 fax
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4.-4.3.

CABARRUS COUNTY
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
WORK SESSION
March 9, 2020
4:00 PM
AGENDA CATEGORY:
Discussion Items for Action
SUBJECT:
BOC - Appointments to Boards and Committees
BRIEF SUMMARY:
The following appointments to Boards and Committees are recommended for March:
Appointments - Library Board of Trustees
The Library Board of Trustees is nominating Pamela Emmons to complete an unexpired term
as the Midland representative. Nominees were considered from the active applications on
file, which were sent to the current Trustees for review.
Representative recommendation is Pamela Emmons.
Appointments and Removals - Adult Care Home Community Advisory Committee
The term of appointment for Andrea Johnson on the Adult Care Home Community Advisory
Committee ends March 31st. Ms. Johnson is not interested in serving another term.
Appointments and Removals - Public Health Authority of Cabarrus County
Phyllis Wingate has retired from her position at Atrium Health and is no longer eligible to
serve on the Public Health Authority of Cabarrus County. Ms. Wingate has served on this
Board since 2010. An application has been received from Chris Bowe, a tenured Healthcare
Administrator at Atrium Health. A letter of recommendation in regards to Mr. Bowe
completing Ms. Wingate's unexpired term is included in the agenda. Mr. Bowe resides in
Mecklenburg County. An exception to the "residency" provision of the Appointment Policy will
be needed for him.
Representative recommendation is Chris Bowe.
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Appointments (Removal) - Early Childhood Task Force Advisory Board
Early Childhood Task Force Advisory Board member Trina Wenzel has resigned from her
position on the committee due to scheduling conflicts.

REQUESTED ACTION:
Provide information.
EXPECTED LENGTH OF PRESENTATION:
5 Minutes
SUBMITTED BY:
Lauren Linker, Clerk to the Board
BUDGET AMENDMENT REQUIRED:
No
COUNTY MANAGER'S RECOMMENDATIONS/COMMENTS:
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4.-4.4.

CABARRUS COUNTY
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
WORK SESSION
March 9, 2020
4:00 PM
AGENDA CATEGORY:
Discussion Items for Action
SUBJECT:
BOC - Resolution Amending the Board of Commissioners' 2020 Meeting Schedule
BRIEF SUMMARY:
The venue for the Cabarrus Summit 2nd Quarterly meeting was originally scheduled to be
held at the Cabarrus Arena and Events Center in Concord. The venue is being moved to the
Concord Senior Center.
REQUESTED ACTION:
Motion to adopt the resolution.
EXPECTED LENGTH OF PRESENTATION:
SUBMITTED BY:
Lauren Linker, Clerk to the Board
BUDGET AMENDMENT REQUIRED:
No
COUNTY MANAGER'S RECOMMENDATIONS/COMMENTS:

ATTACHMENTS:
Resolution
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Resolution Amending the
Cabarrus County Board of Commissioners’
2020 Meeting Schedule

WHEREAS, on December 16, 2019, the Cabarrus County Board of Commissioners
adopted a meeting schedule for calendar year 2020, which sets forth the
dates, times and locations of various official county meetings; and
WHEREAS, the Board scheduled the Cabarrus Summit 2nd Quarterly Meeting to be held
on April 15, 2020 at the Cabarrus Arena and Events Center; and
WHEREAS, the venue for the Cabarrus 2nd Quarterly Meeting has been changed to the
Concord Senior Center in Concord;
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Cabarrus County Board of
Commissioners hereby amends its 2020 Meeting Schedule as follows:
1. The Board of Commissioners will hold the Cabarrus Summit 2nd Quarterly
Meeting on April 15, 2020 at 6:00 p.m. at the Concord Senior Center, in
Concord, North Carolina.
ADOPTED this 23rd day of March, 2020.

___________________________________
Stephen M. Morris, Chairman
Cabarrus County Board of Commissioners

ATTEST:

_____________________________
Lauren Linker, Clerk to the Board
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4.-4.5.

CABARRUS COUNTY
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
WORK SESSION
March 9, 2020
4:00 PM
AGENDA CATEGORY:
Discussion Items for Action
SUBJECT:
County Manager - County/CVB Interlocal Agreement
BRIEF SUMMARY:
As part of the synthetic turf project, the Interlocal Agreement between Cabarrus County and
the Convention and Visitors Bureau needs to be amended. The primary change is changing
the term length for the agreement to match the planned financing of Phase 2 of that project. A
revised text draft of the agreement is attached.
REQUESTED ACTION:
Motion to approve the interlocal agreement between Cabarrus County and Cabarrus County
Convention and Visitors Bureau subject to review or revisions by the County Attorney.
EXPECTED LENGTH OF PRESENTATION:
1 Minute
SUBMITTED BY:
Jonathan B. Marshall, Deputy County Manager
John Mills, Executive Vice President Cabarrus County Convention and Visitors Bureau
BUDGET AMENDMENT REQUIRED:
No
COUNTY MANAGER'S RECOMMENDATIONS/COMMENTS:
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ATTACHMENTS:
Interlocal Agreement draft
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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA
COUNTY OF CABARRUS

COUNTY — CVB
INTERLOCAL AGREEMENT

THIS COUNTY — CVB INTERLOCAL AGREEMENT ("Agreement") is
made and entered into effective March 23, 2020 by and between CABARRUS COUNTY
("County"), a body politic and political subdivision of the State of North Carolina and the
CABARRUS COUNTY TOURISM AUTHORITY aka the CABARRUS COUNTY
CONVENTION AND VISITORS BUREAU ("CVB"), a public instrumentality created
by the County pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 658 of the 1989 North Carolina
Session Laws.
PREMISES

1.
Pursuant to N.C. Gen. Stat. §153A-155 and Chapter 658, the CVB
receives the proceeds of the room occupancy tax (the "Tax") levied by the County on
hotel and motel occupancy revenues in the County.
2.
County.

The purpose of such Tax revenues is the promotion of tourism in the

3.
Previous to amended interlocal agreement in 2011, the County has charged the
CVB 5.0% of the gross amount of such Tax revenues for collection and administration of the
Tax and has required the CVB annually to contribute 10.0% of the Tax revenues to a Sports
Development Fund and $100,000.00 for the County's Arena.
4.
The CVB and the County wanted to rework the financial relationship
between them in order to better promote Cabarrus County and all of its venues for
tourism.
5.
Such an Interlocal agreement was and is permitted by and governed
by the provisions of N.C. Gen. Stat. §160A-460 and 153A-445.
6.
The CVB and the County wish to rework the agreement to aid and ensure
that a project to install synthetic turf athletic facilities at selected Cabarrus County Schools
may proceed and be properly funded.
In consideration of the above Premises and the Terms contained below, which the
parties agree constitute sufficient consideration to make this Agreement legally sufficient,
binding and enforceable, the parties agree as follows.
TERMS

1. Beginning July 1, 2011, the County shall monthly collect and retain from the
gross collected proceeds of the Tax an amount equal to 5.0% of the gross Tax as the
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administration fee for collecting the Tax and accounting for the proceeds to the
CVB.

2.
In addition to the administration fee to be collected from the Tax as
provided above, beginning July 1, 2011, the County shall monthly collect and retain from
the gross collected proceeds of the Tax an amount equal to 5.0% of the Tax as a
"Facilities Upgrade Fee".
3.
This Facilities Upgrade Fee shall be used by the County to pay for
improvements to County and local school parks, recreation and athletic facilities,
including the County's Arena, that can be utilized for events by conventions and/or
visitors. It is contemplated by both parties that the choice of projects to be funded with
the Facilities Upgrade Fee shall be made with the intention to increase the marketability
of the project venues for CVB's sales teams.
4.
Notwithstanding the preceding paragraph, the purpose for and the timing
of the expenditures for improvements to be paid from the proceeds of the Facilities
Upgrade Fee shall be determined in the sole discretion of the County, but at least once
annually the County shall submit a report in writing to the CVB Board accounting for the
Tax proceeds collected as the Facilities Upgrade Fee, any expenditures from such
proceeds and any plans for utilization of such proceeds.
5.
Effective July 1, 2011, the CVB shall no longer be required to pay to the
County and the County shall no longer collect from the CVB the Sports Development
Fund and the annual $100,000.00 CVB contribution for the County's Arena.
6.
The County will use reasonable efforts to coordinate the marketing and
promotion by the CVB of events utilizing local school facilities and shall cooperate with
the CVB to promote and market the County parks, recreation and athletic facilities,
including the County's Arena. It is contemplated that local school facilities not
specifically needed for school functions and events will be made available for usage by
visitors and event participants.
7.
The term of this Agreement shall extend from March 23, 2020 to June 30,
2030. The term shall not be extended beyond these dates unless the parties do not meet to
review the Agreement as provided below.
8.
The parties agree to meet as part of the County budget review process that
occurs each fiscal year to review the effectiveness of the provisions of this Agreement.
9.
This Agreement document contains the entire understanding and terms
relating to its subject matter and may not be amended or modified unless in writing and
signed by both parties.
10.

This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with North Carolina law.
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IN WITNESS, the parties have executed this Agreement, by authority duly given,
as shown below.
CABARRUS COUNTY
By: ____________________________
Stephen M. Morris
Chair, Cabarrus County
Board of Commissioners

Date: ________________________

This instrument has been pre-audited in the manner required by the “Local
Government Budget and Fiscal Control Act.”

____________________________
Susan Fearrington
Finance Director

CABARRUS COUNTY TOURISM AUTHORITY aka
CABARRUS COUNTY CONVENTION AND VISITORS BUREAU

By: ____________________________
Tim Hagler
Board Chair

Date: ________________________
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4.-4.6.

CABARRUS COUNTY
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
WORK SESSION
March 9, 2020
4:00 PM
AGENDA CATEGORY:
Discussion Items for Action
SUBJECT:
County Manager - Phase 2 Synthetic Turf Project
BRIEF SUMMARY:
The Board of Commissioners previously approved Phase 1 of the synthetic turf project that
is being done in partnership with the Cabarrus County Convention & Visitors Bureau and
Cabarrus County Schools. Phase 2 of that project includes the installation of two additional
synthetic turf practice/play fields at the new West Cabarrus High School. In addition, this
phase also includes the turf cooling system, irrigation, lighting, fencing and the installation of a
restroom facility. Staff from the County, CVB and Schools met to finalize scope and pricing
and will provide that information at the work session. We will also recommend a contingency
budget for this phase. The project will be financed by the County with debt payments being
paid from the County share of the occupancy tax per the Interlocal Agreement.
REQUESTED ACTION:
Motion to approve Phase 2 of the Synthetic Turf Project and authorize the Finance Director
to prepare the associated budget amendments and project ordinances as needed.
EXPECTED LENGTH OF PRESENTATION:
10 Minutes
SUBMITTED BY:
Jonathan B. Marshall, Deputy County Manager
Rodney D. Harris, Deputy County Manager
BUDGET AMENDMENT REQUIRED:
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No

COUNTY MANAGER'S RECOMMENDATIONS/COMMENTS:
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4.-4.7.

CABARRUS COUNTY
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
WORK SESSION
March 9, 2020
4:00 PM
AGENDA CATEGORY:
Discussion Items for Action
SUBJECT:
Finance - Audit Contract for Fiscal Years Ending June 30, 2020, 2021 and 2022
BRIEF SUMMARY:
A request for proposal for external auditing services was conducted by the Finance
Department. Two firms contacted and notified me that they would not be able to submit
proposals. Two firms did provide a proposal. After reviewing the submissions, it was
determined that the accounting firm Martin Starnes and Associates best suits Cabarrus
County's needs.
Pricing for the auditing services is as follows: Fiscal year ending June 30, 2020 - $62,000,
fiscal year ending June 30, 2021 - $62,000, and fiscal year ending June 30, 2022 - $63,860.
We were also given two one-year extensions with the following pricing: June 30, 2023 $63,860 and June 30, 2024 - $65,770.

REQUESTED ACTION:
Motion to approve the Martin Starnes and Associates audit pricing commitments for fiscal
years, 2020, 2021, 2022, and the two one-year extension options for fiscal years 2023 and
2024.
EXPECTED LENGTH OF PRESENTATION:
5 Minutes
SUBMITTED BY:
Susan Fearrington, Finance Director
BUDGET AMENDMENT REQUIRED:
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No

COUNTY MANAGER'S RECOMMENDATIONS/COMMENTS:

ATTACHMENTS:
RFP results
Audit Fee letter
FY2020 Audit Contract
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Cabarrus County
Auditing Services
Firm

RFP Sent

Proposal Received

First year bid

N/A

Notes
Indicated that they could not compete
with the price of other firms

Cherry Bekaert LLP

1/17/2020

Did not bid

Elliott Davis

1/17/2020

2/3/2020

$59,000 Auditor for six NC Counties

Martin Starnes & Associates

1/17/2020

1/30/2020

$62,000 Auditor for 21 NC Counties
all three partners are GFOA reviewers

RSM

1/17/2020

Did not bid

N/A

Did not have staff to serve us

https://cabarruscountync.sharepoint.com/sites/finance/Shared Documents/Common/Audit/RFP's/2020/RFP Results
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February 11, 2020
Cabarrus County
Attn: Susan Fearrington
65 Church Street SE
Concord, NC 28026
Dear Susan,
In response to your request for two one-year extensions beyond the fees quoted in our original proposal,
we have listed our initial quote below along with the two additional years.
Proposed fees for year ending June 30, 2020 (1)

$ 62,000

Estimated costs for year ending June 30, 2021 (1)
Estimated costs for year ending June 30, 2022 (1)
Estimated costs for year ending June 30, 2023 (1)
Estimated costs for year ending June 30, 2024 (1)

$
$
$
$

62,000
63,860
63,860
65,770

(1) Single Audit fees - per each major program over five (5)

$

3,000

Audit contracts must be approved annually by the Local Government Commission. For your planning
purposes, our estimated fees to provide our services to you in the future are shown in the table below. These
are estimated fees only. Governmental and rule-making boards may add or change their requirements
related to our services which may change these estimates. The actual fee agreement will be set forth in the
annual contract signed for the relevant year.
Thank you for the opportunity to propose on your audit services. Please contact us if you need additional
information.
Sincerely,

Marcela J. Spivey, CPA
Audit Partner

730 13th Avenue Drive SE ♦ Hickory, NC 28602 ♦ 828-327-2727 ♦ Fax 828-328-2324
13 South Center Street ♦ Taylorsville, NC 28681 ♦ 828-632-9025 ♦ Fax 828-632-9085

800-948-0585 ♦ www.martinstarnes.com
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CONTRACT TO AUDIT ACCOUNTS

LGC-205

The

Governing Board

of

Primary Government Unit RUFKDUWHUKROGHU

Rev. 9/2019

Board of Commissioners
Cabarrus County, NC
and

Discretely Presented Component Unit (DPCU) (if applicable)

N/A
Primary Government Unit, together with DPCU (if applicable), hereinafter referred to as Governmental Unit(s)

and

Auditor Name

Martin Starnes & Associates, CPAs, P.A.
Auditor Address

730 13th Avenue Dr. SE, Hickory, NC 28602
Hereinafter referred to as Auditor

for

Fiscal Year Ending

06/30/20

Audit Report Due Date

10/31/20
Must be within four months of FYE

hereby agree as follows:
1.
The Auditor shall audit all statements and disclosures required by U.S. generally accepted auditing
standards (GAAS) and additional required legal statements and disclosures of all funds and/or divisions of the
Governmental Unit(s). The non-major combining, and individual fund statements and schedules shall be
subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the basic financial statements and an opinion shall
be rendered in relation to (as applicable) the governmental activities, the business- type activities, the
aggregate DPCUs, each major governmental and enterprise fund, and the aggregate remaining fund
information (non-major government and enterprise funds, the internal service fund type, and the fiduciary fund
types).
2.
At a minimum, the Auditor shall conduct his/her audit and render his/her report in accordance with
GAAS. The Auditor shall perform the audit in accordance with Government Auditing Standards if required by
the State Single Audit Implementation Act, as codified in G.S. 159-34. If required by OMB Uniform
Administration Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards (Uniform Guidance)
and the State Single Audit Implementation Act, the Auditor shall perform a Single Audit. This audit and all
associated audit documentation may be subject to review by Federal and State agencies in accordance with
Federal and State laws, including the staffs of the Office of State Auditor (OSA) and the Local Government
Commission (LGC). If the audit requires a federal single audit performed under the requirements found in
Subpart F of the Uniform Guidance (§200.501), it is recommended that the Auditor and Governmental Unit(s)
jointly agree, in advance of the execution of this contract, which party is responsible for submission of the audit
and the accompanying data collection form to the Federal Audit Clearinghouse as required under the Uniform
Guidance (§200.512).
If the audit and Auditor communication are found in this review to be substandard, the results of the review
may be forwarded to the North Carolina State Board of CPA Examiners (NC State Board).
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LGC-205

CONTRACT TO AUDIT ACCOUNTS

Rev. 9/2019

3.
If an entity is determined to be a component of another government as defined by the group audit
standards, the entity’s auditor shall make a good faith effort to comply in a timely manner with the requests of
the group auditor in accordance with AU-6 §600.41 - §600.42.
4.
This contract contemplates an unmodified opinion being rendered. If during the process of conducting
the audit, the Auditor determines that it will not be possible to render an unmodified opinion on the financial
statements of the unit, the Auditor shall contact the LGC staff to discuss the circumstances leading to that
conclusion as soon as is practical and before the final report is issued. The audit shall include such tests of the
accounting records and such other auditing procedures as are considered by the Auditor to be necessary in
the circumstances. Any limitations or restrictions in scope which would lead to a qualification should be fully
explained in an attachment to this contract.
5.
If this audit engagement is subject to the standards for audit as defined in Government Auditing
Standards, 2011 revisions, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States, then by accepting this
engagement, the Auditor warrants that he/she has met the requirements for a peer review and continuing
education as specified in Government Auditing Standards. The Auditor agrees to provide a copy of the most
recent peer review report to the Governmental Unit(s) and the Secretary of the LGC prior to the execution of an
audit contract. Subsequent submissions of the report are required only upon report expiration or upon auditor’s
receipt of an updated peer review report. If the audit firm received a peer review rating other than pass, the
Auditor shall not contract with the Governmental Unit(s) without first contacting the Secretary of the LGC for a
peer review analysis that may result in additional contractual requirements.
If the audit engagement is not subject to Government Accounting Standards or if financial statements are not
prepared in accordance with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) and fail to include all
disclosures required by GAAP, the Auditor shall provide an explanation as to why in an attachment to this
contract or in an amendment.
6.
It is agreed that time is of the essence in this contract. All audits are to be performed and the report of
audit submitted to LGC staff within four months of fiscal year end. If it becomes necessary to amend this due
date or the audit fee, an amended contract along with a written explanation of the delay shall be submitted to
the Secretary of the LGC for approval.
7.
It is agreed that GAAS include a review of the Governmental Unit’s (Units’) systems of internal control
and accounting as same relate to accountability of funds and adherence to budget and law requirements
applicable thereto; that the Auditor shall make a written report, which may or may not be a part of the written
report of audit, to the Governing Board setting forth his/her findings, together with his recommendations for
improvement. That written report shall include all matters defined as “significant deficiencies and material
weaknesses” in AU-C 265 of the AICPA Professional Standards (Clarified). The Auditor shall file a copy of that
report with the Secretary of the LGC.
8.
All local government and public authority contracts for audit or audit-related work require the approval
of the Secretary of the LGC. This includes annual or special audits, agreed upon procedures related to internal
controls, bookkeeping or other assistance necessary to prepare the Governmental Unit’s (Units’) records for
audit, financial statement preparation, any finance-related investigations, or any other audit- related work in the
State of North Carolina. Approval is not required on contracts and invoices for system improvements and
similar services of a non-auditing nature.
9.
Invoices for services rendered under these contracts shall not be paid by the Governmental Unit(s)
until the invoice has been approved by the Secretary of the LGC. (This also includes any progress billings.)
[G.S. 159-34 and 115C-447] All invoices for Audit work shall be submitted in PDF format to the Secretary of
the LGC for approval. The invoice marked ‘approved ’with approval date shall be returned to
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the Auditor to present to the Governmental Unit(s) for payment. This SDUDJUDSKis not applicable to
contracts for audits of hospitals.
10.
In consideration of the satisfactory performance of the provisions of this contract, the Governmental
Unit(s) shall pay to the Auditor, upon approval by the Secretary of the LGC if required, the fee, which
includes any costs the Auditor may incur from work paper or peer reviews or any other quality assurance
program required by third parties (federal and state grantor and oversight agencies or other organizations)
as required under the Federal and State Single Audit Acts. This does not include fees for any pre-issuance
reviews that may be required by the NC Association of CPAs (NCACPA) Peer Review Committee or NC
State Board of CPA Examiners (see Item 13).
11.
If the Governmental Unit(s) has/have outstanding revenue bonds, the Auditor shall submit to LGC staff,
either in the notes to the audited financial statements or as a separate report, a calculation demonstrating
compliance with the revenue bond rate covenant. Additionally, the Auditor shall submit to LGC staff
simultaneously with the Governmental Unit’s (Units’) audited financial statements any other bond compliance
statements or additional reports required by the authorizing bond documents, unless otherwise specified in the
bond documents.
12.
After completing the audit, the Auditor shall submit to the Governing Board a written report of audit.
This report shall include, but not be limited to, the following information: (a) Management’s Discussion and
Analysis, (b) the financial statements and notes of the Governmental Unit(s) and all of its component units
prepared in accordance with GAAP, (c) supplementary information requested by the Governmental Unit(s) or
required for full disclosure under the law, and (d) the Auditor’s opinion on the material presented. The Auditor
shall furnish the required number of copies of the report of audit to the Governing Board upon completion.
13.
If the audit firm is required by the NC State Board, the NCACPA Peer Review Committee, or the
Secretary of the LGC to have a pre-issuance review of its audit work, there shall be a statement in the
engagement letter indicating the pre-issuance review requirement. There also shall be a statement that the
Governmental Unit(s) shall not be billed for the pre-issuance review. The pre-issuance review shall be
performed prior to the completed audit being submitted to LGC Staff. The pre-issuance review report shall
accompany the audit report upon submission to LGC Staff.
14.
The Auditor shall submit the report of audit in PDF format to LGC Staff. For audits of units other than
hospitals, the audit report should be submitted when (or prior to) submitting the final invoice for services
rendered. The report of audit, as filed with the Secretary of the LGC, becomes a matter of public record for
inspection, review and copy in the offices of the LGC by any interested parties. Any subsequent revisions to
these reports shall be sent to the Secretary of the LGC along with an Audit Report Reissued Form (available
on the Department of State Treasurer website). These audited financial statements, excluding the Auditors’
opinion, may be used in the preparation of official statements for debt offerings by municipal bond rating
services to fulfill secondary market disclosure requirements of the Securities and Exchange Commission and
for other lawful purposes of the Governmental Unit(s) without requiring consent of the Auditor. If the LGC Staff
determines that corrections need to be made to the Governmental Unit’s (Units’) financial statements, those
corrections shall be provided within three business days of notification unless another deadline is agreed to by
LGC staff.
15.
Should circumstances disclosed by the audit call for a more detailed investigation by the Auditor than
necessary under ordinary circumstances, the Auditor shall inform the Governing Board in writing of the need
for such additional investigation and the additional compensation required therefore. Upon approval by the
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Secretary of the LGC, this contract may be modified or amended to include the increased time, compensation,
or both as may be agreed upon by the Governing Board and the Auditor.
16.
If an approved contract needs to be modified or amended for any reason, the change shall be made in
writing, on the Amended LGC-205 contract form and pre-audited if the change includes a change in audit fee
(pre-audit requirement does not apply to charter schools or hospitals). This amended contract shall be
completed in full, including a written explanation of the change, signed and dated by all original parties to the
contract. It shall then be submitted to the Secretary of the LGC for approval. No change to the audit contract
shall be effective unless approved by the Secretary of the LGC, the Governing Board, and the Auditor.
17.
A copy of the engagement letter, issued by the Auditor and signed by both the Auditor and the
Governmental Unit(s), shall be attached to this contract, and except for fees, work, and terms not related to audit
services, shall be incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein as part of this contract. In case of conflict
between the terms of the engagement letter and the terms of this contract, the terms of this contract shall take
precedence. Engagement letter terms that conflict with the contract are deemed to be void unless the conflicting
terms of this contract are specifically deleted in Item 28 of this contract. Engagement letters containing
indemnification clauses shall not be accepted by LGC Staff.
18.

Special provisions should be limited. Please list any special provisions in an attachment.

19.
A separate contract should not be made for each division to be audited or report to be submitted. If a
DPCU is subject to the audit requirements detailed in the Local Government Budget and Fiscal Control Act and
a separate audit report is issued, a separate audit contract is required. If a separate report is not to be issued
and the DPCU is included in the primary government audit, the DPCU shall be named along with the parent
government on this audit contract. DPCU Board approval date, signatures from the DPCU Board chairman and
finance officer also shall be included on this contract.
20.
The contract shall be executed, pre-audited (pre-audit requirement does not apply to charter schools
or hospitals), and physically signed by all parties including Governmental Unit(s) and the Auditor, then
submitted in PDF format to the Secretary of the LGC.
21.
The contract is not valid until it is approved by the Secretary of the LGC. The staff of the LGC shall notify
the Governmental Unit and Auditor of contract approval by email. The audit should not be started before the
contract is approved.
22.
Retention of Client Records: Auditors are subject to the NC State Board of CPA Examiners’ Retention of
Client Records Rule 21 NCAC 08N .0305 as it relates to the provision of audit and other attest services, as well
as non-attest services. Clients and former clients should be familiar with the requirements of this rule prior to
requesting the return of records.
23.
This contract may be terminated at any time by mutual consent and agreement of the Governmental
Unit(s) and the Auditor, provided that (a) the consent to terminate is in writing and signed by both parties, (b) the
parties have agreed on the fee amount which shall be paid to the Auditor (if applicable), and (c) no termination
shall be effective until approved in writing by the Secretary of the LGC.
24.
The Governmental Unit’s (Units’) failure or forbearance to enforce, or waiver of, any right or an event of
breach or default on one occasion or instance shall not constitute the waiver of such right, breach or default on
any subsequent occasion or instance.
25.
There are no other agreements between the parties hereto and no other agreements relative hereto that
shall be enforceable unless entered into in accordance with the procedure set out herein and approved by the
Secretary of the LGC.
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26.
E-Verify. Auditor shall comply with the requirements of NCGS Chapter 64 Article 2. Further, if Auditor
utilizes any subcontractor(s), Auditor shall require such subcontractor(s) to comply with the requirements of
NCGS Chapter 64, Article 2.
27.
For all non-attest services, the Auditor shall adhere to the independence rules of the AICPA
Professional Code of Conduct and Governmental Auditing Standards, 2018 Revision (as applicable).
Financial statement preparation assistance shall be deemed a “significant threat” requiring the Auditor to
apply safeguards sufficient to reduce the threat to an acceptable level. If the Auditor cannot reduce the
threats to an acceptable level, the Auditor cannot complete the audit. If the Auditor is able to reduce the
threats to an acceptable level, the documentation of this determination, including the safeguards applied,
must be included in the audit workpapers.
All non-attest service(s) being performed by the Auditor that are necessary to perform the audit must be
identified and included in this contract. The Governmental Unit shall designate an individual with the suitable
skills, knowledge, and/or experience (SKE) necessary to oversee the services and accept responsibility for
the results of the services performed. If the Auditor is able to identify an individual with the appropriate SKE,
s/he must document and include in the audit workpapers how he/she reached that conclusion. If the Auditor
determines that an individual with the appropriate SKE cannot be identified, the Auditor cannot perform both
the non-attest service(s) and the audit. See "Fees for Audit Services" page of this contract to disclose the
person identified as having the appropriate SKE for the Governmental Unit.
28. Applicable to charter school contracts only: No indebtedness of any kind incurred or created by the
charter school shall constitute an indebtedness of the State or its political subdivisions, and no indebtedness
of the charter school shall involve or be secured by the faith, credit, or taxing power of the State or its political
subdivisions.
29. All of the above paragraphs are understood and shall apply to this contract, except the following
numbered paragraphs shall be deleted (See Item 16 for clarification).

30.
The process for submitting contracts, audit reports and invoices is subject to change. Auditors and
units should use the submission process and instructions in effect at the time of submission. Refer to the
N.C. Department of State Treasurer website at https://www.nctreasurer.com/slg/Pages/Audit-Forms-andResources.aspx.
31.
All communications regarding audit contract requests for modification or official approvals will be sent
to the email addresses provided on the signature pages that follow.
32.

Modifications to the language and terms contained in this contract form (LGC-205) are not allowed.
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FEES FOR AUDIT SERVICES
1.For all non-attest services, the Auditor shall adhere to the independence rules of the AICPA Professional
Code of Conduct (as applicable) and Governmental Auditing Standards,2018 Revision. Refer to Item 2 of
this contract for specific requirements. The following information must be provided by the Auditor; contracts
presented to the LGC without Whis information will be not be approved.
✔ Governmental Unit
Financial statements were prepared by:
Third Party
Auditor
If applicable: Individual at Governmental Unit designated to have the suitable skills, knowledge, and/or
experience (SKE) necessary to oversee the non-attest services and accept responsibility for the
results of these services:
Name:

Susan B. Fearrington

Title:

Email Address:

Finance Director

sbfearrington@cabarruscounty.us

 Fees may not be included in this contract for work performed on Annual Financial Information Reports
(AFIRs), Form 990s, or other services not associated with audit fees and costs. Such fees may be included
in the engagement letter but may not be included in this contract or in any invoices requiring approval of the
LGC. See Items 8and 1 for details on other allowable and excluded fees.
 Prior to submission of the completed audited financial report, applicable compliance reports and amended
contract (if required) the Auditor may submit invoices for approval for services rendered, not to exceed 75%
of the total of the stated fees below. If the current contracted fee is not fixed in total, invoices for services
rendered may be approved for up to 75% of the prior year billings. Should the 75% cap provided below
conflict with the cap calculated by LGC staff based on the prior year billings on file with the LGC, the LGC
calculation prevails. All invoices for services rendered in an audit engagement as defined in 20 NCAC
3.0503 shall be submitted to the Commission for approval before any payment is made. Payment before
approval is a violation of law. (This SDUDJUDSK not applicable to contracts and invoices associated with audits
ofhospitals).
PRIMARY GOVERNMENT FEES
Primary Government Unit

Cabarrus County, NC

Audit Fee

$ See fee section of engagement letter

Additional Fees Not Included in Audit Fee:

Fee per Major Program

$ See fee section of engagement letter

Writing Financial Statements

$ N/A

All Other Non-Attest Services

$ N/A

75% Cap for Interim Invoice Approval
(not applicable to hospital contracts)

$ 50,340.00
DPCU FEES (if applicable)

Discretely Presented Component Unit

N/A

Audit Fee

$

Additional Fees Not Included in Audit Fee:

Fee per Major Program

$

Writing Financial Statements

$

All Other Non-Attest Services

$

75% Cap for Interim Invoice Approval
(not applicable to hospital contracts)

$
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SIGNATURE PAGE – DPCU
(complete only if applicable)

DISCRETELY PRESENTED COMPONENT UNIT
DPCU
N/A
Date DPCU Governing Board Approved Audit
Contract (Ref: G.S. 159-34(a) or G.S. 115C-447(a))
'3&8Chairperson (typed or printed)

Signature

Date

Email Address

Chair of Audit Committee (typed or printed, or “NA”)
N/A
Date

Signature
Email Address

DPCU – PRE-AUDIT CERTIFICATE
Required by G.S. 159-28(a1) or G.S. 115C-441(a1 
1RWDSSOLFDEOHWRKRVSLWDOFRQWUDFWV
This instrument has been pre-audited in the manner required by The Local Government Budget and Fiscal
Control Act or by the School Budget and Fiscal Control Act.
'3&8 Finance Officer (typed or printed)

Signature

N/A
Date of Pre-Audit Certificate

Email Address

5HPHPEHUWRSULQWWKLVIRUPDQGREWDLQDOO
UHTXLUHGVLJQDWXUHVSULRUWRVXEPLVVLRQ
PRINT
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4.-4.8.

CABARRUS COUNTY
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
WORK SESSION
March 9, 2020
4:00 PM
AGENDA CATEGORY:
Discussion Items for Action
SUBJECT:
Finance - North Carolina Education Lottery Payment Applications for School Debt Service
BRIEF SUMMARY:
Lottery proceeds in the amount of $2,300,000 were included in the FY 20 General Fund
budget to pay a portion of debt service related to public school debt. Upon approval by the
Cabarrus County Board of Education, the Kannapolis City Board of Education and the
Cabarrus County Board of Commissioners, two payment request applications will be
submitted to the Department of Public Instruction.
The Cabarrus County School application is for $2,017,100 and the Kannapolis City School
application is for $282,900, for a total of $2,300,000. A budget amendment and Capital
Project Ordinance is included for your review.

REQUESTED ACTION:
Motion to authorize the Cabarrus County Chairman to execute the Public School Building
Capital Fund applications and to approve the related budget amendment and project
ordinance.
EXPECTED LENGTH OF PRESENTATION:
5 Minutes
SUBMITTED BY:
Susan Fearrington, Finance Director
BUDGET AMENDMENT REQUIRED:
Yes
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COUNTY MANAGER'S RECOMMENDATIONS/COMMENTS:

ATTACHMENTS:
CCS Application
KCS Application
Fd 320 Budget Amendment
Fd 320 Project Ordinance
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Approved:

APPLICATION
PUBLIC SCHOOL BUILDING CAPITAL FUND
NORTH CAROLINA EDUCATION LOTTERY

_

Date:

County:

Cabarrus

Contact Person:

Kelly Klutz

LEA:

Cabarrus County #130

Title:

Chief Financial Officer

Address:

PO Box 388 Concord, NC 28026

Phone:

Project Title:

2019/2020 Debt Service for School Construction

Location:

Concord, NC

Type of Facility:

704-260-5705

--------------

Debt Service for School Construction (LOBS 2015D)

North Carolina General Statutes, Chapter 18C, provides that a portion of the proceeds of the North
Carolina State Lottery Fund be transferred to the Public School Building Capital Fund in accordance
with G.S. 115C-546.2. Further, G.S. 115C-546.2 (d) has been amended to include the following:
(3) No county shall have to provide matching funds...
(4) A county may use monies in this Fund to pay for school construction projects in local school
administrative units and to retire indebtedness incurred for school construction projects.
(5) A county may not use monies in this Fund to pay for school technology needs.
As used in this section, "Public School Buildings" shall include only facilities for individual schools that
are used for instructional and related purposes, and does not include central administration,
maintenance, or other facilities. Applications must be submitted within one year following the
date of final payment to the Contractor or Vendor.
Short description of Construction Project: Debt Service for LOBS issued to build and renovate
School buildings for Cabarrus County Schools #130
Estimated Costs:
Purchase of Land

-----------

PI an n in g and Design Services
New Construction

------------

------

-----------

Additions I Renovations
Repair

$

---------

---------------

Debt Payment I Bond Payment

2,017,100.00

--------

2,017,100.00

$

TOTAL
Estimated Project Beginning Date: 7 /1 /19

------

Est. Project Completion Date:

6/30/20

-------

We, the undersigned, agree to submit a statement of state monies expended for this project within 60
days following completion of the project.
The County Commissioners and the Board of Education do hereby jointly request approval of the above
project, and request release of$
2,017,100.00
from the Public School
Building Capital Fund (Lottery Distribution). We certify that the project herein described is within the
parameters of G.S. 115C-546.
(Signature Chair, County Commissioners)

(Date)

(Signature - Chair, Board of Education)

(Date)

Form Date: July 01, 2011
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Approved:

APPLICATION
PUBLIC SCHOOL BUILDING CAPITAL FUND
NORTH CAROLINA EDUCATION LOTTERY

_

Date:

County:

Cabarrus

Contact Person: Will Crabtree

LEA:

Kannapolis City Schools #132

Title:

Director of Business Operatigf

Address:

100 Denver St. Kannapolis, NC

Phone:

704-938-1131

Project Title:

2019-2020 Debt Service for School Construction

Location:

Kannapolis, NC

Type of Facility:

Debt Service for School Construction (LOBS 2015D)

North Carolina General Statutes, Chapter 18C, provides that a portion of the proceeds of the North
Carolina State Lottery Fund be transferred to the Public School Building Capital Fund in accordance
with G.S. 115C-546.2. Further, G.S. 115C-546.2 (d) has been amended to include the following:
(3) No county shall have to provide matching funds...
(4) A county may use monies in this Fund to pay for school construction projects in local school
administrative units and to retire indebtedness incurred for school construction projects.
(5) A county may not use monies in this Fund to pay for school technology needs.
As used in this section, "Public School Buildings" shall include only facilities for individual schools that
are used for instructional and related purposes, and does not include central administration,
maintenance, or other facilities. Applications must be submitted within one year following the
date of final payment to the Contractor or Vendor.
Short description of Construction Project: Debt Service for LOBS issued to build and renovate
School buildings for the Kannapolis City Schools #132
Estimated Costs:
Purchase of Land

-----------

PI an n in g and Design Services
New Construction

------------

------

-----------

Additions I Renovations
Repair

$

---------

---------------

Debt Payment / Bond Payment

282,900.00

--------

$

TOTAL
Estimated Project Beginning Date: 7/1/2019

282,900.00
Est. Project Completion Date:

6/30/2020

We, the undersigned, agree to submit a statement of state monies expended for this project within 60
days following completion of the project.
The County Commissioners and the Board of Education do hereby jointly request approval of the above
project, and request release of$
282,900.00
from the Public School
Building Capital Fund (Lottery Distribution). We certify that the project herein described is within the
parameters of G.S. 115C-546.
(Signature Chair, County Commissioners)

(Date)

(Signature- Chair, Board of Education)

(Date)

Form Date: July 01, 2011
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Budget Revision/Amendment Request
Date: 3/23/2020

Amount: 2,300,000.00

Dept. Head: Susan Fearrington, (prepared by Sarah Chesley)
Internal Transfer Within Department

Department: Finance, Fund 320
Transfer Between Departments/Funds

Supplemental Request

Purpose: This amendment records the Public School Building Capital Lottery funds requested from the Department of Public Instruction. The funds will be used
towards the FY20 school debt service payments. Cabarrus County Schools' portion is $2,107,100 and Kannapolis City Schools' portion is $282,900.
Department/ Object/
Project

Account Name

Approved
Budget

Increase
Amount

Decrease
Amount

Fund

Indicator

320

6

7210-6444

Lottery Proceeds

8,150,000.00

2,300,000.00

10,450,000.00

320

9

7210-9704

Contb to General Fund

6,000,000.00

2,300,000.00

8,300,000.00

Budget Officer

Board of Commissioners

Approved

Approved

Approved

Denied

Denied

Denied

_____________________________________
Signature

_____________________________________
Date

County Manager

____________________________________
Signature

_____________________________________
Signature

____________________________________
Date

Revised Budget

_____________________________________
Date
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PUBLIC SCHOOL BUILDING CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND
BUDGET ORDINANCE
BE IT ORDAINED by the Board of Commissioners of Cabarrus County, North Carolina
that, Pursuant to Section 13.2 of Chapter 159 of the General Statutes of North Carolina, the
following capital project ordinance is hereby adopted:
Section I.
A. The project authorized is the various County construction and renovation related
projects. Details of the projects are listed in section C. of this Project Ordinance.
B. The officers of this unit are hereby directed to proceed with this capital project within
the terms of the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) and the budget
contained herein.
C. It is estimated that the following revenues will be available to complete capital
projects as listed.

Lottery Proceeds
Lottery Proceeds – Rowan County

$10,450,000
300,000

TOTAL REVENUES

$10,750,000

D. The following appropriations are made as listed.

Debt Service
Construction
Debt Service – Rowan County

$8,300,000
2,150,000
300,000

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

$10,750,000

GRAND TOTAL – REVENUES
GRAND TOTAL – EXPENDITURES

$10,750,000
$10,750,000

Section II.
A. Special appropriations to non-profit organizations shall be distributed after the
execution of an agreement which ensures that all County funds are used for
statutorily permissible public purposes.
B. The County Manager or designee is hereby authorized to transfer appropriations
within or between funds, or modify revenue and expenditure projections as contained
herein under the following conditions:
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1. The Manager may transfer amounts between objects of expenditure and
revenues within a function without limitation.
2. The County Manager may transfer amounts up to $500,000 between functions
of the same fund.
3. The County Manager may transfer amounts between contingency funds which
are set aside for a specific project for budgetary shortfalls or upon the appropriate
approval of a change order.
4. The County Manager is authorized to transfer funds from the General Fund or
Capital Reserve Fund to the appropriate fund for projects approved within the
Capital Improvement Plan for the current fiscal year.
5. Upon notification of funding increases or decreases to existing grants or
revenues, or the award of grants or revenues, the Manager or designee may
adjust budgets to match, including grants that require a County match for which
funds are available.
6. The Manager or designee may adjust debt financing from estimated projections
to actual funds received.
7. The County Manager may enter into and execute change orders or amendments
to construction contracts in amounts less than $90,000 when the appropriate
annual budget or capital project ordinance contains sufficient appropriated but
unencumbered funds.
8. The County Manager may award and execute contracts which are not required
to be bid or which G.S. 143-131 allows to be let on informal bids so long as the
annual budget or appropriate capital project ordinance contains sufficient
appropriated but unencumbered funds for such purposes.
9. The County Manager may execute contracts with outside agencies to properly
document budgeted appropriations to such agencies where G.S. 153 A-248(b),
259, 449 and any similar statutes require such contracts.
10. The County Manager may reject formal bids when deemed appropriate and in
the best interest of Cabarrus County pursuant to G.S. 143-129(a).
11. The County Manager may reduce revenue projections consistent with prevailing
economic conditions, and also reduce expenditures correspondingly.
Section III.
This ordinance and the budget documents shall be the basis of the financial plan for the
County of Cabarrus.
a. The Finance Director is hereby directed to maintain within the Capital Project
Fund sufficient detailed accounting records to satisfy the requirements of the law.
b. The Finance Director is directed to report, at the request of the Board, on the
financial status of each project element in Section I and on the total revenues
received or claimed.
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c.

Copies of this capital project ordinance shall be furnished to the Clerk to the
governing Board, and to the Finance Director for direction in carrying out this
project.

d. At the completion of a construction project, all unrestricted excess funds are
transferred to the General Fund and the portion of the Capital Project associated
with the project is closed.
Adopted this 23rd day of March, 2020.
CABARRUS COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
BY: __________________________
Stephen M. Morris, Chairman

ATTEST:
_________________
Clerk to the Board
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4.-4.9.

CABARRUS COUNTY
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
WORK SESSION
March 9, 2020
4:00 PM
AGENDA CATEGORY:
Discussion Items for Action
SUBJECT:
Human Resources - Changes to Drug Free Workplace Policy
BRIEF SUMMARY:
Based on a recent North Carolina Department of Transportation (NC DOT) audit of the
Cabarrus County Transportation Division, the need to split the DOT requirements into a
separate policy was identified. The revised Cabarrus County Drug Free Workplace policy
and the new Transportation-only DOT policy both need to be reviewed and approved.
REQUESTED ACTION:
Motion to approve the revised Cabarrus County Drug Free Workplace policy and the new
Transportation-only DOT policy.
EXPECTED LENGTH OF PRESENTATION:
10 Minutes
SUBMITTED BY:
Lundee Covington, HR Director
Anthony Hodges, Adult and Ageing Services, Program Administrator
Bob Bushey, Transportation Manager
BUDGET AMENDMENT REQUIRED:
No
COUNTY MANAGER'S RECOMMENDATIONS/COMMENTS:
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ATTACHMENTS:
Drug Free Workplace Summary of Changes
Drug Free Workplace Policy with Changes
Transportatioon DOT Drug and Alcohol Testing Policy
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Drug Free Workplace Policy Updates – March 2020

Based on feedback from NC DOT audit the primary purpose of this update is to to pull Transportation
employees out of the general policy and create two appendices:

Appendix A. Employees Covered by DOT Regulations (Non Transportation Employees)
Appendix B. Cabarrus County Transportation DOT Policy
Appendix B is a template provided by the DOT and updated by Cabarrus County Transportation.
Several other changes of note are:
Disclaimer on definition section - Where there is a conflict between these definitions, the Transportation
Policy will govern for testing protocol. Discipline of employees for violations of these policies will follow
the County Personnel Ordinance.
Testing following an accident or moving traffic violation must be within 2 hours of the accident unless
extended by Risk/Safety or HR.
Updates from January 2018 addendum have been incorporated into the policy and the addendum will
be deleted.
For purposes of this policy, the Transportation Operations and Training Supervisor will be considered the
Transportation Drug and Alcohol Program Manager.
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CABARRUS COUNTY
DRUG FREE WORKPLACE POLICY
April 20, 2009
Revisions September 21, 2009; April 18, 2011; August 15, 2011; October 17, 2011; July 16, 2012,
October 2016, December 2017, January 2019, March 2020
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.
XI.

General Statement of Policy
Definitions
Prohibited Acts
Duties of Employees
Authority To Test Employees
When to Test
Testing Procedures for Applicants and County Employees
Test Results
Penalties for Non-Compliance
Confidentiality
Drug Free Awareness Program

Appendix A. Employees Covered by DOT Regulations (Non Transportation Employees)
Appendix B. Cabarrus County Transportation DOT Policy
FORMS
REFERENCES

I. General Statement of Policy
A. It is the policy of Cabarrus County that the workplace shall be free of the presence of alcoholic
beverages or unlawful controlled substances and that employees shall perform their job assignments
safely, efficiently, and without the adverse influence of alcohol or controlled substances. This policy
shall govern all County employees. Specific requirements for DOT covered employees are set out in the
Appendices.x.
B. Employees should be aware of the harmful effects, dangers, and impacts of the use and abuse of alcohol
and controlled substances in the workplace. Employees working under the influence of alcohol or
controlled substances:
1. May create unsafe conditions for themselves and others;
2. May perform unsatisfactorily and adversely affect the performance of others;
3. May discredit Cabarrus County and cause disrespect for the employee, the County, and the citizens
we serve.
1
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II. Definitions
A.
Alcohol Test – Any accepted scientific means to determine the presence of alcohol, including but not
limited to laboratory analysis of urine, blood, or hair. A DOT regulated alcohol test may only use saliva and
breath.
B.
Authorized Provider – A company or organization that has been authorized to conduct alcohol and
controlled substance testing of County employees in compliance with this policy.
C.
Auxiliary Employee (Common Law Employee): Person who performs services for Cabarrus County on
a temporary basis and is paid for these services through County employee payroll in accordance with IRS
regulations.
D.
BAT (Breath Alcohol Technician) – A trained and certified individual who determines a breath alcohol
test result.
E.
Cabarrus County Permitted Operators – Authorized persons who drive a County vehicle for any purpose
and/or whose job responsibilities require driving a privately owned vehicle on County business; required to
have an Operator’s Permit and to comply with Fleet Policy.
F.

CFR - Code of Federal Regulations.

G.
Commercial Motor Vehicle (CMV) –A motor vehicle or combination of motor vehicles used in
commerce to transport passengers or property if the motor vehicle:
1. Has a gross combination weight rating of 26,001 pounds or more, inclusive of a towed unit(s)
with a gross vehicle weight rating of more than 10,000 pounds;
2. Has a gross vehicle weight rating of 26,001 pounds or more;
3. Is designed to transport 16 or more passengers, including the driver;
4. Is of any size and is used in the transportation of hazardous materials as defined in the Hazardous
Transportation Material Act and which requires the motor vehicle to be placarded under the
Hazardous Materials Regulations.
H.
Controlled Substance – A drug, substance, immediate precursor, or metabolite of a drug or substance
included in Schedule I through V of the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act (21 USC 801
et seq.) and its amendments.
I.
DOT, The Department, DOT Agency – These terms encompass all DOT agencies, including, but not
limited to, the Federal Aviation Administration (9FAA, the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA), the Federal
Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA), the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration
(PHMSA), and the Office of the Secretary (OST). For purposes of 49 CFR Part 40, the United States Coast
Guard (USCG), in the Department of Homeland Security, is considered to be a DOT agency for drug testing
purposes. These terms include any designee of a DOT agency.
J.
DOT Regulated Employee (DOT Employee) – Employees with duties regulated by the Department of
Transportation (DOT), Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA), and Federal Transit
Administration (FTA).
2
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K.
Drug Test or Screening – Any accepted scientific means to determine the presence of controlled
substances, including but not limited to laboratory analysis of urine, blood, or hair. A DOT regulated drug test
may only use urine.
L.
Employee - Any person employed (whether full time, part time, or on a temporary basis) by Cabarrus
County or considered an employee in accordance with IRS regulations.
M.
Evidentiary Breath Testing Device (EBT) – A device approved by the NHTSA for the evidential testing
of breath at the 0.02 and the 0.04 alcohol concentrations and appears on ODAPC’s web page for “Approved
Evidential Breath Measurement Devices” because it conforms towith the model specifications available from
NHTSA (National Highway Traffic Safety Administration).
N.
Illegal Drugs – Substances that are (1) not legally obtainable; (2) legally obtainable but have been
obtained or used in an unlawful manner or in a manner other than as prescribed and directed by an employee’s
treating physician or the manufacturer; (3) so called “designer drugs,” “look-a-likes,” “synthetic drugs,” and
similar substances, even if not specifically prohibited by state or federal law; (4) substances which are inhaled,
injected, ingested or absorbed, but which are not intended for human consumption (such as glue, solvents, or
patches), even if not specifically prohibited by state or federal law. Examples of illegal drugs include (but are
not limited to) amphetamines, barbiturates, cocaine, marijuana, methaqualone, opioids and phencyclidine
(PCP).
O.
Lawful Drugs – Those prescribed or over the counter medications that are lawfully obtained and used as
prescribed and directed by an employee’s treating physician or the manufacturer’s recommendations or for the
purpose and in the manner for which prescribed or manufactured.
P.
MRO (Medical Review Officer) – A licensed physician trained to make the final determination of
whether a test for the presence of a controlled substance is positive or negative.
Q.
Metabolite – The chemical or compound produced when a particular substance is passed through the
human body and excreted in the urine.
R.

NCGS – North Carolina General Statutes.

S.
Non-DOT Safety Sensitive Position – Position with duties that involve such a significant risk of injury
to others that even a momentary lapse of attention can have disastrous consequences. These positions are
identified by human resources, safety and risk management based on duties and responsibilities of the
employee. Included are law enforcement officers, emergency medical technicians, employees operating a
vehicle owned by the County or a personal vehicle which is used as a major part of their work, employees
working with hazardous chemicals. Employees are advised if they occupy a safety-sensitive position.
T.
Policy Administrator –The human resources director or designee responsible for the administration of
the Cabarrus County Drug Free Workplace Policy.
U.
Positive Alcohol Test – Identification of an alcohol content level at or above 0.04% by use of an alcohol
test. (See Section III, B, 3 and 4 for a possible exception.)
V.
Positive Drug Test - Identification of a controlled substance at or above the threshold values designated
by HHS/SAMHSA (or 49CFR Part 40, as amended, for a DOT test) in a drug test and confirmed by gas
chromatography with mass spectrometry (GCMS).
3
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W.
Reasonable Suspicion - A decision for alcohol or drug testing based upon specific, contemporaneous,
articulable observations concerning the appearance, behavior, speech, body odors, or performance of the
employee.
X.
Retaliatory Actions - The discharge, suspension, demotion, relocation, or other adverse employment
action taken against an employee in the terms, conditions, privileges, and benefits of employment.
Y.
Safety-Sensitive Position (DOT) – Defined by Federal Transit Administration or FTA, DOT regulated
employees. Cabarrus County also defines safety-sensitive as a position with duties that involve such a
significant risk of injury to others that even a momentary lapse of attention can have disastrous consequences.
These positions are identified by the human resources director based on duties and responsibilities of the
employee. Included are law enforcement officers, emergency medical technicians, employees operating a
vehicle owned by the County or a personal vehicle which is used as a major part of their work, and DOT
regulated employees. Employees are advised if they occupy a safety-sensitive position.
Z.

SAMHSA - Substances Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration.

AA. Substance Abuse – For the purpose of this policy any use of alcohol, an illegal drug, or a lawful drug
which directly and adversely affects job performance or safety.
BB. Substance Abuse Professional – A person who evaluates employees who have violated a DOT drug and
alcohol program regulation and makes recommendations concerning education, treatment, follow-up testing,
and after care. This person is a licensed physician (medical doctor or doctor of osteopathy) or licensed or
certified psychologist, social worker, employee assistance professional, state-licensed or certified marriage and
family therapist, or drug and alcohol counselor (certified by an organization listed at
https://www.transportation.gov/odapc/sap ) with knowledge of and clinical experience in the diagnosis and
treatment of drug and alcohol related disorders.
CC. Supervisor/Department Head – A County employee to whom another employee or group of employees
report.
DD.

USC – United States Code.

DD. A Definition section is also contained in Appendix B that applies specifically to Cabarrus County
Transportation employees for DOT tests. Where there is a conflict between these definitions, the
Transportation Policy will govern for testing protocol. Discipline of employees for violations of these policies
will follow the County Personnel Ordinance.
III. Prohibited Acts
A. The County prohibits the unlawful manufacture, distribution, dispensation, possession, or use of any
alcoholic beverage or any narcotic drug, hallucinogenic drug, amphetamine, barbiturate, marijuana, or
any other controlled substance as defined in 21 USC § 812, and as further defined in federal regulations
at 21 CFR §1308.11 through 1308.15, and in NCGS 90-86 et seq.
B. The County prohibits the use of alcoholic beverages by any employee:
1. During work hours including lunch time and breaks;
4
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2. While operating County equipment (including vehicles);
3. While on any property owned, leased, or rented by Cabarrus County except the Historic Cabarrus
Courthouse or the Cabarrus County Arena and Events Center during an event or function in which
alcohol use is allowed as provided in B.4. below;
4. At any time the employee is acting in the course and scope of his or her employment with the
County, except while attending business, social and other functions. The business or social
situations would normally occur after work hours and the employee would not be returning to his or
her normal work site. This would not preclude an employee’s return to work on an emergency need
basis as long as current state driving standards are met;
5. When on-call as defined by the On-Call Policy;
6. County Authorized Drivers are responsible for being in an emotional, mental and physical condition
(including free of the effects of alcohol or drugs) necessary to operate a County vehicle safely and
properly.[AA1][LC2]
C. The County prohibits the use of prescription or lawful non-prescription medications by an employee
while operating County equipment (including vehicles) or when acting in the course and scope of his or
her employment with the County when the use has a direct and adverse effect upon the safe operation of
equipment or a vehicle or on the performance of his or her duties. Employees are required to report use
of any substance which carries a warning label that indicates that mental functioning, motor skills, or
judgment may be adversely affected to a supervisor prior to work.
D. Employees in safety-sensitive positions may not take prescription medications while at work or expected
to be available to work, unless the prescription medications are prescribed by a physician who
considered the safety sensitive nature of the employee’s job when prescribing the medication. The
employee is responsible for alerting his/her supervisor. If requested, the employee is responsible for
obtaining required to provide a written release from his/her doctortheir physician or pharmacist
indicating that the employeethey can perform his/her safety- sensitive functions.
IV. Duties of Employees
A. As a condition of initial and continuing employment, each employee shall:
1. Comply with the terms of this policy and any rules or procedures promulgated thereunder;
2. Notify his or her supervisor in writing of any conviction pursuant to any criminal drug or alcohol
statute no later than five days after such conviction. For purposes of this policy a plea of guilty, no
contest, or nolo contendere is a conviction;
3. Notify his or her supervisor immediately of an arrest or other action relating to criminal drug or
alcohol statutes when at work or when his or her work or ability to work may be impacted.
4. A violation that occurs in the workplace may result in termination of employment.
B. Within ten days of receiving actual notice of an employee’s conviction of any criminal drug statute for a
violation occurring in the workplace or within the course and scope of employment, the County shall
notify any federal granting agency from which the County receives a grant regarding such conviction in
accordance with the Drug Free Workplace Act of 1988.
C. Any employee who has cause to suspect that the policy has been or is being violated by another
employee shall report such information to his or her supervisor, department head, or the policy
administrator. In the event the person suspected of violating the policy is the Ccounty Mmanager, the
employee shall report such information to the Chair of the Board of County Commissioners.
5
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D. Any employee who voluntarily seeks assistance for a problem regarding alcohol or drug abuse shall be
encouraged to participate in an alcohol or drug abuse assistance or rehabilitation program. Voluntary
admission is not considered a positive test result. Once a person has been selected for testing, it is too
late to step forward and seek assistance. County Permitted Drivers will not be allowed to drive until
cleared to do so. DOT drivers and others with primarily driving responsibilities will be placed on
administrative leave until cleared to return. This will include follow up testing as specified under 49
CFR Part 40. If unable to return, employment may be terminated as positions cannot be held
indefinitely.
E. A supervisor or department head who has reason to believe that an employee has violated a criminal
drug or alcohol law shall contact the Hhuman Rresources Ddirector to determine possible appropriate
actions. Any County reports made to law enforcement officials or County cooperation in investigations
or prosecutions of County employees conducted by state, federal, or local law enforcement officials
pursuant to criminal drug or alcohol laws must be in accordance with NCGS 153A-98, Privacy of
Employee Records.
F. No person shall discriminate or take any retaliatory action against an employee because the employee, in
good faith: makes a report pursuant to this policy, cooperates in an ensuing inquiry or investigation,
testifies in a proceeding resulting from a report, or otherwise participates in the enforcement of this
policy.
G. Cabarrus County is dedicated to assuring fair and equitable application of this substance abuse policy.
Therefore, supervisors/managers are required to use and apply all aspects of this policy in an unbiased
and impartial manner. Any supervisor/manager who knowingly disregards the requirements of this
policy, or who is found to deliberately misuse the policy in regard to subordinates, shall be subject to
disciplinary action up to and including termination of employment.
V. Authority to Test Employees
Pursuant to this policy the following persons are required to submit to testing for the presence of alcohol and
controlled substances.
1. The final applicant selected for a County position as a pre-employment condition. Testing is for
controlled substances only.
2. All eEmployees holding safety-sensitive positions are subject to random testing.
3. All current employees who apply for or are given an assignment, promotion, or transfer to a safetysensitive position.
4. An employee in a safety-sensitive position who is involved in a traffic accident or violation while
operating a County owned vehicle or a personal vehicle while performing his or her duties as a
County employee..
5. Any employee involved in an on-the-job accident where:
a. Death results;
b. Employee is cited for a moving violation
a.c. Other situations per the discretion of Supervisor and Safety/Risk Management.
b. Any person is injured and is transported from the accident scene for medical attention;
c. A vehicle must be towed from the scene; or
d. The employee is cited for a moving violation.
6
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6. Any employee when there is reasonable suspicion to believe that he or she is in violation of this
policy by observed actions or physical evidence while performing his or her duties as a County
employee. See Form D, Observation of Suspect Behavior Form, for observation examples.
VI. When to Test
A. Pre-employment.
1. The County, as a public employer, is entrusted with the health and safety of its citizens. In keeping
with this obligation, all final applicants selected for employment with Cabarrus County are required
to undergo a pre-employment drug screening.
2. The County includes notice of pre-employment drug screening in job announcements and on the
Cabarrus County Government Employment Application.
3. The applicant shall report to the designated test site as directed.
4. Applicants to be tested are required to sign the drug screening consent form.
5. Failure of a pre-employment screen will disqualify the application for a period of one year from the
date of testing.
B. Random Testing.
1. Employees occupying safety-sensitive positions or DOT regulated employees are subject to random
drug testing. Such testing is unannounced and coordinated by the policy administrator. The policy
administrator or designee shall notify the affected employee’s supervisor of the time and place the
employee should report for testing. Separate pools are maintained for DOT and non-DOT county
drivers.
2. A supervisor shall NOT give an employee advance notice of unannounced testing, but shall notify
the affected employee on the day of the testing and just prior to the employee being tested. The
employee should proceed immediately to the collection site.
C. Promotion or Assignment to a Safety-Sensitive Position.
1. The department head or designee shall explain the drug testing requirements to all current employees
who apply for assignment, transfer, or promotion to a safety-sensitive position.
2. Promotion to a position shall be denied to any applicant who refuses to submit to the test, receives a
positive test result, or otherwise violates this policy.
3. A negative test result does not guarantee that a current employee will be promoted to the position for
which he or she applied.
4. Supervisors for employees being promoted are responsible for ensuring that such employees have
completed the required drug testing prior to promotion or assignment.
D. Post-Accident as defined in VI, 4 and 5.
1. Employees involved in on-the-job accidents may be required to submit to drug and alcohol testing
based on the potential cause of the accident. This decision will be made at the discretion of the
supervisor and Safety Officer/Risk Management. The supervisor shall provide or arrange
appropriate transportation for testing.
2. An employee required to submit to drug and alcohol testing following an accident or moving traffic
violation must make himself or herself available for testing within three two hours of the accident or
violation unless a time extension is authorized by Risk/Safety or Human Resources. Failure to be
available within such time will be considered a refusal to submit to testing, unless there is a clear
hindrance. For example, an employee with life-threatening injuries or injuries that result in death. It
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is important to emphasize that nothing is to prevent the individual from receiving of required
medical attention.
3. If a vehicle operator who is required to submit to drug and alcohol testing following a vehicle
accident is unable to report to the regular testing site due to injuries, and drug and/or alcohol testing
is conducted pursuant to NCGS 20-16.2 or pursuant to medical treatment, the vehicle operatortesting
site shall provide the policy administrator with an authenticated record of the results of that testing.
4. Any Fleet Management mechanic for a County vehicle involved in an accident may be required to
submit to drug and alcohol testing if the reason for the accident was a result or suspected result of
mechanical or materials failure.
5. When requested, tThe supervisor of a mechanic shall within twenty-four hours of an accident,
review the maintenance records for the affected vehicle(s) within one year of the accident and the
nature of the work done. As soon as practicable, the supervisor shall obtain the Traffic Accident
Report and determine the likelihood that a mechanical or materials failure contributed to the
accident. If the supervisor has cause to suspect that a mechanical or materials failure contributed to
the accident, he or she shall report the reasons for such suspicion and provide the affected vehicle’s
maintenance records to the policy administrator. The Supervisor and Safety/Risk Management
policy administrator shall determine whether to require the affected mechanic to undergo drug
and/or alcohol testing. The mechanic must make himself or herself available for testing the same day
he or she receives notice from the policy administrator or designee that drug and/or alcohol testing is
required. Failure to make himself or herself available will be considered a refusal to submit to
testing.
E. Reasonable Suspicion.
1. Any employee is subject to drug or alcohol testing when there is reason to believe that the employee
has violated this policy. In making such a determination, the County may consider, but is not limited
to considering, any of the following factors:
a. Excessive absenteeism or tardiness, frequent or increased illness, frequent absences from
workstation or lapses in responsibility;
b. A pattern of abnormal conduct or unusual, irrational, or erratic behavior;
c. Repeated failure to follow instructions or procedures;
d. Violation of safety policies or failure to follow safe work practices;
e. Deterioration of job performance;
f. Abusive behavior, insolence, insubordination, or other significant change in behavior;
g. Mood swings, depression, unusual detachment, euphoria, significantly increased energy, unusual
talkativeness or sleepiness;
h. Changes in appearance, grooming, demeanor, work habits, or interaction with others;
i. Reports of substance abuse from other employees;
j. Poor motor coordination or muscle controls, unsteady walking, tremors, nervousness, trouble
sitting still, slurred speech;
k. Evidence of substance abuse (drug paraphernalia, odor) in the employee’s vicinity;
l. Bloodshot or dull eyes dilated or constricted pupils, runny nose, bruises;
m. Impaired short-term memory or illogical thinking;
n. Involvement as an operator or mechanic of a County owned vehicle that is involved in an
accident;
o. Arrest for violation of any criminal drug or alcohol statute.
2. The department head or supervisor will complete Form D, Observation of Suspect Behavior Form,
with detailed information on facts, symptoms, and observations of reasonable suspicion and contact
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the Hhuman Rresources Ddirector. The Hhuman Rresources Ddirector will determine whether to
order testing and notify the employee’s supervisor. The supervisor shall arrange transportation of
the employee to and from the testing site. The documentation supporting reasonable suspicion will
be retained confidentially by the Human Resources Department.
3. Non-law enforcement personnel shall not use physical force to detain an employee. At any time a
supervisor has cause to suspect that an employee is using or is under the influence of alcohol or a
controlled substance in the course and scope of his or her duties for the County and the affected
employee indicates an intention to leave the premises by his or her own means, the supervisor must
notify law enforcement officials regarding the employee’s identity, the employee’s possible
impairment, and the employee’s anticipated route and means of travel.
F. Other Circumstances Requiring Immediate Testing.
A supervisor or department head may observe an employee’s behavior that is of such extreme, erratic, or
unsafe nature that it gives reason to believe that immediate alcohol or drug testing is advisable. In the
event that such a situation arises and the supervisor or department head is unable to obtain the
authorization of the policy administrator or Ssafety Officer/ & rRisk Mmanager, the supervisor shall:
1. Ensure that any injuries or other unsafe condition are attended by competent medical or other
personnel;
2. Advise the employee of the testing requirement;
3. Direct the employee to report to the designated testing site and arrange transportation of the
employee; and
4. Notify the policy administrator or Ssafety/R & risk manager as soon as practicable.
G. Follow-up Testing
H.
As Cabarrus County has established a zero tolerance policy, follow-up testing if not generally
relevant. In the instance of a self-referral the employee will be subject to non-USDOT follow-up tests as
specified in 49 CFR Part 40.

I.H. Testing Pursuant to State or Federal Laws, Rules, or Regulations.
Some employees may be required to submit to alcohol and drug testing as required by state or federal
laws, rules, or regulations. The procedures for such testing will be in accordance with the particular law,
rule, or regulation being followed.
VII.

Testing Procedures for Applicants and County Employees

A. The authorized provider shall determine the procedures for the collection of blood, split sample of urine,
saliva, breath, or other scientific samples in accordance with applicable County policies and state and
federal laws, rules, and regulations. All blood or urine samples shall be submitted to an SAMHSA
approved laboratory for analysis, and the authorized provider shall communicate final test results to the
Cabarrus County policy administrator.
B. Any of the following is considered a refusal to test:
1. Refusing to sign the consent form, complete the medication form, or submit to a drug test;
2. Engaging in conduct that clearly obstructs the testing process;
3. Adulterating, contaminating, or tampering with a blood, urine, saliva, breath, or other sample;
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4. Failing to report to the designated test site as directed; or
5. Failing to remain available for required testing.
C. An applicant who refuses to submit to a drug test pursuant to this policy will not be considered for
employment with the County.
D. An employee who refuses to submit an alcohol or drug test required pursuant to this policy shall be
subject to disciplinary action up to and including dismissal.
E. The test results from the HHS certified laboratory will be reported to a Medical Review Officer. A
Medical Review Officer (MRO) is a licensed physician with detailed knowledge of substance abuse
disorders and drug testing. The MRO will review the test results to ensure the scientific validity of the
test and to determine whether there is a legitimate medical explanation for a confirmed positive,
substitute, or adulterated test result. The MRO will attempt to contact the employee to notify the
employee of the non-negative laboratory result, and provide the employee with an opportunity to explain
the confirmed laboratory test result. The MRO will subsequently review the employee’s medical
history/medical records as appropriate to determine whether there is a legitimate medical explanation for
a non-negative laboratory result. If no legitimate medical explanation is found, the test will be verified
positive or refusal to test and reported to Cabarrus County. If a legitimate explanation is found, the
MRO will report the test result as negative
F. A blood, urine, saliva, breath, or other sample that, after initial testing, does not reveal the presence of a
controlled substance at or above the threshold values designated by SAMHSA or an alcohol content
level below 0.04% shall be considered to have tested negative, and no further testing may be done on
that sample. For a DOT drug test the verified presence of the identified drug or its metabolite below the
minimum levels specified in 49CFR Part 40, as amended, and the specimen is a valid specimen shall be
considered to have tested negative. A DOT regulated alcohol or drug test may only use urine, saliva, and
breath sample.
G. A blood, urine, saliva, breath, or other sample that, after confirmatory testing, does reveal the presence
of a controlled substance at or above the threshold values designated by SAMHSA or an alcohol level at
or above 0.04% shall be considered to have tested positive. An employee with a confirmed alcohol test
result of between 0.02% and 0.039% will be deemed unfit to perform his or her duties and sent home.
For a DOT drug test the verified presence of the identified drug or its metabolite at or above the
minimum levels specified in 49CFR Part 40, as amended, shall be considered to have tested positive. A
DOT regulated alcohol or drug test may only use urine, saliva, and breath sample.
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VIII.
VIII.

VIII. Test Results:

A. Employees.
1. If the test is negative, the policy administrator or designee informs the department head or
supervisor.
2. If the drug test is confirmed as positive, the department head or supervisor schedules a private
meeting with the employee to inform the employee in writing of the test results and the employee’s
rights and responsibilities regarding retesting under NCGS 95-232(f). Split sample testing is at the
employee’s expense.
3. If the alcohol test is confirmed as positive, the department head or supervisor schedules a private
meeting with the employee to inform the employee of the test results.
B. Applicants.
1. If the test is negative, the department head or supervisor is notified and the selection process
continues.
2. If the test is confirmed as positive, the applicant must be notified in writing of the test results and the
applicant’s rights regarding retesting under NCGS 95-232(f).
3. An applicant who receives a confirmed positive test shall not be considered for employment for any
position he or she is currently seeking and is ineligible for County employment for a period of one
year from the testing date.
4. Employment decisions based on drug screening test results are irrevocable and appeals will not be
considered.
IX. Penalties for Non-Compliance
A. Any employee who violates this policy shall be subject to disciplinary action up to and including
dismissal as described in the Cabarrus County Personnel Ordinance Article VII, Separation, Disciplinary
Actions, Suspensions and Reinstatement. Employees awaiting disciplinary process will be placed on
non-disciplinary administrative leave and relieved of all duties.
B. Employees who receive a positive drug or alcohol test result will be dismissed.
C. For DOT regulated employees, the County shall not take an action based solely on test results showing
an alcohol concentration of less than 0.02%.
D. Auxiliary employees who are suspected of violating this policy will be released from employment.
X. Confidentiality
A. Any tests for the presence of alcohol or controlled substances authorized by this policy shall be
designed to protect the privacy of the applicant or employee being required to undergo testing. All tests
for the presence of alcohol or controlled substances shall be conducted pursuant to and in compliance
with the Controlled Substance Examination Regulations found in NCGS Chapter 95, Article 20.
B. No sample obtained for the purpose of conducting tests for the presence of alcohol or controlled
substances pursuant to this policy shall be used to perform any diagnostic examination that would detect
any hidden or latent physical or mental infirmity, disease, or condition. Rather, the analysis of such
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sample shall be confined to such procedures as are devised to detect the presence of alcohol or
controlled substances.
C. All information obtained in the course of testing, examining, counseling, rehabilitating, and treating
applicants or employees pursuant to this policy shall be protected as confidential medical information.
Documents or data concerning this information shall not be open to inspection pursuant to NCGS 153A98 by persons other than the affected applicant or employee and shall be disseminated only on a need-toknow basis and at the express direction of the Hhuman Rresources Ddirector or to comply with
applicable laws.
D. Drug test results from the County’s drug testing program may not be used as evidence in a criminal
action against an applicant tested except by order of a court of competent jurisdiction.
XI. Drug Free Awareness Program
A. The Hhuman Rresources Ddirector shall provide information regarding this policy and a drug free
workplace to employees, to include the following:
1. The dangers of drug abuse in the workplace;
2. The County’s policy of maintaining a drug free workplace;
3. Available alcohol or drug counseling, rehabilitation, and employee assistance programs;
4. The penalties that may result for violations of this policy.
5. Employee Assistance Program:
McLaughlin Young Group
5925 Carnegie Blvd., Suite 350
Charlotte NC 28209
(800) 633-3353 or
(704) 529-1428
(704) 529-5917 Fax
Cabarrus County Human Resources Department: 704-920-2200

B. Supervisors shall receive information on this policy and how to detect the use or abuse of alcohol and
controlled substances.
C. The Hhuman Rresources Ddirector will make this policy available to each employee. This policy is
reviewed/acknowledged through New Employee Orientation and is posted on the intranet under Human
Resources Policies for viewing at any time.
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Appendix A
Employees Covered by Department of Transportation (DOT) Regulations
(Non Transportation Employees)
Together with the other Drug Free Workplace Policy requirements employees covered by DOT Regulations
must comply with this appendix.
A. DOT Federal Transit Administration covered employees and functions. Employees who perform
safety-sensitive function(s) as defined by the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) are subject to
regulation by the United States Government (DOT regulated employees). A FTA safety-sensitive
function is any of the following duties when performed by employees for departments that receive
federal funding under 49 USC 5307, 5309, 5311, or 23 USC 103(e)(4):
1. Operating a revenue service vehicle, including when not in revenue service;
2. Operating a nonrevenue service vehicle, when required to be operated by a holder of a Commercial
Driver's License;
3. Controlling dispatch or movement of a revenue service vehicle;
4. Maintaining (including repairs, overhaul and rebuilding) a revenue service vehicle or equipment
used in revenue service. This section does not apply to the following: an employer who receives
funding under 49 U.S.C. 5307 or 5309, is in an area less than 200,000 in population, and contracts
out such services; or an employer who receives funding under 49 U.S.C. 5311 and contracts out
such services;
5. Carrying a firearm for security purposes.
B. DOT Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration covered employees and functions. Employees who
drive or operate a commercial motor vehicle (CMV). The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration
(FMCSA) has interpreted driving a CMV on a road, street or way which is open to public travel, even
though privately-owned or subject to military control, as prima facie evidence of operation in commerce.
Employees who drive or operate a CMV must hold a valid appropriate commercial driver’s license.
FMCSA safety-sensitive function(s) are defined as and include all time from the time an employee
begins to work, or is required to be in readiness to work, until the time the employee is relieved from
work and all responsibility performing work. Safety-sensitive functions shall include:
1. All time at a carrier or shipper plant, terminal, facility, or other property, or on any public property,
waiting to be dispatched, unless the driver has been relieved from duty by the employer. This
includes employees who are "eligible" at work to drive a CMV at anytime, e.g., salespersons,
clerks, secretaries, supervisors;
2. All time inspecting equipment as required by 49 C.F.R 392.7, "Equipment, Inspection, and Use,"
and 49 C.F.R 392.8, "Emergency Equipment and Use," or otherwise inspecting, servicing, or
conditioning any CMV at any time;
3. All driving time, which is any time spent at the driving controls of a CMV in operation;
4. All time, other than driving time, in or upon any CMV except time spent resting in a sleeper berth;
5. All time loading or unloading a vehicle, supervising or assisting in loading or unloading, attending
a vehicle being loaded or unloaded, remaining ready to operate the vehicle, or giving or receiving
receipts for shipments loaded or unloaded;
6. All time repairing, obtaining assistance for, or remaining with a disabled vehicle.
C.

Applicants and all current employees who apply for assignment, transfer, or promotion to a DOT
regulated position must sign an Authorization for Release of Personal Information Form for the release
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of alcohol and drug testing data compiled by previous employers covered by 49 CFR Part 40 and
provide the County information about drug and alcohol violations. Departments that have DOT
regulated positions will contact Human Resources for guidance in obtaining this information (see Form F).
1) All drug and alcohol testing will be conducted in accordance with 49 CFR Part 40, as amended.
Additionally all FTA employees will be drug and alcohol tested in accordance with Part 655 and
FMCSA employees will be tested in accordance with Part 382. A drug test can be performed any time
a DOT regulated employee is on duty. A DOT alcohol test can be performed just before, during, or after
the performance of a DOT safety-sensitive function. Amphetamines, marijuana, cocaine, opioids,
phencyclidine (PCP) can be tested for at any time while on duty.
D.
D.E.
DOT regulated employees are prohibited from the use or possession of alcohol while on duty or
in uniform, while on-call to perform safety sensitive duties, and four hours prior to duty. Alcohol use is
also prohibited by any covered employee required to submit to post-accident alcohol testing for four
hours following the accident or until the alcohol test is performed. No covered employee shall consume
alcohol for eight hours following involvement in an accident or until he/she submits to the post-accident
drug/alcohol test, whichever occurs first.
E.F.
DOT regulated employees must complete a DOT pre-employment drug test when hired for, or
transferred to, a DOT covered position. The candidate must produce a negative drug test result prior to
first performing a safety-sensitive duty. If the test is canceled, the employee must retake and pass the
test before being hired. Failure of a County pre-employment screen will disqualify the application from
employment for one year. Any covered employee or applicant who has previously failed or refused a
pre-employment drug test administered under this part, must provide proof of having successfully
completing a referral, evaluation, and treatment plan by a substance abuse professional as described in
49 CFR Part 655.62. A covered employee who has not performed a safety sensitive duty for 90
consecutive days or more and has not been in the employer’s random selection pool shall take a preemployment drug test with a verified negative result before returning to safety-sensitive duties.
F.G.
Together with other accident testing which may be required by the County, DOT regulated
employees must complete DOT drug and alcohol tests as soon as possible after they are involved in an
accident while operating a County owned or leased vehicle, if the accident involves:
1. FMCSA accident requiring testing: An accident in which a fatality is involved; one or more motor
vehicles are towed from the scene or someone is treated medically away from the scene, and a
citation is issued to the CMV driver within 8 hours of the occurrence under state or local law for a
moving violation arising from the accident and either of the aforementioned situations occur.
2. FTA accident requiring testing: An accident in which a fatality is involved, one or more motor
vehicle receives disabling damage or someone requires immediate medical attention away from the
scene, unless the driver can be completely discounted as a contributing factor. All surviving
employees operating the mass transit vehicle at the time of the accident and all other covered
employees whose performance could have contributed to the accident must also be tested after an
accident involving a fatality.
Alcohol testing must be done as soon as possible following an accident, but not more than eight hours
after the accident. Drug testing must be done as soon as possible after the accident, but not more than 32
hours after the accident. If a post-accident alcohol test is not administered within two hours following
the accident, the employer shall prepare and maintain on file a record stating the reasons for the delay.
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All DOT covered employees must remain readily available for testing after an accident including
notifying the employer representative of the employee’s whereabouts. Failure to do so will be
considered a test refusal. Testing is stayed while the employee assists in the resolution of the accident
or receives medical attention.
G.H.
DOT regulated employees must complete random DOT drug and alcohol tests from a selection
pool that includes only DOT regulated employees. Alcohol testing must occur just before, during, or just
after the performance of their covered duties. Random selections will be made at a minimum of a
quarterly basis by a scientifically valid computer program. The random tests will be spread reasonably
throughout the year during all hours and days in which safety-sensitive functions are performed. All
covered employees will have an equal chance of being selected each time selections are made. Testing
will be unannounced and the employee must proceed immediately after being notified of the testing
requirement.
H.I.
The number of employees randomly selected for drug/alcohol testing during the calendar year
shall be not less than the percentage rates set each year by the FTA administrator. The current year
testing rates can be viewed online at https://www.transportation.gov/odapc/random-testing-rates.
I.J. DOT regulated employees may also be subject to drug and alcohol testing upon reasonable suspicion of
probable drug or alcohol use using non-DOT testing forms. Reasonable suspicion determinations will
be made by one or more trained supervisors that can articulate and substantiate physical, behavioral, and
performance indicators of probably drug use or alcohol misuse by observing the appearance, behavior,
speech, and/or body odors of the covered employee. Reasonable suspicion testing can be conducted just
before a DOT regulated employee performs safety-sensitive duties, during that performance, and just
after an employee has performed covered duties.
J.K.
Tests for breath alcohol concentration will be conducted utilizing a National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration (NHTSA)-approved Evidential Breath Testing device (EBT) operated by a
trained Breath Alcohol Technician (BAT). A list of approved EBTs can be found on ODAPC’s Web
page for “Approved Evidential Breath Measurement Devices”. Alcohol screening tests may be
performed using a non-evidential testing device (alcohol screening device (ASD)) which is also
approved by NHTSA. A list of approved ASDs can be found on ODAPC’s Web page for “Approved
Screening Devices to Measure Alcohol in Bodily Fluids”. If the initial test indicates an alcohol
concentration of 0.02 or greater, a second test will be performed to confirm the results of the initial test.
The confirmatory test must occur on an EBT. The confirmatory test will be conducted no sooner than
fifteen minutes after the completion of the initial test. The confirmatory test will be performed using a
NHTSA-approved EBT operated by a trained BAT. The EBT will identify each test by a unique
sequential identification number. This number, time, and unit identifier will be provided on each EBT
printout. The EBT printout, along with an approved alcohol testing form, will be used to document the
test, the subsequent results, and to attribute the test to the correct employee. The test will be performed
in a private, confidential manner as required by 49 CFR Part 40, as amended. The procedure will be
followed as prescribed to protect the employee and to maintain the integrity of the alcohol testing
procedures and validity of the test result.
K.L.
A result of 0.04% or higher on the DOT alcohol test is a positive test result. DOT regulated
employees with a DOT alcohol test result between 0.02% and 0.039% are prohibited from performing
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their safety-sensitive related duties for a period of 24 hours or one shift, whichever is longer. Employee
must submit to and be cleared prior to resuming work.
L.M.
DOT regulated employees who receive a positive DOT drug or alcohol test result will be
terminated, informed of educational and rehabilitation programs available, and referred to a list of
USDOT qualified Substance Abuse Professionals (SAP) for assessment. The DOT regulated employee
is responsible for any incurred costs associated with educational and rehabilitation programs or SAP
assessments.
M.N.
Specimen validity testing will be conducted on all urine specimens for testing under DOT
authority. Specimen validity testing is the evaluation of the specimen to determine if it is consistent
with normal human urine. The purpose of validity testing is to determine whether certain adulterants of
foreign substances were added to the urine, if the urine was diluted or if the specimen was substituted.
N.O.
If a covered employee provides a negative dilute test result they will be required to undergo a
second test. If the second test is negative dilute it will be considered negative and no further testing is
required.
O.P.
Any covered employee who questions the results for a required drug test may request that the
split sample be tested. The split sample test must be conducted at a second HHS-certified laboratory.
The test must be conducted on the split sample that was provided by the employee at the same time as
the primary sample. The method of collecting, storing and testing the split sample will be consistent
with the procedures set forth in 49 CPR Part 40, as amended. The employee’s request for a split sample
test must be made to the Medical Review Officer (MRO) within 72 hours of notice of the original
sample verified test result. Requests after 72 hours will only accepted at the discretion of the MRO if
the delay was due to documentable facts that were beyond the control of the employee. The employee
will pay for the cost of split sample testing but the County may pay the vendor and seek reimbursement
to avoid a delay in sample processing.
P.Q.
Refusal to submit to a drug/alcohol test shall be considered a positive test result and a direct act
of insubordination and shall be subject to disciplinary action up to and including dismissal and referral
to SAP. A test refusal includes the following circumstances:
1. A covered employee who leaves the scene of an accident without a legitimate explanation prior to
submission to drug/alcohol tests.
2. A covered employee who provides an insufficient volume of urine specimen or breath sample
without a valid medical explanation. The medical evaluation shall take place within 5 days of the
initial test attempt.
3. A covered employee whose urine sample has been verified by the MRO as substitute or adulterated.
4. A covered employee fails to appear for any test within a reasonable time, as determined by the
employer, after being directed to do so by the employer.
5. A covered employee fails to remain at the testing site until the testing process is complete.
6. A covered employee fails to provide a urine specimen for any drug test required by Part 40 or DOT
agency regulations.
7. A covered employee fails to permit the observation or monitoring of a specimen collection.
8. A covered employee fails or declines to take a second test the employer or collector has directed you
to take.
9. A covered employee fails to undergo a medical examination or evaluation, as directed by the MRO
as part of the verification process, or as directed by the employer as part of the ``shy bladder'' or “shy
lung” procedures.
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10. A covered employee fails to cooperate with any part of the testing process (e.g., refuse to empty
pockets when so directed by the collector; behave in a confrontational way that disrupts the
collection process).
11. Failure to sign Step 2 of the Alcohol Testing form.
12. Failure to follow the observer’s interactions during an observed collection including interactions to
raise your clothing above the waist, lower clothing and underpants, and to turn around to permit the
observer to determine if you have any type of prosthetic or other device that could be used to
interfere with the collection process.
13. Possess or wear a prosthetic or other device that could be used to interfere with the collection
process.
14. Admit to the collector or MRO that you adulterated or substituted the specimen.
Q.R.
If a DOT regulated employee is directed to submit to a collection under direct observation in
accordance with 49 CFR Part 40.67, the policy administrator or supervisor must explain to the employee
the reason for a directly observed collection. Circumstances requiring direct observation include:
1. All return to duty tests.
2. A follow-up tests.
3. Anytime the employee is directed to provide another specimen because the temperature on the
original specimen was out of the acceptable temperature range.
4. Anytime the employee is directed to provide another specimen because the original specimen
appeared to have an attempt to tamper with.
5. Anytime a collector observes materials brought to the collection site or the employee’s conduct
clearly indicates an attempt to tamper with a specimen.
6. Anytime the employee is directed to provide another specimen because the laboratory reported to
the MRO that the original specimen was invalid and the MRO determined that there was not an
adequate medical explanation for the results.
7. Anytime the employee is directed to provide another specimen because the MRO determined that
the original specimen was positive, adulterated, or substituted, but had to be cancelled because the
test of the split specimen could not be performed.
S. Cabarrus County will notify North Carolina Division of Motor Vehicles within five business days of the
date that a DOT regulated employee tests positive or refuses to participate in a drug or alcohol test
required under 49 CFR Part 382 and 655, in accordance with NCGS 20-37.19.
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Appendix B.
Cabarrus County Transportation DOT Policy

Insert New Policy Here
R.
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FORMS:
Form A.
Form B.
Form C.
Form D.

Acknowledgment of Receipt of Drug Free Workplace Policy
Drug Testing Authorization Form
Observation of Suspect Behavior Form
Post Drug Test Notice

Forms are located on the Cabarrus County Intranet. Navigate to the Human Resources page and select forms
to find the document you are looking for. You may also follow the links for forms B – D.

REFERENCES:
A. Food and Drug, 21 CFR 1308.11-15: http://ecfr.gpoaccess.gov/cgi/t/text/textidx?c=ecfr&sid=7a6623b59fe8ad6517a42dcdcf698bdd&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title21/21cfr1308_main_02.tp
l
B. United States Code Controlled Substance Act Subchapter 1, Part B, Section 812:
http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/21cfr/21usc/812.htm
C. Procedures for Transportation Workplace Drug and Alcohol Testing Programs, 49 CFR Part 40:
http://ecfr.gpoaccess.gov/cgi/t/text/textidx?sid=2f829914d5e4f1fbc6d503782c407c58&c=ecfr&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title49/49cfrv1_02.tpl
D. Federal Transit Administration, 49 CFR Part 655: http://ecfr.gpoaccess.gov/cgi/t/text/textidx?sid=f621f2c16897d1735c08864c1eff5ed4&c=ecfr&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title49/49cfrv7_02.tpl#600
E. Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration, 49 CFR Parts 382:
http://ecfr.gpoaccess.gov/cgi/t/text/textidx?sid=7a6623b59fe8ad6517a42dcdcf698bdd&c=ecfr&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title49/49cfrv5_02.tpl#300
F. US Dept of Transportation, Office of Drug & Alcohol Policy and Compliance :
http://www.dot.gov/ost/dapc/index.html
G. US DOL Drug Free Workplace http://www.dol.gov/workingpartners/welcome.html
H. DHHS Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), Division of
Workplace Programs http://www.drugfreeworkplace.gov/
I. North Carolina General Statutes, Chapter 95, Article 20-Controlled Substance Examination Regulation:
http://www.ncleg.net/enactedlegislation/statutes/html/byarticle/chapter_95/article_20.html
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J. North Carolina Administrative Code, Title 13, Chapter 20-Controlled Substance Examination
Regulation: http://reports.oah.state.nc.us/ncac.asp?folderName=\Title%2013%20-%20Labor
K. North Carolina General Statutes, Chapter 90:
http://www.ncleg.net/EnactedLegislation/Statutes/HTML/ByChapter/Chapter_90.html
L. North Carolina General Statutes 153A-98. Privacy of Employee Personnel Records:
http://www.ncleg.net/enactedlegislation/statutes/html/bysection/chapter_153a/gs_153a-98.html
M. North Carolina General Statutes, Chapter 20, Article 2C, 37.18 and 37.19-Commercial Driver License:
http://www.ncleg.net/enactedlegislation/statutes/html/byarticle/chapter_20/article_2c.html
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FORM A

CABARRUS COUNTY GOVERNMENT
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF RECEIPT OF DRUG FREE WORK PLACE POLICY
I have been given a copy of and have read the Drug Free Workplace Policy (the “Policy”) adopted by
CABARRUS COUNTY GOVERNMENT as well as post-accident information, procedures, and instructions to
enable me to comply with my obligations under the Policy and information concerning the effects of controlled
substances use and alcohol abuse on an individual's health, work, and personal life; signs and symptoms of a
controlled substances or alcohol problem (mine or a coworker’s); and available methods of intervening when a
controlled substances or alcohol problem is suspected. I hereby acknowledge that I understand, accept, and
agree to be bound by the conditions specified in the Policy and these materials.
I further understand and agree that:
To be retained as an employee, the following will apply:
As a condition of employment and continued employment with CABARRUS COUNTY GOVERNMENT, I
may be required to provide blood, urine, saliva, breath, or other accepted scientific samples for drug and alcohol
testing under the circumstances described in the Policy, and I hereby consent to such testing.
Failure of a drug or alcohol test, my refusal to submit to drug or alcohol tests under the circumstances set forth
in the Policy, violation of the items listed in the “PROHIBITED ACTS” section of the Policy and other
provisions of the Policy, and certain other occurrences described in the Policy may result in disciplinary action,
up to and including dismissal, as described in the Policy.
The Policy may be modified at any time and in any way at the discretion of CABARRUS COUNTY
GOVERNMENT and will become effective immediately upon posting of a notice indicating to me the changes
made therein.
The Policy is not a contract of employment with CABARRUS COUNTY GOVERNMENT but compliance
with its terms and conditions is a condition to my employment and continued employment with CABARRUS
COUNTY GOVERNMENT.

___________________________________
Date
___________________________________
Printed Name

___________________________________
Signature
HR reviewed 4/20/2009
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DRUG AND ALCOHOL POLICY ADDENDUM
EFFECTIVE: JANUARY 1, 2018
This section will be eliminated as it has been incorporated into the new policy and current employees were retrained when
this was adopted in January 2018.

The United States Department of Transportation (USDOT) – Office of Drug and Alcohol Policy and
Compliance (ODAPC) has issued an update to USDOT’s drug and alcohol testing regulation (49 CFR Part
40). The new regulation has been revised and the changes (summarized below) will become effective on
January 1, 2018. Therefore, the Cabarrus County drug and alcohol testing policy is amended as follows:
1.

CHANGES TO THE DRUG TESTING PANEL

a.

Four new opioids added to the drug testing panel –

i.

The USDOT drug test remains a “5-panel” drug test; however, the list of opioids for which are tested will
expand from three to seven opioids.

ii.

The “opioid” category will continue to test for codeine, morphine, and heroin; however, the “opioid” testing
panel will now be expanded to include four (4) new semi-synthetic opioids:

1.

(1) Hydrocodone, (2) Hydromorphone, (3) Oxycodone, and (4) Oxymorphone.

2.

Common brand names for these semi-synthetic opioids include, but may not be limited to: OxyContin®,
Percodan®, Percocet®, Vicodin ®, Lortab®, Norco®, Dilaudid®, Exalgo®.

b.

‘MDA’ will be tested as an initial test analyte

c.

‘MDEA’ will no longer be tested for under the “amphetamines” category.

2.

BLIND SPECIMEN TESTING

a.

The USDOT no longer requires blind specimens to be submitted to laboratories.

3.

ADDITIONS TO THE LIST OF “FATAL FLAWS”

a.

The following three circumstances have been added to the list of “fatal flaws”:

i.

No CCF received by the laboratory with the urine specimen.

ii.

In cases where a specimen has been collected, there was no specimen submitted with the CCF to the
laboratory.

iii.

Two separate collections are performed using one CCF.
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4.

MRO VERIFICATION OF PRESCRIPTIONS

a.

When a tested employee is taking a prescribed medication, after verifying the prescription and
immediately notifying the employer of a verified negative result, the MRO must then (after notifying the employee)
wait five (5) business days to be contacted by the employee’s prescribing physician before notifying the employer
of a medical qualification issue or significant safety risk.

i.

Specifically, in cases where an MRO verifies a prescription is consistent with the Controlled Substances Act,
but that the MRO has still made a determination that the prescription may disqualify the employee under other
USDOT medical qualification requirements, or that the prescription poses a significant safety-risk, the MRO must
advise the employee that they will have five (5) business days from the date the MRO reports the verified negative
result to the employer for the employee to have their prescribing physician contact the MRO. The prescribing
physician will need to contact the MRO to assist the MRO in determining if the medication can be changed to one
that does not make the employee medically unqualified or does not pose a significant safety risk. If in the MRO’s
reasonable medical judgment, a medical qualification issue or a significant safety risk still remains after the MRO
communicates with the employee’s prescribing physician, or after five (5) business days, whichever is shorter, the
MRO must communicate this issue to the employer consistent with 49 CFR Part 40.327.

5.

DEFINITIONS

a.

The term “DOT, the Department, DOT Agency”

i.

Modified to encompass all DOT agencies, including, but not limited to, FAA, FRA, FMCSA, FTA, PHMSA,
NHTSA, Office of the Secretary (OST), and any designee of a DOT agency.

ii.

For the purposes of testing under 49 CFR Part 40, the USCG (in the Department of Homeland Security) is
considered to be a DOT agency for drug testing purposes.

b.

The term “Opiate” is replaced with the term “Opioid” in all points of reference.

c.

The definition of “Alcohol Screening Device (ASD)” is modified to include reference to the list of approved
devices as listed on ODAPC’s website.

d.

The definition of “Evidential Breath Testing Device (EBT)” is modified to include reference to the list of
approved devices as listed on ODAPC’s website.

e.

The definition of “Substance Abuse Professional (SAP)” will be modified to include reference to ODAPC’s
website. The fully revised definition includes:

i.

A licensed physician (medical doctor or doctor of osteopathy) or licensed or certified psychologist, social
worker, employee assistance professional, state-licensed or certified marriage and family therapist, or drug and
alcohol counselor (certified by an organization listed at https://www.transportation.gov/odapc/sap) with
knowledge of and clinical experience in the diagnosis and treatment of drug and alcohol related disorders.
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NOTE: The revisions listed in this addendum include only those revisions to 49 CFR Part 40 which may be
referenced in our drug & alcohol testing policy. A list of all the revisions made to 49 CFR Part 40 can be
found at https://www.transportation.gov/odapc.

Addendum Authorization Date:

Authorized Official (Printed Name):

Printed Name: _____________________________________________________________________
Signature: ___________________________________________________________________
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Appendix B
Cabarrus County Transportation DOT
DRUG AND ALCOHOL TESTING POLICY
Adopted March 23, 2020
This template was provided by the NC DOT for use by Cabarrus County
Transportation on December 6, 2019 for use as a Zero Tolerance Policy.

A. PURPOSE
1. Cabarrus County Transportation provides public transit and paratransit
services for the residents of Cabarrus County. Part of our mission is to
ensure that this service is delivered safely, efficiently, and effectively by
establishing a drug and alcohol-free work environment, and to ensure
that the workplace remains free from the effects of drugs and alcohol in
order to promote the health and safety of employees and the general
public. In keeping with this mission, Cabarrus County Transportation
declares that the unlawful manufacture, distribution, dispense,
possession, or use of controlled substances or misuse of alcohol is
prohibited for all employees.
2. Additionally, the purpose of this policy is to establish guidelines to
maintain a drug and alcohol-free workplace in compliance with the DrugFree Workplace Act of 1988, and the Omnibus Transportation Employee
Testing Act of 1991. This policy is intended to comply with all applicable
Federal regulations governing workplace anti-drug and alcohol programs
in the transit industry. Specifically, the Federal Transit Administration
(FTA) of the U.S. Department of Transportation has published 49 CFR
Part 655, as amended, that mandates urine drug testing and breath
alcohol testing for safety-sensitive positions, and prohibits performance of
safety-sensitive functions when there is a positive test result, or a refusal
to test. The U. S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) has also
published 49 CFR Part 40, as amended, that sets standards for the
collection and testing of urine and breath specimens.
3. Any provisions set forth in this policy that are included under the sole
authority of Cabarrus County Transportation and are not provided under
the authority of the above named Federal regulations are underlined.
Tests conducted under the sole authority of Cabarrus County
Transportation will be performed on non-USDOT forms and will be
separate from USDOT testing in all respects.
Drug and Alcohol Testing Policy (Zero Tolerance)
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B. APPLICABILITY
This Drug and Alcohol Testing Policy applies to all Cabarrus County
Transportation safety-sensitive employees (full- or part-time) when performing
safety sensitive duties.
A safety-sensitive function is operation of public transit service including the
operation of a revenue service vehicle (whether or not the vehicle is in revenue
service), maintenance of a revenue service vehicle or equipment used in revenue
service, security personnel who carry firearms, dispatchers or persons controlling
the movement of revenue service vehicles and any transit employee who
operates a non-revenue service vehicle that requires a Commercial Driver’s
License to operate. Maintenance functions include the repair, overhaul, and
rebuild of engines, vehicles and/or equipment used in revenue service. A list of
safety-sensitive positions who perform one or more of the above mentioned
duties is provided in Attachment A. Supervisors are only safety sensitive if they
perform one of the above functions. Volunteers are considered safety sensitive
and subject to testing if they are required to hold a CDL, or receive remuneration
for service in excess of actual expense.

C. DEFINITIONS
Accident: An occurrence associated with the operation of a vehicle even when
not in revenue service, if as a result:
a. An individual dies;
b. An individual suffers a bodily injury and immediately receives
medical treatment away from the scene of the accident; or,
c. One or more vehicles incur disabling damage as the result of the
occurrence and is transported away from the scene by a tow truck
or other vehicle. For purposes of this definition, disabling damage
means damage which precludes departure of any vehicle from the
scene of the occurrence in its usual manner in daylight after simple
repairs. Disabling damage includes damage to vehicles that could
have been operated but would have been further damaged if so
operated, but does not include damage which can be remedied
temporarily at the scene of the occurrence without special tools or
parts, tire disablement without other damage even if no spare tire is
available, or damage to headlights, taillights, turn signals, horn, or
windshield wipers that makes them inoperative.
d. The purpose of this definition is whether the accident is FTA
reportable and will follow the FTA testing process.
Drug and Alcohol Testing Policy (Zero Tolerance)
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Adulterated specimen: A specimen that has been altered, as evidence by test
results showing either a substance that is not a normal constituent for that type of
specimen or showing an abnormal concentration of an endogenous substance.
Alcohol: The intoxicating agent in beverage alcohol, ethyl alcohol, or other low
molecular weight alcohols contained in any beverage, mixture, mouthwash,
candy, food, preparation or medication.
Alcohol Concentration: Expressed in terms of grams of alcohol per 210 liters of
breath as indicated by a breath test under 49 CFR Part 40.
Aliquot: A fractional part of a specimen used for testing, It is taken as a sample
representing the whole specimen.
Canceled Test: A drug or alcohol test that has a problem identified that cannot be
or has not been corrected, or which is cancelled. A canceled test is neither
positive nor negative.
Confirmatory Drug Test: A second analytical procedure performed on a different
aliquot of the original specimen to identify and quantify the presence of a specific
drug or metabolite.
Confirmatory Validity Test: A second test performed on a different aliquot of the
original urine specimen to further support a validity test result.
Covered Employee Under FTA Authority: An employee who performs a safetysensitive function including an applicant or transferee who is being considered for
hire into a safety-sensitive function (See Attachment A for a list of covered
employees).
Designated Employer Representative (DER): An employee authorized by the
employer to take immediate action to remove employees from safety-sensitive
duties and to make required decisions in testing. The DER also receives test
results and other communications for the employer, consistent with the
requirements of 49 CFR Parts 40 and 655.
DOT, The Department, DOT Agency: These terms encompass all DOT agencies,
including, but not limited to, the Federal Aviation Administration 9FAA), the
Federal Railroad Administration (FRA), the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration (FMCSA), the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), the Pipeline and Hazardous
Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA), and the Office of the Secretary (OST).
For purposes of 49 CFR Part 40, the United States Coast Guard (USCG), in the
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Department of Homeland Security, is considered to be a DOT agency for drug
testing purposes. These terms include any designee of a DOT agency.
Dilute specimen: A urine specimen with creatinine and specific gravity values that
are lower than expected for human urine.
Disabling damage: Damage which precludes departure of any vehicle from the
scene of the occurrence in its usual manner in daylight after simple repairs.
Disabling damage includes damage to vehicles that could have been operated
but would have been further damaged if so operated, but does not include
damage which can be remedied temporarily at the scene of the occurrence
without special tools or parts, tire disablement without other damage even if no
spare tire is available, or damage to headlights, taillights, turn signals, horn, or
windshield wipers that makes them inoperative.
Evidentiary Breath Testing Device (EBT): A device approved by the NHTSA for
the evidential testing of breath at the 0.02 and the 0.04 alcohol concentrations,
and appears on ODAPC’s Web page for “Approved Evidential Breath
Measurement Devices” because it conforms with the model specifications
available from NHTSA.
Initial Drug Test: (Screening Drug Test) The test used to differentiate a negative
specimen from one that requires further testing for drugs or drug metabolites.
Initial Specimen Validity Test: The first test used to determine if a urine
specimen is adulterated, diluted, substituted, or invalid
Invalid Result: The result reported by an HHS-certified laboratory in accordance
with the criteria established by the HHS Mandatory Guidelines when a positive,
negative, adulterated, or substituted result cannot be established for a specific
drug or specimen validity test.
Laboratory: Any U.S. laboratory certified by HHS under the National Laboratory
Certification program as meeting standards of Subpart C of the HHS Mandatory
Guidelines for Federal Workplace Drug Testing Programs; or, in the case of
foreign laboratories, a laboratory approved for participation by DOT under this
part.
Limit of Detection (LOD): The lowest concentration at which a measurand can be
identified, but (for quantitative assays) the concentration cannot be accurately
calculated.
Limit of Quantitation: For quantitative assays, the lowest concentration at which
the identity and concentration of the measurand can be accurately established.
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Medical Review Officer (MRO): A licensed physician (medical doctor or doctor of
osteopathy) responsible for receiving laboratory results generated by the drug
testing program who has knowledge of substance abuse disorders, and has
appropriate medical training to interpret and evaluate an individual's confirmed
positive test result, together with his/her medical history, and any other relevant
bio-medical information.
Negative Dilute: A drug test result which is negative for the five drug/drug
metabolites but has creatinine and specific gravity values that are lower than
expected for human urine.
Negative result: The result reported by an HHS/SAMHSA-certified laboratory to
an MRO when a specimen contains no drug or the concentration of the drug is
less than the cutoff concentration for the drug or drug class and the specimen is
a valid specimen. An alcohol concentration of less than 0.02 BAC is a negative
test result.
Non-negative test result: A urine specimen that is reported as adulterated,
substituted, invalid, or positive for drug/drug metabolites.
Oxidizing Adulterant: A substance that acts alone or in combination with other
substances to oxidize drugs or drug metabolites to prevent the detection of the
drug or metabolites, or affects the reagents in either the initial or confirmatory
drug test.
Performing (a safety-sensitive function): A covered employee is considered to be
performing a safety-sensitive function and includes any period in which he or she
is actually performing, ready to perform, or immediately available to perform such
functions.
Positive result: The result reported by an HHS- Certified laboratory when a
specimen contains a drug or drug metabolite equal or greater to the cutoff
concentrations.
Prohibited drug: Identified as marijuana, cocaine, opioids, amphetamines, or
phencyclidine at levels above the minimum thresholds specified in 49 CFR Part
40, as amended.
Reconfirmed: The result reported for a split specimen when the second
laboratory is able to corroborate the original result reported for the primary
specimen.
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Rejected for Testing: The result reported by an HHS- Certified laboratory when
no tests are performed for specimen because of a fatal flaw or a correctable flaw
that has not been corrected.
Revenue Service Vehicles: All transit vehicles that are used for passenger
transportation service.
Safety-sensitive functions (Transportation Employees): Employee duties
identified as:
(1)
The operation of a transit revenue service vehicle even when the
vehicle is not in revenue service.
(2)
The operation of a non-revenue service vehicle by an employee when
the operation of such a vehicle requires the driver to hold a
Commercial Drivers License (CDL).
(3)
Maintaining a revenue service vehicle or equipment used in revenue
service.
(4)
Controlling the movement of a revenue service vehicle and
(5)
Carrying a firearm for security purposes.
Split Specimen Collection: A collection in which the urine collected is divided into
two separate bottles, the primary specimen (Bottle A) and the split specimen
(Bottle B).
Substance Abuse Professional (SAP): A licensed physician (medical doctor or
doctor of osteopathy) or licensed or certified psychologist, social worker,
employee assistance professional, state-licensed or certified marriage and family
therapist, or drug and alcohol counselor (certified by an organization listed at
https://www.transportation.gov/odapc/sap) with knowledge of and clinical
experience in the diagnosis and treatment of drug and alcohol related disorders.
Substituted specimen: A urine specimen with creatinine and specific gravity
values that are so diminished or so divergent that they are not consistent with
normal human urine.
Test Refusal: The following are considered a refusal to test for a DOT/FTA
employee is they:
(1) Fail to appear for any test (except a pre-employment test) within a
reasonable time, as determined by the employer.
(2) Fail to remain at the testing site until the testing process is complete. An
employee who leaves the testing site before the testing process
commences for a pre-employment test has not refused to test.
(3) Fail to attempt to provide a breath or urine specimen. An employee who
does not provide a urine or breath specimen because he or she has left
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the testing site before the testing process commenced for a preemployment test has not refused to test.
(4) In the case of a directly-observed or monitored urine drug collection, fail to
permit monitoring or observation of your provision of a specimen.
(5) Fail to provide a sufficient quantity of urine or breath without a valid
medical explanation.
(6) Fail or decline to take a second test as directed by the collector or the
employer for drug testing.
(7) Fail to undergo a medical evaluation as required by the MRO or the
employer's Designated Employer Representative (DER).
(8) Fail to cooperate with any part of the testing process.
(9) Fail to follow an observer's instructions to raise and lower clothing and turn
around during a directly-observed test.
(10) Possess or wear a prosthetic or other device used to tamper with the
collection process.
(11) Admit to the adulteration or substitution of a specimen to the collector or
MRO.
(12) Refuse to sign the certification at Step 2 of the Alcohol Testing Form
(ATF).
(13) Fail to remain readily available following an accident.
(14) As a covered employee, if the MRO reports that you have a verified
adulterated or substituted test result, you have refused to take a drug
test.
Vehicle: A bus, electric bus, van, automobile, rail car, trolley car, trolley bus, or
vessel. A public transit vehicle is a vehicle used for public transportation or for
ancillary services.
Verified negative test: A drug test result reviewed by a medical review officer and
determined to have no evidence of prohibited drug use above the minimum cutoff
levels established by the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS).
Verified positive test: A drug test result reviewed by a medical review officer and
determined to have evidence of prohibited drug use above the minimum cutoff
levels specified in 49 CFR Part 40 as revised.
Validity testing: The evaluation of the specimen to determine if it is consistent
with normal human urine. Specimen validity testing will be conducted on all urine
specimens provided for testing under DOT authority. The purpose of validity
testing is to determine whether certain adulterants or foreign substances were
added to the urine, if the urine was diluted, or if the specimen was substituted.

D. EDUCATION AND TRAINING
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1) Every covered employee will receive a copy of this policy and will have
ready access to the corresponding federal regulations including 49 CFR
Parts 655 and 40, as amended. In addition, all covered employees will
undergo a minimum of 60 minutes of training on the signs and symptoms
of drug use including the effects and consequences of drug use on
personal health, safety, and the work environment. The training also
includes manifestations and behavioral cues that may indicate prohibited
drug use.
2) All supervisory personnel or company officials who are in a position to
determine employee fitness for duty will receive 60 minutes of reasonable
suspicion training on the physical, behavioral, and performance indicators
of probable drug use and 60 minutes of additional reasonable suspicion
training on the physical, behavioral, speech, and performance indicators of
probable alcohol misuse.

E. PROHIBITED SUBSTANCES
1) Prohibited substances addressed by this policy include the following.
a. Illegally Used Controlled Substance or Drugs Under the Drug-Free
Workplace Act of 1988 any drug or any substance identified in
Schedule I through V of Section 202 of the Controlled Substance Act
(21 U.S.C. 812), and as further defined by 21 CFR 1300.11 through
1300.15 is prohibited at all times in the workplace unless a legal
prescription has been written for the substance. This includes, but is
not limited to: marijuana, amphetamines, opioids, phencyclidine (PCP),
and cocaine, as well as any drug not approved for medical use by the
U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration or the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration. Illegal use includes use of any illegal drug, misuse of
legally prescribed drugs, and use of illegally obtained prescription
drugs. Also, the medical use of marijuana, or the use of hemp related
products, which cause drug or drug metabolites to be present in the
body above the minimum thresholds is a violation of this policy
Federal Transit Administration drug testing regulations (49 CFR Part
655) require that all employees covered under FTA authority be tested
for marijuana, cocaine, amphetamines, opioids, and phencyclidine as
described in Section H of this policy. Illegal use of these five drugs is
prohibited at all times and thus, covered employees may be tested for
these drugs anytime that they are on duty.
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b. Legal Drugs: The appropriate use of legally prescribed drugs and nonprescription medications is not prohibited. However, the use of any
substance which carries a warning label that indicates that mental
functioning, motor skills, or judgment may be adversely affected must
be reported to a Cabarrus County Transportation supervisor and the
employee is required to provide a written release from his/her doctor or
pharmacist indicating that the employee can perform his/her safetysensitive functions. The Transportation Supervisor must report this to
Cabarrus County Safety/Risk Management.
c. Alcohol: The use of beverages containing alcohol (including
mouthwash, medication, food, candy) or any other substances
containing alcohol in a manner which violates the conduct listed in this
policy is prohibited.
F. PROHIBITED CONDUCT
1) All covered employees are prohibited from reporting for duty or remaining
on duty any time there is a quantifiable presence of a prohibited drug in
the body above the minimum thresholds defined in 49 CFR Part 40, as
amended.
2) Each covered employee is prohibited from consuming alcohol while
performing safety-sensitive job functions or while on-call to perform safetysensitive job functions. If an on-call employee has consumed alcohol,
they must acknowledge the use of alcohol at the time that they are called
to report for duty. The covered employee will subsequently be relieved of
his/her on-call responsibilities and subject to discipline for not fulfilling
his/her on-call responsibilities.
3) The Transit Department shall not permit any covered employee to perform
or continue to perform safety-sensitive functions if it has actual knowledge
that the employee is using alcohol
4) Each covered employee is prohibited from reporting to work or remaining
on duty requiring the performance of safety-sensitive functions while
having an alcohol concentration of 0.04 or greater regardless of when the
alcohol was consumed.
a. An employee with a breath alcohol concentration which measures
0.02-0.039 is not considered to have violated the USDOT-FTA drug
and alcohol regulations, provided the employee hasn’t consumed
the alcohol within four (4) hours of performing a safety-sensitive
duty. However, if a safety-sensitive employee has a breath alcohol
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concentration of 0.02-0.039, USDOT-FTA regulations require the
employee to be removed from the performance of safety-sensitive
duties until:
i. The employee’s alcohol concentration measures less than
0.02; or
ii. The start of the employee’s next regularly scheduled duty
period, but not less than eight hours following administration
of the test.
5) No covered employee shall consume alcohol for eight (8) hours following
involvement in an accident or until he/she submits to the post-accident
drug/alcohol test, whichever occurs first.
6) No covered employee shall consume alcohol within four (4) hours prior to
the performance of safety-sensitive job functions.
7) Cabarrus County Transportation, under its own authority, also prohibits
the consumption of alcohol at all times the employee is on duty, or
anytime the employee is in uniform.
8) Consistent with the Drug-free Workplace Act of 1988, all Cabarrus County
Transportation employees are prohibited from engaging in the unlawful
manufacture, distribution, dispensing, possession, or use of prohibited
substances in the work place including transit system premises and transit
vehicles.

G. DRUG STATUTE CONVICTION
Consistent with the Drug Free Workplace Act of 1998, all employees are required
to notify Cabarrus County Transportation management of any criminal drug
statute conviction for a violation occurring in the workplace within five days after
such conviction. Failure to comply with this provision shall result in disciplinary
action as defined in Section Q of this policy – Result of Drug/Alcohol Test.

H. TESTING REQUIREMENTS
Analytical urine drug testing and breath testing for alcohol will be conducted
as required by 49 CFR Part 40 as amended. All employees covered under
FTA authority shall be subject to testing prior to performing safety-sensitive
duty, for reasonable suspicion, following an accident, and random as defined
in Section K, L, M, and N of this policy, and return to duty/follow-up.
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1) A drug test can be performed any time a covered employee is on duty. A
reasonable suspicion, random, or follow-up alcohol test can only be
performed just before, during, or after the performance of a safetysensitive job function. Under Cabarrus County Transportation authority,
a non-DOT alcohol test can be performed any time a covered employee is
on duty.
2) All covered employees will be subject to urine drug testing and breath
alcohol testing as a condition of ongoing employment with Cabarrus
County Transportation. Any safety-sensitive employee who refuses to
comply with a request for testing shall be removed from duty and subject
to discipline as defined in Section Q of this policy.

I. DRUG TESTING PROCEDURES
1) Testing shall be conducted in a manner to assure a high degree of
accuracy and reliability and using techniques, equipment, and laboratory
facilities which have been approved by the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Service (HHS). All testing will be conducted consistent with the
procedures set forth in 49 CFR Part 40, as amended. The procedures will
be performed in a private, confidential manner and every effort will be
made to protect the employee, the integrity of the drug testing procedure,
and the validity of the test result.
2) The drugs that will be tested for include marijuana, cocaine, opioids,
amphetamines, and phencyclidine. After the identity of the donor is
checked using picture identification, a urine specimen will be collected
using the split specimen collection method described in 49 CFR Part 40,
as amended. Each specimen will be accompanied by a DOT Custody and
Control Form and identified using a unique identification number that
attributes the specimen to the correct individual. The specimen analysis
will be conducted at a HHS certified laboratory. An initial drug screen and
validity test will be conducted on the primary urine specimen. For those
specimens
that
are
not
negative,
a
confirmatory
Gas
Chromatography/Mass
Spectrometry
(GC/MS)
or
Liquid
Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry (LC/MS) test will be performed. The
test will be considered positive if the amounts of the drug(s) and/or its
metabolites identified by the GC/MS or LC/MS test are above the
minimum thresholds established in 49 CFR Part 40, as amended.
3) The test results from the HHS certified laboratory will be reported to a
Medical Review Officer. A Medical Review Officer (MRO) is a licensed
physician with detailed knowledge of substance abuse disorders and drug
testing. The MRO will review the test results to ensure the scientific
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validity of the test and to determine whether there is a legitimate medical
explanation for a confirmed positive, substitute, or adulterated test result.
The MRO will attempt to contact the employee to notify the employee of
the non-negative laboratory result, and provide the employee with an
opportunity to explain the confirmed laboratory test result. The MRO will
subsequently review the employee’s medical history/medical records as
appropriate to determine whether there is a legitimate medical explanation
for a non-negative laboratory result. If no legitimate medical explanation is
found, the test will be verified positive or refusal to test and reported to
Cabarrus County Transportation. If a legitimate explanation is found, the
MRO will report the test result as negative.
4) If the test is invalid without a medical explanation, a retest will be
conducted under direct observation. Employees do not have access to a
test of their split specimen following an invalid result.
5) Any covered employee who questions the results of a required drug test
may request that the split sample be tested. The split sample test must be
conducted at a second HHS-certified laboratory. The test must be
conducted on the split sample that was provided by the employee at the
same time as the primary sample. The method of collecting, storing, and
testing the split sample will be consistent with the procedures set forth in
49 CFR Part 40, as amended. The employee's request for a split sample
test must be made to the Medical Review Officer within 72 hours of notice
of the original sample verified test result. Requests after 72 hours will only
be accepted at the discretion of the MRO if the delay was due to
documentable facts that were beyond the control of the employee.
Cabarrus County Transportation will ensure that the cost for the split
specimen analysis is covered in order for a timely analysis of the sample,
however Cabarrus County Transportation will seek reimbursement for the
split sample test from the employee.
6) If the analysis of the split specimen fails to confirm the presence of the
drug(s) detected in the primary specimen, if the split specimen is not able
to be analyzed, or if the results of the split specimen are not scientifically
adequate, the MRO will declare the original test to be canceled.
7) The split specimen will be stored at the initial laboratory until the analysis
of the primary specimen is completed. If the primary specimen is
negative, the split will be discarded. If the primary specimen is positive, it
will be retained in frozen storage for one year and the split specimen will
also be retained for one year. If the primary is positive, the primary and the
split will be retained for longer than one year for testing if so requested by
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the employee through the Medical Review Officer, or by the employer, by
the MRO, or by the relevant DOT agency.
8) Observed collections
a. Consistent with 49 CFR Part 40, as amended, collection under
direct observation (by a person of the same gender) with no
advance notice will occur if:
i. The laboratory reports to the MRO that a specimen is invalid,
and the MRO reports to Cabarrus County Transportation that
there was not an adequate medical explanation for the
result;
ii. The MRO reports to Cabarrus County Transportation that
the original positive, adulterated, or substituted test result
had to be cancelled because the test of the split specimen
could not be performed;
iii. The laboratory reported to the MRO that the specimen was
negative-dilute with a creatinine concentration greater than
or equal to 2 mg/dL but less than or equal to 5 mg/dL, and
the MRO reported the specimen as negative-dilute and that
a second collection must take place under direct observation
(see §40.197(b)(1)).
iv. The collector observes materials brought to the collection
site or the employee's conduct clearly indicates an attempt to
tamper with a specimen;
v. The temperature on the original specimen was out of range;
vi. Anytime the employee is directed to provide another
specimen because the original specimen appeared to have
been tampered with.
vii. All follow-up-tests; or
viii. All return-to-duty tests

J. ALCOHOL TESTING PROCEDURES
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1) Tests for breath alcohol concentration will be conducted utilizing a
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)-approved
Evidential Breath Testing device (EBT) operated by a trained Breath
Alcohol Technician (BAT). A list of approved EBTs can be found on
ODAPC’s Web page for “Approved Evidential Breath Measurement
Devices”. Alcohol screening tests may be performed using a nonevidential testing device (alcohol screening device (ASD)) which is also
approved by NHTSA. A list of approved ASDs can be found on ODAPC’s
Web page for “Approved Screening Devices to Measure Alcohol in Bodily
Fluids”. If the initial test indicates an alcohol concentration of 0.02 or
greater, a second test will be performed to confirm the results of the initial
test. The confirmatory test must occur on an EBT. The confirmatory test
will be conducted no sooner than fifteen minutes after the completion of
the initial test. The confirmatory test will be performed using a NHTSAapproved EBT operated by a trained BAT. The EBT will identify each test
by a unique sequential identification number. This number, time, and unit
identifier will be provided on each EBT printout. The EBT printout, along
with an approved alcohol testing form, will be used to document the test,
the subsequent results, and to attribute the test to the correct employee.
The test will be performed in a private, confidential manner as required by
49 CFR Part 40, as amended. The procedure will be followed as
prescribed to protect the employee and to maintain the integrity of the
alcohol testing procedures and validity of the test result.
2) A confirmed alcohol concentration of 0.04 or greater will be considered a
positive alcohol test and in violation of this policy. The consequences of a
positive alcohol test are described in Section Q. of this policy. Even
though an employee who has a confirmed alcohol concentration of 0.02 to
0.039 is not considered positive, the employee shall still be removed from
duty for at least eight hours or for the duration of the work day whichever
is longer and will be subject to the consequences described in Section Q
of this policy. An alcohol concentration of less than 0.02 will be
considered a negative test.
3) Cabarrus County Transportation affirms the need to protect individual
dignity, privacy, and confidentiality throughout the testing process. If at
any time the integrity of the testing procedures or the validity of the test
results is compromised, the test will be canceled. Minor inconsistencies or
procedural flaws that do not impact the test result will not result in a
cancelled test.
4) The alcohol testing form (ATF) required by 49 CFR Part 40 as amended,
shall be used for all FTA required testing. Failure of an employee to sign
step 2 of the ATF will be considered a refusal to submit to testing.
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K. PRE-EMPLOYMENT TESTING
1) All applicants for covered transit positions shall undergo urine drug testing
prior to performance of a safety-sensitive function.
a. All offers of employment for covered positions shall be extended
conditional upon the applicant passing a drug test. An applicant will
not be allowed to perform safety-sensitive functions unless the
applicant takes a drug test with verified negative results.
b. An employee shall not be placed, transferred or promoted into a
position covered under FTA authority or company authority until the
employee takes a drug test with verified negative results.
c. If an applicant fails a pre-employment drug test, the conditional
offer of employment shall be rescinded and the applicant will be
provided with a list of at least two (2) USDOT qualified Substance
Abuse Professionals. Failure of a pre-employment drug test will
disqualify an applicant for employment for a period of at least one
year. Before being considered for future employment the applicant
must provide the employer proof of having successfully completed
a referral, evaluation and treatment plan as described in section
655.62 of subpart G. The cost for the assessment and any
subsequent treatment will be the sole responsibility of the applicant.
d. When an employee being placed, transferred, or promoted from a
non-covered position to a position covered under FTA authority or
company authority submits a drug test with a verified positive result,
the employee shall be subject to disciplinary action in accordance
with Section Q herein.
e. If a pre-employment test is canceled, Cabarrus County
Transportation will require the applicant to take and pass another
pre-employment drug test.
f. In instances where a FTA covered employee does not perform a
safety-sensitive function for a period of 90 consecutive days or
more regardless of reason, and during that period is not in the
random testing pool the employee will be required to take a preemployment drug test under 49 CFR Part 655 and have negative
test results prior to the conduct of safety-sensitive job functions.
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g. Following a negative dilute the employee will be required to
undergo another test. Should this second test result in a negative
dilute result, the test will be considered a negative and no additional
testing will be required unless directed to do so by the MRO.
h. Applicants are required (even if ultimately not hired) to provide
Cabarrus County Transportation with signed written releases
requesting USDOT drug and alcohol records from all previous,
USDOT-covered, employers that the applicant has worked for
within the last two years. Failure to do so will result in the
employment offer being rescinded. Cabarrus County Transportation
is required to ask all applicants (even if ultimately not hired) if they
have tested positive or refused to test on a pre-employment test for
a USDOT covered employer within the last two years. If the
applicant has tested positive or refused to test on a preemployment test for a USDOT covered employer, the applicant
must provide Cabarrus County Transportation proof of having
successfully completed a referral, evaluation and treatment plan as
described in section 655.62 of subpart G.

L. REASONABLE SUSPICION TESTING
1) All Cabarrus County Transportation FTA covered employees will be
subject to a reasonable suspicion drug and/or alcohol test when the
employer has reasonable suspicion to believe that the covered employee
has used a prohibited drug and/or engaged in alcohol misuse.
Reasonable suspicion shall mean that there is objective evidence, based
upon specific, contemporaneous, articulable observations of the
employee's appearance, behavior, speech or body odor that are
consistent with possible drug use and/or alcohol misuse. Reasonable
suspicion referrals must be made by one or more supervisors who are
trained to detect the signs and symptoms of drug and alcohol use, and
who reasonably concludes that an employee may be adversely affected or
impaired in his/her work performance due to possible prohibited substance
abuse or alcohol misuse. A reasonable suspicion alcohol test can only be
conducted just before, during, or just after the performance of a safetysensitive job function. However, under Cabarrus County Transportation’
authority, a non-DOT reasonable suspicion alcohol test may be performed
any time the covered employee is on duty. A reasonable suspicion drug
test can be performed any time the covered employee is on duty.
2) Cabarrus County Transportation shall be responsible for transporting the
employee to the testing site. Supervisors should avoid placing themselves
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and/or others into a situation which might endanger the physical safety of
those present. The employee shall be placed on administrative leave
pending disciplinary action described in Section Q of this policy. An
employee who refuses an instruction to submit to a drug/alcohol test shall
not be permitted to finish his or her shift and shall immediately be placed
on administrative leave pending disciplinary action. Refer to County Policy
for non-disciplinary investigatory suspension.
3) A written record of the observations which led to a drug/alcohol test based
on reasonable suspicion shall be prepared and signed by the supervisor
making the observation. This written record shall be submitted to
Cabarrus County Transportation. Utilize the form provided with the
general
County
policy.
4) When there are no specific, contemporaneous, articulable objective facts
that indicate current drug or alcohol use, but the employee (who is not
already a participant in a treatment program) admits the abuse of alcohol
or other substances to a supervisor in his/her chain of command, the
employee shall be referred for assessment and treatment consistent with
Section Q of this policy. Cabarrus County Transportation shall place the
employee on administrative leave in accordance with the provisions set
forth under Section Q of this policy. Testing in this circumstance would be
performed under the direct authority of the Cabarrus County
Transportation. Since the employee self-referred to management,
testing under this circumstance would not be considered a violation
of this policy or a positive test result under Federal authority.
However, self-referral does not exempt the covered employee from testing
under Federal authority as specified in Sections L through N of this policy
or the associated consequences as specified in Section Q.

M. POST-ACCIDENT TESTING
1) FATAL ACCIDENTS – A covered employee will be required to undergo
urine and breath testing if they are involved in an accident with a transit
vehicle, whether or not the vehicle is in revenue service at the time of the
accident, that results in a fatality. This includes all surviving covered
employees that are operating the vehicle at the time of the accident and
any other whose performance could have contributed to the accident, as
determined by the employer using the best information available at the
time of the decision.
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2) NON-FATAL ACCIDENTS - A post-accident test of the employee
operating the public transportation vehicle will be conducted if an accident
occurs and at least one of the following conditions is met:
a. The accident results in injuries requiring immediate medical
treatment away from the scene, unless the covered employee can
be completely discounted as a contributing factor to the accident.
b. One or more vehicles incurs disabling damage as a result of the
occurrence and must be transported away from the scene, unless
the covered employee can be completely discounted as a
contributing factor to the accident.
c. Any other incidents/accidents as required by Cabarrus County.
Employee will be under County testing protocol.
In addition, any other covered employee whose performance could have
contributed to the accident, as determined by the employer using the best
information available at the time of the decision, will be tested.
As soon as practicable following an accident, as defined in this policy, the
transit supervisor investigating the accident will notify the transit employee
operating the transit vehicle and all other covered employees whose
performance could have contributed to the accident of the need for the test.
The supervisor will make the determination using the best information available
at the time of the decision.
The appropriate transit supervisor shall ensure that an employee, required to
be tested under this section, is tested as soon as practicable, within two hours
but not longer than eight.(8) hours accident for alcohol and drug. If al test is not
performed within two hours of the accident, the Supervisor will document the
reason(s) for the delay. If the alcohol test is not conducted within (8) eight
hours attempts to conduct the test must cease and the reasons for the failure to
test documented. Failure to be available within such time will be considered a
refusal to submit to testing, unless there is a clear hindrance. For example, an
employee with life-threatening injuries or injuries that result in death. It is
important to emphasize that nothing is to prevent the individual from receiving
of required medical attention.
Any covered employee involved in an accident must refrain from alcohol use for
eight (8) hours following the accident, or until he/she undergoes a post-accident
alcohol test.
An employee who is subject to post-accident testing who fails to remain readily
available for such testing, including notifying a supervisor of his or her location
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if he or she leaves the scene of the accident prior to submission to such test,
may be deemed to have refused to submit to testing.
Nothing in this section shall be construed to require the delay of necessary
medical attention for the injured following an accident, or to prohibit an
employee from leaving the scene of an accident for the period necessary to
obtain assistance in responding to the accident, or to obtain necessary
emergency medical care.
In the rare event that Cabarrus County Transportation is unable to perform an
FTA drug and alcohol test (i.e., employee is unconscious, employee is detained
by law enforcement agency), Cabarrus County Transportation may use drug
and alcohol post-accident test results administered by local law enforcement
officials in lieu of the FTA test. The local law enforcement officials must have
independent authority for the test and the employer must obtain the results in
conformance with local law.

N. RANDOM TESTING
All covered employees will be subjected to random, unannounced testing.
The selection of employees shall be made by a scientifically valid method of
randomly generating an employee identifier from the appropriate pool of
Transportation safety-sensitive employees. Employees who may be covered
under company authority will be selected from a pool of non-DOT-covered
employees.
1) The dates for administering unannounced testing of randomly selected
employees shall be spread reasonably throughout the calendar year, day
of the week and hours of the day.
2) The number of employees randomly selected for drug/alcohol testing
during the calendar year shall be not less than the percentage rates set
each year by the FTA administrator. The current year testing rates can be
viewed online at https://www.transportation.gov/odapc/random-testingrates.
3) Each covered employee shall be in a pool from which the random
selection is made. Each covered employee in the pool shall have an
equal chance of selection each time the selections are made. Employees
will remain in the pool and subject to selection, whether or not the
employee has been previously tested. There is no discretion on the part
of management in the selection.
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4) Covered transit employees that fall under the Federal Transit
Administration regulations will be included in one random pool maintained
separately from the testing pool of non-safety-sensitive employees that
are included solely under Cabarrus County Transportation authority.
5) Random tests can be conducted at any time during an employee’s shift for
drug testing. Alcohol random tests can only be performed just before,
during, or just after the performance of a safety sensitive duty. However,
under Cabarrus County Transportation authority, a non-DOT random
alcohol test may be performed any time the covered employee is on duty.
Testing can occur during the beginning, middle, or end of an employee’s
shift.
6) Employees are required to proceed immediately to the collection site upon
notification of their random selection.

O. RETURN-TO-DUTY TESTING
Cabarrus County Transportation will terminate the employment of any employee
that tests positive or refuses a test as specified in section Q of this policy.
However, in the rare event an employee is reinstated with court order or other
action beyond the control of the transit system, the employee must complete the
return-to-duty process prior to the performance of safety-sensitive functions. All
covered employees who previously tested positive on a drug or alcohol test or
refused a test, must test negative for drugs, alcohol (below 0.02 for alcohol), or
both and be evaluated and released by the Substance Abuse Professional before
returning to work. Following the initial assessment, the SAP will recommend a
course of rehabilitation unique to the individual. The SAP will recommend the
return-to-duty test only when the employee has successfully completed the
treatment requirement and is known to be drug and alcohol-free and there are no
undue concerns for public safety. The SAP will determine whether the employee
returning to duty will require a return-to-duty drug test, alcohol test, or both.

P. FOLLOW-UP TESTING
Covered employees that have returned to duty following a positive or refused
test will be required to undergo frequent, unannounced drug and/or alcohol
testing following their return-to-duty test. The follow-up testing will be performed
for a period of one to five years with a minimum of six tests to be performed the
first year. The frequency and duration of the follow-up tests (beyond the
minimums) will be determined by the SAP reflecting the SAP’s assessment of the
employee’s unique situation and recovery progress. Follow-up testing should be
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frequent enough to deter and/or detect a relapse. Follow-up testing is separate
and in addition to the random, post-accident, reasonable suspicion and return-toduty testing.
In the instance of a self-referral or a management referral, the employee will be
subject to non-USDOT follow-up tests and follow-up testing plans modeled using
the process described in 49 CFR Part 40. However, all non-USDOT follow-up
tests and all paperwork associated with an employee’s return-to-work agreement
that was not precipitated by a positive test result (or refusal to test) does not
constitute a violation of the Federal regulations will be conducted under company
authority and will be performed using non-DOT testing forms.

Q. RESULT OF DRUG/ALCOHOL TEST
1) Any covered employee that has a verified positive drug or alcohol test, or
test refusal, will be removed from his/her safety-sensitive position,
informed of educational and rehabilitation programs available, and will be
provided with a list of at least two (2) USDOT qualified Substance Abuse
Professionals (SAP) for assessment, and will be terminated.
2) Following a negative dilute the employee will be required to undergo
another test. Should this second test result in a negative dilute result, the
test will be considered a negative and no additional testing will be required
unless directed to do so by the MRO.
3) Refusal to submit to a drug/alcohol test shall be considered equivalent to a
positive test result and a direct act of insubordination and shall result in
termination and referral to a list of USDOT qualified SAPs. A test refusal
includes the following circumstances:
a. Fail to appear for any test (except a pre-employment test) within a
reasonable time, as determined by the employer.
b. Fail to remain at the testing site until the testing process is
complete. An employee who leaves the testing site before the
testing process commences for a pre-employment test has not
refused to test.
c. Fail to attempt to provide a breath or urine specimen. An employee
who does not provide a urine or breath specimen because he or
she has left the testing site before the testing process commenced
for a pre-employment test has not refused to test.
d. In the case of a directly-observed or monitored urine drug
collection, fail to permit monitoring or observation of your provision
of a specimen.
e. Fail to provide a sufficient quantity of urine or breath without a valid
medical explanation.
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f. Fail or decline to take a second test as directed by the collector or
the employer for drug testing.
g. Fail to undergo a medical evaluation as required by the MRO or the
employer's Designated Employer Representative (DER).
h. Fail to cooperate with any part of the testing process.
i. Fail to follow an observer's instructions to raise and lower clothing
and turn around during a directly-observed test.
j. Possess or wear a prosthetic or other device used to tamper with
the collection process.
k. Admit to the adulteration or substitution of a specimen to the
collector or MRO.
l. Refuse to sign the certification at Step 2 of the Alcohol Testing
Form (ATF).
m. Fail to remain readily available following an accident.
As a covered employee, if the MRO reports that you have a verified
adulterated or substituted test result, you have refused to take a drug test.
4) An alcohol test result of 0.02 to  0.039 BAC shall result in the removal of
the employee from duty for eight hours or the remainder or the work day
whichever is longer. The employee will not be allowed to return to safetysensitive duty for his/her next shift until he/she submits to a NONDOT
alcohol test with a result of less than 0.02 BAC.
5) In the instance of a self-referral or a management referral, disciplinary
action against the employee shall include:
a. Mandatory referral for an assessment by an employer approved
counseling professional for assessment, formulation of a treatment
plan, and execution of a return to work agreement;
b. Failure to execute, or remain compliant with the return-to-work
agreement shall result in termination from Cabarrus County
Transportation/Cabarrus County_employment.
i. Compliance with the return-to-work agreement means that
the employee has submitted to a drug/alcohol test
immediately prior to returning to work; the result of that test
is negative; the employee is cooperating with his/her
recommended treatment program; and, the employee has
agreed to periodic unannounced follow-up testing as
described in Section P of this policy; however, all follow-up
testing performed as part of a return-to-work agreement
required under section Q of this policy is under the sole
authority of Cabarrus County Transportation and will be
performed using non-DOT testing forms.
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c. Refusal to submit to a periodic unannounced follow-up drug/alcohol
test shall be considered a direct act of insubordination and shall
result in termination. All tests conducted as part of the return to
work agreement will be conducted under company authority
and will be performed using non-DOT testing forms.
d. A self-referral or management referral to the employer's
counseling professional that was not precipitated by a positive
test result does not constitute a violation of the Federal
regulations and will not be considered as a positive test result
in relation to the progressive discipline defined in Section Q of
this policy.
e. Periodic unannounced follow-up drug/alcohol testing conducted as
a result of a self-referral or management referral which results in a
verified positive shall be considered a positive test result in relation
to the progressive discipline defined in Section Q of this policy.
f. A Voluntary Referral does not shield an employee from disciplinary
action or guarantee employment with Cabarrus County
Transportation.
g. A Voluntary Referral does not shield an employee from the
requirement to comply with drug and alcohol testing.
6) Failure of an employee to report within five days a criminal drug statute
conviction for a violation occurring in the workplace shall result in
termination.
R. GRIEVANCE AND APPEAL
The consequences specified by 49 CFR Part 40.149 (c) for a positive test or test
refusal is not subject to arbitration.

S. PROPER APPLICATION OF THE POLICY
Cabarrus County Transportation is dedicated to assuring fair and equitable
application of this substance abuse policy. Therefore, supervisors/managers are
required to use and apply all aspects of this policy in an unbiased and impartial
manner. Any supervisor/manager who knowingly disregards the requirements of
this policy, or who is found to deliberately misuse the policy in regard to
subordinates, shall be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including
termination.

T. INFORMATION DISCLOSURE
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1) Drug/alcohol testing records shall be maintained by the Cabarrus County
Transportation Drug and Alcohol Program Manager (Operations and
Training Supervisor) and, except as provided below or by law, the results
of any drug/alcohol test shall not be disclosed without express written
consent of the tested employee.
2) The employee, upon written request, is entitled to obtain copies of any
records pertaining to their use of prohibited drugs or misuse of alcohol
including any drug or alcohol testing records. Covered employees have
the right to gain access to any pertinent records such as equipment
calibration records, and records of laboratory certifications. Employees
may not have access to SAP follow-up testing plans.
3) Records of a verified positive drug/alcohol test result shall be released to
the Drug and Alcohol Program Manager, and other transit system
management personnel on a need to know basis.
4) Records will be released to a subsequent employer only upon receipt of a
written request from the employee.
5) Records of an employee's drug/alcohol tests shall be released to the
adjudicator in a grievance, lawsuit, or other proceeding initiated by or on
behalf of the tested individual arising from the results of the drug/alcohol
test. The records will be released to the decision maker in the proceeding.
6) Records will be released to the National Transportation Safety Board
during an accident investigation.
7) Information will be released in a criminal or civil action resulting from an
employee’s performance of safety-sensitive duties, in which a court of
competent jurisdiction determines that the drug or alcohol test information
is relevant to the case and issues an order to the employer to release the
information. The employer will release the information to the decision
maker in the proceeding with a binding stipulation that it will only be
released to parties of the proceeding.
8) Records will be released to the DOT or any DOT agency with regulatory
authority over the employer or any of its employees.
9) Records will be released if requested by a Federal, state or local safety
agency with regulatory authority over Cabarrus County Transportation or
the employee.
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10) If a party seeks a court order to release a specimen or part of a specimen
contrary to any provision of Part 40 as amended, necessary legal steps to
contest the issuance of the order will be taken
11) In cases of a contractor or sub-recipient of a state department of
transportation, records will be released when requested by such agencies
that must certify compliance with the regulation to the FTA.
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This Policy was adopted by the Cabarrus County Board of Commissioners on
March 23, 2020.

[APPLICABLE SIGNATURES]
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Attachment A
Job Title
Driver Supervisor

Operations and Training
Supervisor

Transportation Driver

Transportation
Driver/Dispatcher
Transportation Manager

Job Duties
Operation of a transit
revenue service vehicle
even when the vehicle is
not in revenue service.
1) Operation of a transit
revenue service vehicle
even when the vehicle is
not in revenue service.
2) Controlling the
movement of a revenue
service vehicle.
3) Maintaining a revenue
service vehicle or
equipment used in
revenue service.
Operation of a transit
revenue service vehicle
even when the vehicle is
not in revenue service.
Controlling the movement
of a revenue service
vehicle.
1) Operation of a transit
revenue service vehicle
even when the vehicle is
not in revenue service.
2) Controlling the
movement of a revenue
service vehicle.
3) Maintaining a revenue
service vehicle or
equipment used in
revenue service.
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Attachment B Contacts
Updated 3/4/20
Any questions regarding this policy or any other aspect of the substance abuse
policy should be directed to the following individual(s).
Cabarrus County Transportation Drug and Alcohol Program Manager
Name: Jessie Hillie
Title:
Cabarrus County Transportation Operations & Training Supervisor
Address:1303 S Cannon Blvd, Kannapolis NC
Telephone Number: 704 920-2236
Medical Review Officer
Name: Dr. Owensby
Title: MRO
Address: 681 Cabarrus Ave West
Concord NC 28027
Telephone Number: 800-451-3743
HHS Certified Laboratory Primary Specimen
Clinical Reference Lab
8433 Quivira, Lenexa, KS, 66215
HHS Certified Laboratory Split Specimen
Name: Quest Diagnostics
Address: 1010 Renner Blvd
Lenexa KS 66219
Telephone Number: 800-877-7484
Or
Name: LabCorp
Address: 1904 Alexander Dr.
RTP NC 27709
Telephone Number: 336-553-0780 Ext. 304
Substance Abuse Professional Referral List
John Trombello
McLauglin Young Group
5925 Carnegie Blvd
Suite 350
Charlotte, NC 28209
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704-529-1428
Mary Kay Berhalter
McLauglin Young Group
5925 Carnegie Blvd
Suite 350
Charlotte, NC 28209
704-529-1428
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4.-4.10.

CABARRUS COUNTY
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
WORK SESSION
March 9, 2020
4:00 PM
AGENDA CATEGORY:
Discussion Items for Action
SUBJECT:
Human Resources - Health Insurance Renewal for FY21
BRIEF SUMMARY:
Human Resources will present proposed changes and rates for the health insurance renewal
to be a part of the FY21 budget.
REQUESTED ACTION:
Motion to approve proposed changes.
EXPECTED LENGTH OF PRESENTATION:
10 Minutes
SUBMITTED BY:
Lundee Covington, HR Director
Johanna Ray, Health & Wellness Manager
BUDGET AMENDMENT REQUIRED:
No
COUNTY MANAGER'S RECOMMENDATIONS/COMMENTS:

ATTACHMENTS:
Proposed Changes
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Health Insurance Proposal FY21
• Continue with Cigna
• Implement waist/weight incentive

• Divide the H S A amount in two payments (July/January)
• Both plan designs will remain the same
• OAP (30% of employees)
• HSA (70% of employees and all new hires as of 7/1/17)

• Dependent premiums will remain the same on both plans
• Cost increase to County: $1,241,280 (12.03%)
$665 per employee per month (PEPM) to $745 PEPM
cabarruscounty.us
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5.-5.1.

CABARRUS COUNTY
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
WORK SESSION
March 9, 2020
4:00 PM
AGENDA CATEGORY:
Approval of Regular Meeting Agenda
SUBJECT:
BOC - Approval of Regular Meeting Agenda
BRIEF SUMMARY:
The proposed agenda for the March 23, 2020 regular meeting is attached.
REQUESTED ACTION:
Motion to approve the agenda for the March 23, 2020 regular meeting.
EXPECTED LENGTH OF PRESENTATION:
1 Minute
SUBMITTED BY:
Lauren Linker, Clerk to the Board
BUDGET AMENDMENT REQUIRED:
No
COUNTY MANAGER'S RECOMMENDATIONS/COMMENTS:

ATTACHMENTS:
Propsed March 23, 2020 Agenda
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6.-6.1.

CABARRUS COUNTY
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
WORK SESSION
March 9, 2020
4:00 PM
AGENDA CATEGORY:
Closed Session
SUBJECT:
Closed Session - Pending Litigation and Economic Development
BRIEF SUMMARY:
A closed session is needed to discuss matters related to pending litigation and economic
development as authorized by NCGS 143-318.11(a)(3) and (4).
REQUESTED ACTION:
Motion to go into closed session to discuss matters related to pending litigation and
economic development as authorized by NCGS 143-318.11(a)(3) and (4).
EXPECTED LENGTH OF PRESENTATION:
30 Minutes
SUBMITTED BY:
Mike Downs, County Manager
BUDGET AMENDMENT REQUIRED:
No
COUNTY MANAGER'S RECOMMENDATIONS/COMMENTS:
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